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Introduction

THE DAY I MET LEE

Lee, three days old, naps before leaving 

the hospital to go home in January 2004.

I heard my son before I saw him.

Whereas my daughter had had the faint bleat of a newborn lamb at 

her birth, my son took his fi rst breath and fi lled the surgical room with 

a bellow. It surprised all of us, even the doctor. As the nurses checked 

my baby boy’s vital signs and cleaned him under a bright light, he fought 

and yelped with the instinctive fi re of self-protection.

Don’t ever stop making noise, sweet Lee Arthur Marentette, I silently 

cheered. Don’t ever lose your fi re.

Th en I got to hold him.

My boy had the nearly bald head and deeply lined face of an ancient 

man. His face—wow, that face showed character. Th e lines foretold of 

great wisdom; I just knew it as I marveled at him and dreamed. His 
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overly large head was hooked to an undersized, curled-up body that was 

nothing but bones and fl oppy skin, but he was lovely and perfect. All 

ten tiny fi ngers and ten little toes were beautiful. His delicate ears were 

the right proportion to his features, and they were tucked tightly against 

his head. I giggled at his dusting of reddish hair. Th e color implied 

sweetness within him that would disarm people and open their hearts 

to him immediately.

“Oh, little man,” I cried, for that is exactly what his face looked 

like.

Next, I whispered a prayer of gratitude for this beautiful, healthy-

looking child. No Down syndrome. No cleft palette. No heart or lung 

problems that forced him to be whisked away for urgent care before I 

could hold him. Th ere was no outward sign that life would deal out any 

challenges—none at all. He was nothing but a lifetime of potential in 

my arms.

I went limp with relief. I had worried for four months about this 

baby who had barely moved in the womb. Th e doctor had advised me 

not to fret. If I could feel my baby move at least once a day, he was fi ne, 

the doctor said. But telling an expectant mother not to worry is like 

telling the pope not to pray. I wanted proof. One look at my baby boy 

fi nally gave me the evidence I needed to relax. I could start dreaming 

about life with a healthy child. All would be rosy. He would be a top 

student without eff ort, and he would hold his own on the athletic 

fi eld. He would be popular, maybe a drummer in a band and the girls’ 

favorite. He would grow into a kind, respected man. Not a superstar, 

but certainly an upstanding, warmhearted citizen in a medium-sized 

town somewhere in the future. He didn’t have to be president, not even a 

senator. Just the mayor for life, that would do, I whimsically dreamed.

It was irresistible and totally natural to dream with fi ve pounds of 

possibility in my arms. I was holding the awe-inspiring mystery of a 

new life. I needed that encounter with pure hope to experience complete 

freedom from fear. I needed that moment to dream, lest the weight of 

life’s inevitable challenges keep me from dreaming at all. I needed to 

imagine that the next eighteen years would be eff ortless, for I would 

have been crushed if I had known that this was a child I was largely 
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unprepared to raise, that this was the child who would push me to the 

point of breaking.

I was about to learn what many parents eventually know. For once 

we are home with our babies, it is only a matter of time before fear and 

heartbreak arise. Th ey always do, even if it takes years. And it’s not 

just parents. It happens when our greatest hopes are dashed or when 

we realize achieving a dream isn’t all we bargained for. Th is book is for 

those who know that heartbreak. Th is book is a reassuring story for 

the mother who fears she will crack with exhaustion if her baby wakes 

crying one more night or if her autistic child has one more tantrum. 

Th is book is a warm blanket for the parent who is numb from leaving 

her preschooler at day care for nine, ten, or eleven hours for a job she 

once loved but now only tolerates because she has to pay the bills. Th is 

book is for the professional who never dreamed that having it all—a 

demanding career and a family—could stretch her to the brink of misery 

and failure. Th is book is for the father who knows his child needs 

therapy or counseling but cannot aff ord it or get time away from work 

to attend it. Th is book is for the parent who drops into bed exhausted 

and weighed down with the guilt that, yet again, he didn’t fi nd time to 

do exercises recommended by the child’s therapist or teacher.

Th is book is for the parents who fear their tenderhearted children 

will become the prey of bullies in a world that can be overly harsh 

for kids who are too wiggly, too fat, too skinny, too black, too white, 

too pretty, too ugly, too loud, too quiet, too smart, too not-smart, too 

ordinary, too diff erent, too clumsy, too sweet, or too trusting. Th is book 

is for those who doubt that it is safe to bring a child into the world.

Th is book also is for all the parents who don’t get to dream at their 

children’s births because a problem is clear right away through birth 

defect or deliveries gone awry. Th ese are the parents whose dashed 

dreams are there for everyone to see with one look at the child.

Last, this book is for anyone who has honestly questioned if having 

children really is so great if it can turn a parent’s life completely upside 

down.

May my experiences inspire you and help you feel understood. I 

hope you fi nd one passage to share with someone who cares about you 
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because it could have been written about your life. I hope this book 

helps you see your own strength and courage as you carry a huge load 

and make the best decisions you can under immense pressure. Most 

important, I hope this book will stand the test of time for showing how 

our minds can move from viewing our greatest challenges as problems 

to viewing them as opportunities to grow in awareness and appreciation 

of the richness of life. We are not the scripts we write in our heads of 

how we think our lives ought to go. When things don’t go as planned, 

we are not our disappointments—not by a long shot. We are far more 

remarkable than that, particularly when we meet our challenges and 

disappointments with love.

In my case, my challenging child pushed me to write a completely 

new script. Th e script now includes ways to fi nd joy in the unexpected. 

My challenging child revealed the paradox that the smallest bit of 

progress is reason to celebrate; he made me get comfortable with 

things that once terrifi ed me. He showed me that my vulnerability 

was my strength. He showed me that the greatest acts in life are the 

most simple, like breathing, when they come from the heart. My child 

showed me that I was indeed vulnerable and that I did have a breaking 

point, which was humbling. But after I learned that I could be humble, 

I learned that I could stand fi rm amid crisis and accept that happiness 

is not all about pursuing goals. In my case, happiness is tearing up the 

script and starting over. Happiness is walking in my own shoes and 

cherishing every step.

I do not wish to pick an argument with fans of philosopher Friedrich 

Nietzsche, who wrote, “Th at which does not kill us makes us stronger.” 

Th at is not always the case. Sometimes the things that don’t kill us 

leave us maimed and hurting for years; sometimes they leave us with 

bitterness and resentment.

From my experience, I simply off er this updated version: that which 

does not kill us reveals strength we do not realize we possess, and only 

love compels us to use it.
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Chapter One

CONCEPTION AND MISCONCEPTIONS

Katie, my fi rstborn, was so marvelous, 

I couldn’t stop at one child.

On a cloudy Saturday morning in March 2009, I put my car in reverse 

and began to back out of my driveway. I stopped halfway down to look 

in the back at my son Lee, who was strapped in his car seat next to Big 

Teddy, his stuff ed bear who was the same height as him.

I lingered to take in my blond-haired, blue-eyed fi ve-year-old. I was 

fully aware that this tiny, pale boy who had failed to thrive might never 

return to our home. I was fully aware that he and his older sister might 

never see one another again.

I also knew I might return to that very spot with him cured, healthy, 

and whole. In my mind, I looked even further into the future to the day 

I might catch my breath at the sight of the beautiful young man who 

had defi ed the odds. I planted the vision in my mind of that day ten or 
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more years in the future when I would stand face-to-face with him and 

look up to him because he was taller than me.

“We’ll be back,” I murmured to Lee, to the empty house in front 

of me, and to my heart. I took my foot off  the brake and let the car roll 

backward again.

Moments earlier, I had sent my seven-year-old daughter on a 120-

mile trip north to live with my parents in my hometown, McBain, 

Michigan, for an unknown number of months. My son and I were 

heading nearly 350 miles south to Cincinnati, where he was scheduled 

to receive a full bone marrow transplant to cure him of a rare, deadly 

autoimmune condition that I had unknowingly passed to him through 

a mutated gene.

I still shake my head when I look back on all Lee and I would 

experience in the months that would follow. I still feel disbelief that I, 

of all mothers, would face this journey. After all, I had been ambivalent 

about becoming a mother in the fi rst place, and I had come so incredibly 

close to not having this boy.

My life with Lee began when I awoke wet and cold the day of his 

birth. I awoke at four thirty that January morning in 2004, and I knew 

immediately that my water had broken, even though it was three weeks 

before my due date. Heavy with fatigue, I heaved myself from my side 

to my back and looked wide-eyed at the ceiling.

“I’m having a baby … today,” I said.

I spoke to the ceiling because my husband was sleeping at the other 

end of the house in the spare bedroom. Five nights earlier, he had called 

me at work to say he was leaving. He would stay until a few weeks after 

the baby was born, but that was it, he said. Strangely, I still wanted him 

with me when Lee was born. I wanted him to look at our son and realize 

he was being a fool to walk away. But how would I make it through labor 

with a man who had turned on me? And on only four hours of sleep.

It was hard to imagine I was bringing a second baby into that kind 

of marriage; it was tough to believe I was in that kind of marriage at all. 
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Most of my life before Lee had been quite uneventful, and while I can’t 

say I was always happy, I wasn’t miserable. As a newspaper journalist, I 

could almost step back from my distress and feel I was watching another 

woman’s life—not mine—because it didn’t add up. I was a smart, well-

educated, hardworking woman with a career. I had pluck. And I came 

from a peaceful family where people didn’t argue. I was a sincere woman 

who valued sticking with a marriage for life though it all. I thought my 

own hard work would get me through damn near any challenge, and 

I honestly thought my background and choices made me immune to 

being left alone with two babies. Boy, was I wrong.

As I look back, I can see that Lee’s very existence was based on 

wishful thinking disguised as hope. It was the wishful thinking that 

my roller-coaster marriage would turn into a slow, scenic train ride 

through the park, and we would raise two beautiful children in a stable 

home. I simply refused to accept that it wasn’t going to work out that 

way, so I ignored many signs to the contrary. And as skeptical as I was 

that the conventional path of two kids, a marriage, and a nice home 

was as satisfying as people made it out to be, deep down it had become 

what I really wanted.

At the time Lee was conceived, I was working full-time on the night 

desk at the Kalamazoo Gazette, and my husband was the fi re chief in a 

small town near Grand Rapids, Michigan. We already had a daughter, 

Katie. Not quite two years old, Katie’s deep brown eyes and dimples 

melted me beyond all reason. Th e fi rst time I looked at her, I said, “Oh, 

we have to have another one of these. She’s marvelous.”

Five years before Katie, I married a man who seemed sensitive, 

funny, bright, and intuitive even though, by his own admission, he 

was not good looking or successful with long-term relationships. His 

candor was refreshing. I remember our early days as a time of laughter. 

When we married, he was the thirty-four-year-old new deputy chief 

in a growing fi re department, while I was a reporter and an adjunct 

writing instructor at the local community college. Our plan was to move 
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eventually to a suburb of a large metropolitan area—him a fi re chief 

and me a journalist. If we had a child, we would have the means to hire 

people to do housecleaning, laundry, yard work, and maybe even the 

grocery shopping. Because I was twenty-fi ve, I was in no rush to have 

a child. Parenthood at that time seemed like an event in the far distant 

future just before I was too old to have a baby. Still, I was pretty sure 

I wanted one eventually, possibly two, but no more. We agreed that 

we would not take extra measures to have a baby if we were unable to 

conceive, and we probably wouldn’t even adopt. But if it happened, we 

would embrace parenthood and give it our best.

Th is willingness to become a parent represented a gradual shift in 

my thinking. In my teens and early twenties, I never had a burning desire 

to be a mother. I was never one who dreamed of having a family. I was 

never one who felt her life would be incomplete without a child. And 

I was never one who dreamed that the perfect life was a spouse, a nice 

house, and two kids. Th at dream certainly did not drive my career or 

life-partner decisions. When I was dating at Calvin College, the small 

Christian college I attended, I was repelled by men who told me they 

wanted to settle down and have a family. Th e very thought brought on 

panic. I felt like I couldn’t breathe. As a teenager, I avoided babysitting 

jobs, and I was relieved when I outgrew the tedious church nursery duty. 

In college, the caring professions of nursing and teaching sounded, well, 

dull. Th ey sounded too much like mothering. And many of the women 

who were studying in those fi elds chose those fi elds because they were 

conducive to juggling work and a family. I just didn’t feel like I fi t in 

with them. I felt a bit like an oddball because I was beginning to grasp 

how pervasive the standard life plan of marriage and kids was in my part 

of the world, and I felt like one of few who questioned it.

Toward the end of college, one of my best friends was taken aback 

when I said I could envision a life without children. At that time, I was 

deep into English literature studies. I realized how writing or some 

other meaningful work could fi ll up one’s life in a rewarding way. Th e 

work would be the gift that made the world a better place.

Th en I laughed.

“What if I devote my life to writing and totally suck? Th en I would 
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wish I had a child. I better go that route,” I said, and we both burst out 

laughing.

I suspect I inherited some of my ambivalence about motherhood 

from my own mother. Growing up, I loved my mother dearly, but I 

wished she were happier. I wanted my mother to laugh as much with me 

as she did during her infrequent lunches with her best friend. I wanted 

my mother to show her playful side a bit more and her dutiful side a lot 

less. It bothered me that she was doing a job she seemed to value greatly, 

but she still didn’t seem very satisfi ed by it.

I was intensely loyal to my stay-at-home mother who valued her four 

children in a highly protective way. When I was small, I could count 

on her to be an anchor of conviction and composure when others in my 

world became ruffl  ed. And compared to other teens in my small, rural 

hometown, I had opportunities because she made sure of it. It bothered 

her greatly when she saw parents who didn’t sacrifi ce more so their 

children could have greater opportunities. From her, I learned that I was 

worth the investment in music lessons and nice clothes. She made sure 

that school was my top priority, so I did not have to work on our family 

farm as my older siblings had and as she had when she was a girl.

While some of my friends didn’t even consider college because their 

parents could not pay for it, my parents paid every dime. My mother 

made it clear that I was going to college, and I was worth the expense. 

Dropping out was not an option. Partying hard and getting Cs were not 

options either. It worked out, because her desires for me matched my 

own desires. I couldn’t imagine not attending a rigorous college, and I 

couldn’t fathom squandering the opportunity my parents were handing 

to me. I wanted a meaningful career. I wanted success.

Still, it was confusing. My mother was telling me not to do what 

she had done, which was to remain in her hometown and get married. 

It didn’t occur to me until many years later that getting married a year 

out of high school was her best option, considering she was a shy girl in 

1956 in a small town many miles from a college with parents who barely 

scraped by. So she did her best. She followed the conventional path of 

marriage, and my parents had three children right away.

Just over a decade later, as my siblings approached their teenage 
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years, my mother could have sought more hours at the part-time job she 

held on Saturday mornings. She might have even sought schooling, but 

she chose to have another baby—me. On the one hand, the fact that my 

parents planned me fi lled me with purpose and a deep sense of being 

loved and wanted. (Th eir fi rst three “ just came,” my mom once said 

blushing.) On the other hand, her encouragement to walk a diff erent 

path than hers caused me to wonder if maybe she regretted her choices. 

Th e message was be a mother but don’t be a mother.

When I compared my mother’s life to my dad’s, motherhood looked 

like settling for second best. My dad was experiencing modest success 

and happiness as a dairy farmer, which in the 1980s meant survival as 

farms all around were dropping like fl ies in poop. Where many farmers 

borrowed money at high interest rates to modernize and add acreage, 

my dad paid cash for as much as he could and held expenses down. 

He taught me not to be fooled by the appearance of success. Th e ones 

driving the shiny new tractors and pickup trucks were not necessarily 

the successful ones. In that era, they were more likely to go broke amid 

easy but costly credit and volatile milk prices. He also taught me never 

to show disdain for the man with worn jeans and a rusty pickup; that 

man could be paying every bill on time and have a million dollars in the 

bank. My dad wasn’t just blowing smoke. He could point out examples 

in my hometown. And in his later years, he could point to himself in 

his own rusty pickup if he weren’t so humble.

In addition to my dad’s business gratifi cation, I witnessed his 

freedom for community involvement, and that lit my fi re. He dutifully 

served as treasurer on the board of our church. But his real delight was 

in the public realm, including fourteen years on the county board and 

two terms on a regional farm credit board. I saw his opportunities and 

his happiness, and I knew both were in store for me. But it did not 

escape my notice that the church board did not have a single woman 

elected to it, because it was still against church rules at that time. In 

the public realm, only one woman served on the county board during 

his long tenure—and she was a one-termer because she was deemed 

too liberal. It was clear to my teenage mind that the institutions of my 

childhood in rural Michigan were stuck in a time warp. I knew my 

opportunities would come, but they would come in a diff erent location. 
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So when I graduated from high school, I was happy to go. But I confess 

to shedding many tears from wishing there was a place for me close to 

my family in the town where I had fi ve generations of roots.

A few months before our wedding, my soon-to-be husband and I 

held our fi rst baby discussion as we stood in the front yard of a house 

we considered purchasing. It went something like this:

“Th is house is cute, but it’s small … if we ever have a baby,” I said.

Th ere was silence. We glanced at each other, nervous and blushing, 

before our eyes darted to the ground.

“Do you want to?” I asked.

“Yeah,” he said, grinning.

Th at was our baby decision, and we didn’t talk about it again for 

three years.

Five years later, in 2001, I was expecting Katie. After the weeks 

of twenty-three-hour-a-day morning sickness faded, I was radiant and 

content for the fi rst time in my adulthood. I felt beautiful. I was stunned 

that I could be happy with something as conventional as having a baby. 

In addition, I was awestruck by the changes in my body. I realized 

nature knew a whole lot more than I did about this process. Above all, 

I was grateful that I wouldn’t die without experiencing motherhood. I 

would do motherhood on my terms and be happy, and it was going to 

be in balance with my work. I felt honored with the chance to enjoy 

something as timeless as motherhood and as thoroughly modern as a 

career. It looked as if I would have it all.

My husband was a sweet, loving daddy to our infant girl. But late 

2001 became a tough time for us. He lost his job when Katie was eleven 

weeks old. My rising star of a fi re administrator had fi zzled. I was 

paying the bills. And we started living separate lives. I went to work. As 

soon as I got home, he handed Katie to me. He went to the basement 

to work on cover letters and scour fi re journals for job postings until the 

wee hours. We didn’t even eat dinner together. When we were together, 

the wheels were spinning in his mind. Th is continued for six months 
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until he got a job sixty miles away in Middleville, a small town just 

south of Grand Rapid that was growing rapidly as a home construction 

boom drew city- and suburb-dwellers to the country.

Once he started his new job, our separate lives continued, and we 

drifted further apart. Because of long work hours and the distance 

between his job and our home, we barely saw one another. Th ere were 

two or three nights a week he didn’t come home. On those nights, he 

stayed over with a family from the fi re department, because he had to 

attend evening meetings and teach classes. Six months passed with this 

routine until I got an off er for a transfer and promotion that allowed me 

to move and have my family together. I told myself I should be excited 

about moving, but I was confl icted about taking the new job. Gradually, 

I had realized I was happier when my husband wasn’t home. I was more 

relaxed and confi dent because no one was there to second guess me. 

When he was home, I was edgier and nervous. I became aware that I 

was walking on eggshells all the time when we were together. When he 

went away for two weeks for a special training, I slept peacefully. Th e 

day he came back home, I didn’t want to leave work. Th is was a problem, 

because just as I was fi nding peace with motherhood and my career, I 

could no longer avoid facing major problems with my marriage.

Few people realized that my marriage had been diffi  cult from the 

start, and the marriage had barely lasted to our daughter’s conception. 

Several things kept me in it. First, there really were some good times 

that kept me going. I held out hope that the good times would gradually 

become much longer and the rough times would get much shorter, despite 

fi ve years of evidence to the contrary. But mainly, I was afraid of failure 

and being alone, and I hated to concede defeat, so, by God, I wasn’t 

leaving or giving up. Th is conviction caused me to gloss over problems 

and ignore the truth that was becoming clear: I didn’t want to be married 

to him anymore. I also feared my coworkers would think I was crazy to 

pass up a promotion and the chance to build a new home in a nice place. 

Wasn’t that a dream come true? So many people were excited for me that 

I couldn’t let them down, and I certainly couldn’t bear the quizzical looks 

over my decisions. I surely couldn’t let down my family either, not with 

something as important as marriage and a child.
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Last, I was trying to honor my promise for life, through the good 

times and bad. I was struggling to hang onto the teachings of my 

childhood and the Golden Rule, which I still truly believed in: Do for 

others as I would have others do for me. If I had lost my job, I would 

want my spouse to have faith in me that I would rebound and we would 

be happy together again at some point. Th is charitable part of me won 

out over the voice I had begun hearing in whispers. Th at voice was 

saying, “Get out.”

Th e day after I gave my boss my resignation so I could take the 

new job and have my family together again, I asked to speak with her 

in her offi  ce. I wanted to tell my boss that maybe I didn’t want to take 

the promotion and leave after all. I started by telling her something 

general about my apprehension. I was just mustering the courage to say, 

“I want to leave my husband and stay here,” when she cut me short with 

her legendary effi  ciency.

“Your job has been posted,” she said. “You’re going.”

So my husband and I completed construction on a house. I moved. 

And I fell in love—with my new job. I loved working with the reporters, 

and they genuinely seemed to enjoy working with me. Above all, I 

cherished the camaraderie with people who lived for a lively debate for 

debate’s sake, where little was taken personally, and nothing was too 

irreverent. I also enjoyed indulging in a goal that was mine and mine 

alone of adding playfulness to an overly serious newsroom. If there was 

a whoop of laughter, chances were it came from my cubicle. During the 

following months, several coworkers told me I was a breath of fresh air 

for the newsroom. It didn’t take long for me to sense I had found work 

ties that felt like a family where all were on equal footing, and it felt 

wonderful. I was free to be anything the situation required. I could take 

comfort in writing, one of the few areas of life where I felt totally free 

to exercise the power of clarity and directness. Work and my baby Katie 

were so fulfi lling that I could honestly look at a lackluster marriage as 

not a big deal.

Remarkably, after six months in this new life, my spouse seemed 

content, I was happy, and the marriage was hanging together mainly 

because we didn’t have much time together. Katie was the glue that held 
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us together. She kept us soft, playful, and smiling. With her colicky 

early months behind us, she was beautiful and sweet as a toddler. She 

was fi nally sleeping through the night every night—thank goodness. 

She was like cheesecake—so divine I couldn’t possibly stop at just one 

piece. She was twenty-one months old when we made our second baby 

decision, and it went something like this:

“Do you want another child?” I asked.

“If we’re going to, we need to do it soon, so I’m not the oldest dad 

at his high school graduation,” he said. “Do you want to?”

“I think I do,” I said.

He gulped.

Th e next morning, however, I looked into my eyes in the bathroom 

mirror in one of the sharpest moments of clarity I have ever experienced. 

It came in a fl ash: I will not have a second child. I am going to pack up my 

baby girl and leave if I and my husband have another argument.

Th is clarity arrived too late. I was already pregnant, and I knew it 

within four days. Th e almost instant bloating and unusual nausea were 

undeniable.

Consequently, I had sharp moment of clarity No. 2, a thought that 

still stuns me: I want an abortion.

Th e ramifi cations snapped through my mind. My marriage would 

be over. Katie might never have a brother or sister. I would lose days 

and weekends with her if I had to share her because of divorce. On top 

of that, I could never tell my dad. Mom, yes, she would get it. But not 

Dad, and I didn’t want to live with secrets.

Th e thoughts of Katie were what stopped me cold as I sank to my 

knees that morning in my bathroom. I did not want her to be the child 

of divorced parents. And if it did come to divorce, I didn’t want her to 

be alone on the weekends she might have to go with her dad. Also, I did 

not want her to be an only child, because it seemed lonely.

So instead of honestly facing the painful possibility of abortion, 

divorce, and no siblings for Katie, what did I do? I did what any 

optimistic, hardworking person who loves a challenge might do. I did 

what I was good at. I dismissed the risks and forged ahead.

“No baby could possibly be worse than colicky Katie,” I said to 
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myself. “If I survived her fi rst year, any other baby will be easy. I can do 

this even if I have to do it on my own.”

I told none of this to my spouse. Six weeks later, though, when I told 

him I was pregnant, he blushed for days, telling his closest coworkers 

immediately. He was happy. In contrast, I was pale and numb with 

confusion about how I was going to keep up with my job, two children, 

and a spouse I was lukewarm about.

When I told my mother I was pregnant, she was silent for several 

seconds. Th en she let out a nervous laugh.

“Well … oooookaaaaayyyy,” she said. “You’re going to have your 

hands full.”

It took twenty weeks of pregnancy for me to get excited. It took 

twenty weeks of pregnancy for my husband to gradually go silent and 

numb. Th e turning point was my midpregnancy ultrasound. When 

the technician showed us the picture and told us the baby was a boy, I 

blushed with happiness for the fi rst time, and I laughed. My husband 

went pale. He rushed to get out of the tiny, hot ultrasound room to go 

back to the fi re station. I walked to my car alone and drove to work to 

share the good news with my colleagues and call my mom and dad.

My husband was withdrawn from that point forward. Several weeks 

later over Christmas, he became mean. He accused me of having an 

aff air and carrying another man’s child. He began to spend a great deal 

of time away from home. He took to berating me for the slightest things, 

like making jokes about the old-fashioned middle name we chose for 

our son, Arthur. I dreaded weekends, but I fi gured out how to work it 

very quickly. I would just have to say something, it didn’t really matter 

what, for him to call me an argumentative bitch and stomp out. As the 

door slammed, I sighed with relief for the chance to play with my little 

girl and take a nap.

It is almost a footnote in this all-too-common story of domestic chaos 

that I was worried about my son. He only moved in my belly once a 

day. What if I had to handle major medical decisions with a husband 
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who had turned on me? Or what if my son was one of those children 

who would be a baby forever because of some illness I’d never heard of? 

What if I had a child who required my full-time care for years? What 

if I couldn’t leave him at day care so I could go to work? I didn’t want 

to think about those possibilities, because I had no answers when I 

considered them. I only had anxiety and fear.

Midway through my thirty-sixth week of pregnancy, I got the phone 

call at nine o’clock on Friday night while I was on deadline publishing 

the Saturday newspaper. It was the call that my husband was leaving. 

My boss, who happened to be working very late, saw me fi ghting tears 

and immediately took me to a conference room to talk.

For the fi rst time, I told someone everything about my marriage. For 

the fi rst time, I peeled back the facade of an ideal life. I fi nally admitted 

to him—and to myself—that I had been unhappy with my marriage 

for a long, long time. I went home that night, argued with my husband 

briefl y until he left for the weekend, and settled in to get the rest I knew 

was essential for me and my baby boy.

Whether from emotional shock or from lifting a box that was 

too heavy, I developed a pain on Sunday, and my water broke at four 

thirty Wednesday morning. Oddly, my husband was lighthearted that 

morning at the hospital, hamming it up for the video camera. I laughed 

too, hoping my husband would fl ip that switch inside of himself to turn 

on a stable, happy period and that it would stay on for eighteen years. 

I had seen him fl ip the switch many times before. Would he do it now 

when there was so much at stake?

As it turned out, I didn’t have to worry about enduring labor with my 

husband. Shortly after I started getting moderately sharp contractions, 

my nurse ran into my room to say my baby’s heart rate was plunging with 

each contraction. Th e doctor came in right behind her, telling me we had 

to do a cesarean section immediately, because Lee was in distress.

Befi tting the breakneck speed of change in my life, my son was 

bellowing twenty-three minutes later. It was love in an instant.
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Chapter 2

HE’LL GROW OUT OF IT, RIGHT?

At six months, Lee was failing to thrive.

Before Lee, I couldn’t quite fathom that easy babies existed. When 

my daughter was a baby, she had colic for fi ve months and poor sleeping 

habits for twelve months. Where Katie’s body knew no schedule except 

crying with brief pauses for sleep, Lee’s body was on a schedule at birth. 

In his fi rst weeks, he slept for two and a half to three hours and ate. He 

did it without a fuss, and then he did it again. Th is was huge. It allowed 

me to get the rest I needed to recover from my C-section. It also gave me 

hope I could raise my kids on my own if it really came down to that. I 

hadn’t planned on doing it that way, but I was gradually accepting that 

it was the best possible solution. I was keeping my fi ngers crossed that 

onths
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my babies and I would be just fi ne if we could make it through Lee’s 

fi rst year.

During those fi rst precious weeks, all memories of my kids are 

sweet. I remember rocking Lee in a recliner and watching him sleep 

in his bassinet next to my bed. I remember talking to him and smiling 

while changing him and marveling at the tiny socks and boy clothes. I 

studied his eyes and concluded they would stay blue. I hoped his hair 

would stay reddish, but I had a feeling it would change to blond. I still 

hear the sweet sound of Katie talking about her new baby brother.

I have only brief memories of my husband during this time, and 

they are all painful. We drove Lee home from the hospital in icy silence, 

and he left almost immediately afterward. One afternoon while he was 

at work, I packed my things and the kids’ things in plastic shopping 

bags so I wouldn’t exceed my lifting restrictions, and we headed to my 

parents’ house. I had to get us out. I remember the tearful apology from 

him on the phone after he came home to an empty house. I remember 

his promise to patch things up. I remember the tough realization within 

a day of our return home that his promise was empty.

We put on the appearance of a happy family when his parents 

visited for three days. When we were around them, my husband was 

pleasant. When we were alone in the car—even on the way to our son’s 

baptism—he was angry, shouting, and tearing me apart for things so 

insignifi cant I don’t even remember. It was as if he thought it was wrong 

for me to even breathe. I looked into the backseat and saw my Katie, 

at two and a half, shutting out the world so she could go to the happy 

place inside her. In that moment, I vowed not to raise children around 

hostility, and I started shopping for an attorney when I was back to work 

in April. For although my husband said he was leaving, it didn’t appear 

he had told anyone else he was.

He never made an attempt to move out, and the divorce documents 

he said he was fi ling never came. Th en he would sprinkle in promises to 

make it all better, but the actions to make it all better never materialized. 

Clearly, it was time for me to take control of my happiness and my 

future. It was for my safety and health—and my children’s. I wish I 

could say I had the fortitude to handle it all with equanimity, but I did 
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not. I needed the help of medication for postpartum anxiety. It was the 

only way I could sleep peacefully at night and slow the spinning wheels 

in my mind enough to enjoy my children and plan my greatly altered 

future.

As I look back, I now have so much more compassion for people 

who fi nd themselves in domestic turmoil. I had never thought I would 

be a single mother. More precisely, I thought I would never let that 

happen to me. I had done all the “right things,” like go to college, 

earn my master’s degree, and work my way into a good job. Lousy 

marriages—well, you let that happen to you, I used to judge. Th ose 

women were blind for letting it get so bad, I once concluded. I thought 

I was diff erent than them. I thought I was too clearheaded for that. In 

reality, the signs aren’t so obvious—not even after years and especially 

not when you’re in the thick of emotional distress. It didn’t help that 

I lived such a busy life where the chances were few to be still. I had 

no time to listen to the little voice inside that was there to steer me to 

awareness and safety.

I humbly accepted this lesson: Emotional turmoil can sneak up on 

anyone. It can make an articulate, assertive woman become bumbling, 

nervous, scattered, and desperate at times. For those who have not 

been in this position, I ask this: Please do not judge. Instead, accept the 

woman in this position and humbly realize you might act just like her 

if your way of life and your dreams were changing so quickly that you 

seem to have lost control over both. Don’t fl ee from her just because she 

is living a nightmare that you would rather avoid witnessing. Instead, 

off er to wash her dishes and fold the laundry. It could be the kindest, 

most compassionate thing to help her through.

I was counting on healthy children to get through my divorce and keep 

up with my work demands amid the sleep deprivation that was sure to 

come with two little ones. If Lee weren’t a healthy baby, I would be 

sunk, and I knew it. And I truly hoped that the small health problems 

gradually emerging in Lee were just those normal things that go with 
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raising an infant. By six weeks, my son had started vomiting, and as the 

weeks passed, it became more frequent. Th en he became fussy when he 

was awake. And then he got sores in the corners of his lips that wouldn’t 

heal. His skin began to peel and ooze behind his ears. From the time he 

was six weeks old until he was twelve weeks old, he didn’t grow much; 

he didn’t improve, even though I put him on the same lactose-free 

formula that had worked wonders for his sister.

During this period, my parents didn’t quite grasp yet that Lee 

wasn’t thriving, and I wasn’t really grasping it either. So my mom asked 

me lightheartedly when I was going to get his baby pictures taken, 

but I kept putting it off  because I didn’t want pictures of him looking 

miserable and scrawny. I already felt guilty, and I didn’t want a historic 

record of his misery. Undaunted, my sister Patti took him for his fi rst 

baby portrait while I was at work. He was six months old and only 

twelve pounds. I still can’t look at that portrait without crying. My baby 

had thin legs and the sores at his mouth. He had pleading grayish eyes 

that didn’t sparkle. I was too foggy from fatigue and emotional drain to 

know how to fi x it. I was just praying I would keep up with the laundry 

for the next year and function well enough at work to avoid a negligent, 

libelous, or horribly embarrassing mistake.

“He’ll grow out of it, right?” I said to prop myself up with some 

optimism. “Just give it a little time and don’t worry so much, right?”

I heard stories from older women whose babies had outgrown skin 

and digestive problems. I heard an acquaintance talk about her sickly 

boy who outgrew food sensitivities and reached the height of six four. 

I remembered how Katie wore me down with constant crying that 

became less frequent immediately when we found a formula that agreed 

with her. I hoped Lee would start thriving with a relatively easy change 

like that too. His problems would turn out to be something simple, I 

told myself as I soldiered on.

But he didn’t get better. Th e vomiting became more frequent, 

happening at least twice a day. Th e pediatrician sent us to an ear, nose, 

and throat specialist to confi rm a diagnosis of acid refl ux. I do not wish 

to relive the details of an esophageal scope on my infant, so I will just 

say that a prescription of acid-reducing Prevacid brought relief. Th e 
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medicine tasted so good that Lee smacked his lips when I gave it to 

him. Lee stopped puking as frequently. He began growing. But he was 

still fussy, so I changed to a hypoallergenic formula with great results. 

Th e vomiting nearly ended, and he grew rapidly.

By nine months, he was sweet and chubby. He drooled like mad 

from teething, and he looked like a swimming sea turtle when he was on 

his tummy. Th e burning of his esophagus from the vomiting healed, so 

I fi nally got to hear him make sweet baby noises. Until then the sound 

of laughter and cooing couldn’t come out. He had been in pain, and I 

hadn’t even realized it. Th at was damning evidence for the parenting 

judge inside me. Yet, when I could stop blaming myself for a moment, 

I could see with amazement that he had tolerated the misery with a 

remarkably good nature.

With the acid-refl ux diagnosis and resulting months of growth, 

I felt we had dodged a bullet. For if the problem had gone on much 

longer or been more serious, I would not have been able to hang onto 

my job without drastic changes in hours or expense for housekeeping 

and a live-in babysitter. I felt I had walked terribly close to the edge of 

disaster and then been able to walk away from it just in time.

Life fl owed along for a few very good months. I fi led for divorce, 

my children appeared healthy, and I felt good about my approaching 

freedom. My antianxiety medication helped me sleep well, concentrate, 

and be quite mentally unshakable to the point that several of my 

coworkers didn’t know I was going through a divorce that year. I used 

my forty-fi ve-minute commute to learn simple meditation and listen to 

audiobooks like Eckhart Tolle’s Th e Power of Now to help me through. I 

learned to appreciate the things I had rather than focus on the marriage 

I had lost and the baby I was still worried about. Th e book’s opening 

line held me together: “You are here to enable the divine purpose of the 

universe to unfold. Th at is how important you are!”

Lee became so hardy and robust by ten months that I beamed 

with pride when I fi nally took him and Katie, then three, for a portrait 

sitting. In my favorite image, Lee sits naked except for a white towel 

wrapped loosely around him, his blue eyes bright and gleaming. A drop 

of drool rests on his bottom lip. In another image, he is next to his sister 
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in jeans and a striped shirt, my sweet little elf and his angel of a sister. 

Th ey were breathtaking. Hope welled inside me.

It is not a strong enough statement to say I was happy being a mother. 

I adored being a mother, and the joy completely surprised me. I was no 

longer ambivalent. I loved the routine of home and work. Some people 

went home from work to an empty house, but I went home to two 

beautiful babies. I loved the nearly constant physical contact that came 

from carrying them, dressing them, feeding them, and rocking them to 

sleep on my nights off . I adored it when Katie piled into my bed to wake 

me in the morning. I loved the sense of purpose in each day because they 

needed me. I loved their hugs, and I loved the saliva-drenched kisses 

from my teething baby. I loved the generally easy solutions to things: 

if they were fussy, they needed to poop, eat, or sleep. Th e simplicity 

was profound. Even folding the laundry and changing the diapers was 

sweet. I’m not joking.

While motherhood brought out my tenderness, it also brought out 

my ability to be a rock in any storm. Being that rock for my kids helped 

me feel powerful, strong, and purposeful. If I freaked out, they freaked 

out. If I stayed calm, they were more likely to stay calm. And if they 

didn’t stay calm, at least I was cool enough to view their meltdowns with 

grace and good humor. Th ey were going to learn how to weather the 

storms of life, because they were going to learn it from me. My kids and 

I were going to be okay. I pondered my twist on the conventional life: I 

had the two kids, the career and the house. I didn’t have the husband, 

but that was okay because life was much more peaceful without that 

particular spouse.

Th e sweetest event during Lee’s fi rst year was bedtime on my nights 

off . I held Lee swaddled in my arms as I sat on the edge of Katie’s 

toddler bed. Th en I performed one of the most therapeutic acts in 

existence: I sang. It was as if all my joy and all my heartbreak rolled out 

of me when I sang lullabies to my kids. In with the breath, out with the 

song—rolling like waves in the sea.
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Katie had the same list of lullaby requests every night: ‘“Twinkle 

Star,’ all three verses, ‘I See the Moon,’ ‘Down in the Falley.”’ (She 

couldn’t pronounce V yet.) I would sing all three songs and add “Lullaby 

and Goodnight” and my favorite, “All the Pretty Horses.”

“When you wake you shall have / all the pretty little horses. / Blacks 

and bays, / dapples and grays, all for you little baby.”

After I had sung all the words to “All the Pretty Horses,” I sang the 

kids’ names to the melody, “Kay-ay-ay-tee, Kay-ay-tee.”

It was nothing but clear, pure sound, and it became the sweet, sweet 

moment that carried me through the week.



Chapter 3

MOMMY’S COLLAPSE

Lee was growing rapidly as his 

fi rst birthday approached.

On Lee’s fi rst birthday, I set him on my sister’s dining room table so 

he could put his hands in his cake. He didn’t like the feel of the frosting, 

so he touched the cake once and held his goopy little fi ngers up for me 

to wipe that stuff  off . He did it with a smile and a sparkle in his eyes, 

even though he didn’t understand the reason for the cameras, balloons, 

or his sister’s excitement. He kicked his feet and pumped his chubby fi sts 

to show his delight. I was celebratory because we had made it through 

the year, and I was ready for the year ahead—a year with much less pain 

and turmoil than the previous one.

Lee

fifi
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Lee was a happy baby, and he was growing. But he perplexed me. At 

one year, he still didn’t crawl, and he barely fought to pull himself up. 

It was nothing like the drive that consumed his sister to pull herself to 

her feet by seven months. Her every action as a baby was striving toward 

mobility. When he pushed up to all fours, I made goofy, exuberant faces. 

I wanted him to see my excitement and do it again. But he never got 

as excited as I did. Once was good enough for him. Often, he just sat 

there. I thought it might be his temperament. Maybe I had a laid-back, 

easy spirit in my family. But I worried that some essential fi re did not 

burn in my son, pushing him to reach, stretch, and try. Where was that 

baby who had bellowed at birth?

By eighteen months old, he was hitting just enough milestones in 

growth and development at just barely the right time for our pediatrician 

to tell me not to worry. So while nearly all kids are walking by eighteen 

months, he crawled at nineteen months. Th ree weeks after that, he 

walked. Th ere are no videos of the magical moment. I don’t even 

remember the event in detail the way I remember it with his sister. I 

didn’t jump on the phone to tell my family as I had with Katie. With 

my child lagging behind, I couldn’t spread the news without wondering, 

“Why did it take so long?” And I couldn’t tell friends without hearing 

stories about when their kids started walking, which led me right back 

to my worry. I saw for the fi rst time that landmark moments could feel 

bittersweet with a child who was struggling.

Shortly after he started walking, he ever so gradually went from 

being happy and playful to expressionless. He slept more. He put on 

weight rapidly. Th en he began to drink cup after cup of milk the way he 

had when he was suff ering from acid refl ux in his infancy. He wanted to 

be carried at a time when the average baby is fi ghting to run. He became 

fussy. By twenty-one months, he only wanted to sit on my lap or lay 

down. He was terribly pale. He whined when I tried to set him down.

By this point, I was so tired from working so hard that I was grateful 

to just sit or lay with him. Still, his lack of energy and pallor was 

alarming. So instead of dressing him up for Halloween and beginning a 

much-needed week of rest and vacation at my parents’ house, I left Katie 

with my parents and drove back home to take Lee to the pediatrician. 
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Th ank goodness Katie was only four, so she was exuberant about trick-

or-treating in my hometown with her three “big cousins.” Only I felt the 

loss that time. My vacation of rest, that turned into an exhausting four 

nights at Helen Devos Children’s Hospital. My ex-husband was not able 

to help. He had traveled to a distant town to research a job prospect, 

because he was unemployed again.

Lee was admitted to the hospital for dangerously low hemoglobin 

and albumin. He needed blood and albumin transfusions and additional 

tests. Cardiac and kidney problems were ruled out within hours, 

which was speedy in hindsight. Our next option was to test for blood 

disorders and digestive problems, which would take a few more days. 

We met a hematologist who ordered detailed blood counts. We also 

met gastroenterologist Harold Conrad, who suggested Lee could have 

celiac disease.

My mother has celiac disease, which can run in families, and Lee fi t 

much of the profi le: malabsorption of nutrients, iron-defi cient anemia, 

small stature, and voracious appetite to make up for the nutrient loss. 

Still, his symptoms did not clearly fi t the illness. He did not have 

diarrhea or constipation. And celiac disease didn’t explain why he was 

vomiting or why his esophagus was infl amed. It also did not necessarily 

explain why he had elevated numbers of eosinophils, a part of the white 

blood cell that more typically indicates allergic reaction or infection.

After Dr. Conrad performed an endoscopy, he recommended that 

Lee begin a gluten-free diet while we waited for biopsy results. From my 

mother’s experience, I knew that gluten is tricky to keep out of a diet, 

because gluten is present in many foods, like the vinegar in some brands 

of ketchup and the thickener in some yogurts and processed cheeses. 

Strict adherence to the diet means careful label reading and memorizing 

the brands that are gluten-free. To add to the complication, eating out is 

just plain risky, because even something as simple as a hamburger patty 

could have bread crumbs in it or could be cross-contaminated from 

wheat on a grill or spatula.

I was seeing a future of no more pizza. No more chicken nuggets 

from McDonald’s. No more grocery shopping in the Meijer freezer 

section in the middle of the night on my way home from work. No more 
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eating out when I had to get out of the house. I laughed to conceal my 

panic. I would have to fi nd time to get to the health food store with two 

tiny children and ask the earnest store employees where I would fi nd the 

exotic-sounding ingredients for gluten-free baked goods.

“Excuse me, can you please tell which aisle has the xanthan gum 

and sorghum fl our?” I imagined myself asking.

It seemed preposterous. Even more preposterous was the thought 

of cooking from scratch. I had chosen a career so I could avoid cooking 

entirely. I once went onto a kitchen supply store for a heavy-duty spatula 

so I wouldn’t melt another one. While there, I spotted the legendary 

cookbook Th e Joy of Cooking. “Isn’t that an oxymoron?” I said to the 

store owner.

As I absorbed the doctor’s recommendation, I realized my family 

needed junk food. It was all I had time to make.

“Th ere’s always rice, so I guess he won’t starve,” I told the doctor.

Blood and albumin transfusions caused dramatic improvement 

in Lee’s energy and appearance. We saw that his chubbiness was 

not chubbiness at all. His rapid weight gain was bloating caused by 

the gradual descent in his albumin levels. My roly-poly elf actually 

had delicate facial features. I saw his cheekbones for the fi rst time. I 

discovered his tiny fi ngers, and they were beautiful. On top of that, he 

had energy. Our last day at the hospital was fun, because we played catch 

over and over and over.

“Again,” he said with delight.

I had never seen my child with such vitality. I was a mix of joy and 

fear, because I didn’t know if I could keep up with him anymore. His 

lazy behavior before had actually made my overbooked life possible.

I didn’t have to worry about keeping up with him for long, because his 

improvement only lasted three weeks. By Th anksgiving, his hemoglobin 

and albumin tapered to far below normal, although not as low as before 

his hospitalization. His eosinophil counts never went down. He started 

getting bloated again, and then he got pale again. Dr. Conrad was 
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baffl  ed. He had never encountered a celiac patient who didn’t feel better 

almost immediately and stay better with a gluten-free diet.

In the weeks that followed, we scoured all other possibilities. Th e 

hematologist ruled out blood disorders, and he could not explain why 

Lee had iron-defi cient anemia. We went for allergy testing. I held down 

my crying, miserable baby for all forty scratch tests on his back. Each 

one was negative. Th e allergist and I were incredulous—not a single 

allergy.

I held out hope for one last specialist—a geneticist.

I headed to that appointment with great expectation that she would 

know the answer. For her part, the geneticist said she walked into our 

appointment confi dent she could diagnose Lee. Based on his medical 

history and small stature, she felt she could clinch the diagnosis after 

a physical examination and a blood test. But she took one look at him, 

and she knew she had been mistaken. He did not show the subtle but 

distinct physical characteristics of the syndrome she suspected. She did 

not know what he had, and she didn’t know what to test for.

One by one, we had exhausted all the easy-to-fi nd and potentially 

easy-to-fi x possibilities. Th e dietary restrictions were to go on indefi nitely. 

It was becoming clear to me that if one more problem developed, I would 

be sunk. If his existing symptoms got any worse, I was faced with the 

prospect of traveling to other hospitals. It was already slow and diffi  cult 

just to get to the local appointments and accommodate work.

By this time, Christmas 2005 was approaching, and Lee was nearly 

two. I was suddenly feeling very tired, and my good humor was fading. 

I had been commuting and working from four o’clock in the evening to 

midnight daily and raising two tiny children for nearly two years. Even 

when the kids were healthy, it had become taxing. I was fi ne on Monday 

and Tuesday. I began to slide into a state of fatigue late in my workday 

on Wednesday. I continued a gradual descent on Th ursday. By the end 

of the night on Friday, I prayed nothing major happened on deadline, 

because I doubted I could manage the coverage. I was no longer excited 

to go to work. I was scared.

I owe a debt of gratitude to my two immediate supervisors, Pat and 

Julie, for carrying my load when I left early or arrived late because of 
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Lee. Th ey cleaned up my errors when I was too tired to see straight. 

Th ey did the heavy lifting when I had the mental muscle only for the 

light, repetitive stuff  I could quite literally edit in my sleep. Without Pat 

and Julie, I could not have held on. Unfortunately, my self-esteem was 

taking a beating. Th e voice of honesty was ringing through, telling me 

that if I couldn’t do my job very, very well, then I ought to leave. I had 

too much respect for my diligent and dedicated coworkers to do a half-

baked job. And as much as I loved my coworkers, I loved my profession 

and its pursuit of truth even more. If I was too tired to sort out fact from 

fi ction, I ought not to be there, I reasoned. Th e fi re that had pushed me 

to get where I was professionally was being smothered by worry about 

my son, and I was deeply saddened. How was I going to hang on?

Th en my fragile kingdom was rocked by forces far beyond my 

control. My newspaper company was feeling the eff ects of steep revenue 

losses to free online news and advertising, so the early-morning position 

I was supposed to be moved to would not be funded. Consequently, my 

chance to keep my job, get more sleep, and gain evenings with my kids 

evaporated. Hard times were just beginning to hit. Longer hours were 

ahead. Mobility within the company was freezing up. People weren’t 

replaced when they left. Raises were a memory, and I was stuck on 

nights.

I suddenly questioned the wisdom of my plan to put my house up 

for sale and move close to work if that was the way work was going to 

be. Th e absence of a clear path out of the evening shift tore at my heart 

as I looked less than one year into the future when my daughter was to 

begin kindergarten. If I continued to work nights, I would barely see 

her on the days she was in school. Th at was unthinkable, because I felt 

I had already lost too much time with her. Her early childhood was 

fl ying by. Th e only alternative was applying for the one day position that 

was open, but I quickly dismissed applying. I doubted I could develop 

that post to its fullest potential and shine at it. I was simply too tired 

to imagine myself with the energy to learn a new job. By that point, 

my self-esteem was so low that I didn’t feel qualifi ed even though I was 

perfectly suited.

I also started to wonder if my beloved industry might be dying. 
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I could see major changes ahead that put the very existence of daily 

newspapers into doubt. Unlike my older coworkers, I could not plan 

on my company’s generosity throughout my career or the promise of 

a pension at the end of it. I had to decide whether to stay through the 

struggles of an industry that was shrinking at the risk of missing hours 

and days with Katie and Lee.

I was terribly confl icted, for I had grown to have a deeper 

commitment to my work than I had felt to my own marriage, because 

my career had been stable and enriching. I grew through my work, 

while my spirit shrank in my marriage. With my work, I felt community 

ties, accomplishment, mental stimulation, emotional support, and a 

decent paycheck. When there was confl ict at work, it was faced directly, 

resolved, and then let go. Th at job sustained me emotionally and 

fi nancially. It made my life whole and balanced. When I dug a little 

deeper, I realized my coworkers felt like family, because we had much 

in common and the conversations never died. With them, I was free to 

be smart, irreverent, curious, and questioning, because I didn’t have to 

fi t any expected role or hold tightly to any beliefs besides fairness and 

truth. I had grown up steeped in the idea that loyalty to my marriage 

and my blood relatives was supreme, but life was showing me something 

much broader and richer. I wanted to stay in my career. Did that make 

me a horrible mother?

I was face-to-face with the possibility that I would have to let go 

of my career because my child’s health problems would not be resolved 

in a 12-week Family Medical Leave. I would have to let go of one of 

my most deeply held beliefs: that I could have a career, raise my two 

children on my own, and do both jobs well. One child, yes. Two, yes, 

with a lot of help, if they were healthy. But if one of those children had 

long-term medical problems, I could forget about it. I was in over my 

head, and I knew it. Th is realization was devastating. I was the young 

woman who had thumbed her nose at full-time motherhood. Now 

circumstances were pushing me into that role, one I never wanted and 

never believed in. If my resilience had not been depleted by this point, 

I would have listened to the loving voice that was there to protect me 
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from harm. It said this: “Anne, hire help and get more sleep. Hang in 

there just a bit longer, and the right decision will be clear.”

But again, I did not listen. I just continued my gradual descent into 

exhaustion where it became more and more diffi  cult to fi nd a solution. 

Amid this exhaustion, a rift was growing between me and my mother 

over what it meant to be a mother. In early December 2006, I still had 

the energy to stand up for myself when we had our fi rst conversation 

about my conundrum. I said I was good at what I did for a living and 

that I was proud I could support my family. I told her my career had 

not been built overnight, and I would not be able to replace it easily, if 

at all, if I left and started over with something new when my kids were 

a bit older. I told her emphatically that I could continue working and 

be a good mother, because it was the most stable long-term option for 

me and the kids.

No more than two weeks later in a similar phone conversation while 

I was driving to work, I said, “I can do this. I am a good mother.” I 

do not remember my mother’s exact words, but I remember the long 

silence. When she spoke, her words conveyed that she didn’t think I was 

being a good mother by continuing to work full-time. In her mind, the 

two did not—could not—go together, not in my circumstances. In her 

mind, there was no work-family balance. It should be all family until 

my son was thriving.

I was crushed. It was the straw that broke my back psychologically. 

I was simply too exhausted after too many setbacks in a row to ride out 

another one, and not with my mother. I couldn’t lose her. I could argue 

with a husband I didn’t really love anymore and be okay, but I couldn’t 

argue with the mother I loved dearly when I was so tired. I gave up right 

in the middle of that phone conversation. Not even my parents’ off er a 

few weeks later to pay my mortgage and college tuition if I needed it 

could soften the numbness.

Soon, I toppled into shock and hopelessness that I had lost family 

emotional support for my career, a source of support that I had believed 

was unshakable. I saw clearly that my mother and I did not share a 

major core belief, and most likely, we never had. To her, mothering was 

indisputably the highest purpose in her life. To her, it meant sacrifi cing 
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everything, even if it meant the risk of poverty. To me, motherhood 

was part of a rich mix. My work kept me mentally sharp and my kids 

kept my heart tender. It was a balance that was satisfying. And in the 

long view of my life, my work was my rock and my refuge, the thing 

that would be there after the kids were grown. It would be there in 

my IRA late in life. I closed up in resentment that a man’s need to 

support his family fi nancially amid a child’s illness would most likely 

go unquestioned. But my need to support my family was questioned. I 

didn’t need to be questioned. I needed help to hang on a bit longer.

My feminist thinking didn’t provide an answer for me in my 

crisis even though I desperately needed it to. It didn’t off er comfort or 

inspiration for me when my child’s care just might make it impossible 

to work at all for a great deal of time. All of the feminist infl uences I 

had absorbed told me I could have it all. But now it looked as if I might 

not be able to, and I felt like a failure. I needed one comforting feminist 

voice to say, “You know, Anne, there’s nothing wrong with you if you 

are just a mom for a while.”

I had never given up before. Up to that point in my life, I made every 

major decision out of optimism, faith, and the desire for something 

better. Now I was mature enough to see my fl aw of glossing over 

potential hazards through sheer optimism. I could see the times I had 

even exercised a little arrogance in the face of challenges like having a 

second baby. “Ah, how hard can it be?” I had said. Other times, like the 

brief periods I successfully juggled my career and motherhood, I had 

the thrill of saying, “See, I could do it.”

For the fi rst time in my life, I closed a door in defeat. In my farewells 

at work just before Lee’s second birthday, I told coworkers that my boy 

was struggling with mysterious health problems that were going to take 

time and diligence to fi gure out, and I needed some rest. Furthermore, 

in my heart, I needed more time with my kids while they were tiny—I 

truly did. It was an emotional pull far stronger than I had ever expected 

to feel when I became a mother. As for my next career, I said I would 

become a teacher, but I said that mainly so I would have an answer. Not 

to have an answer amid these career-driven people was unthinkable. Not 
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to have an answer for myself was unthinkable after basically discarding 

half of my identity by walking away from newspapers.

Really, I didn’t know how I was going to rebuild a career from 

scratch. I didn’t know what would become of me.

Some coworkers saw my decision as an act of courageous commitment 

to my family, and deep down I wished I shared their conviction that I 

was doing the noble thing. I hoped it would truly work out despite my 

serious doubts. Others saw my decision as reckless and terribly risky, 

and I silently agreed.

To my closest coworkers, I expressed premonitions of the massive 

upheaval and erosion of work conditions. My premonitions came true 

to a much worse degree than I had feared. During the next six years, I 

would watch from the sidelines with grief as my coworkers reeled from 

three rounds of early retirements and steep layoff s. Even the brightest, 

most dedicated, and most hardworking were not immune. I can’t deny 

I was relieved that I didn’t have to go to work in that environment and 

live with the fear that I could be laid off . I had seen enough grief in my 

life, and I did not have the resilience to fi ght for my dying industry. But 

I also cannot deny I still get twinges of envy toward my colleagues who 

could be there through all of it.of it.
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Chapter 4

THE MYSTERIOUS BEAUTY 
OF CHICKEN, RICE, AND PEAS

Lee was sweet even though he lacked 

energy and his rash-covered feet and 

legs kept him awake at night.

At Lee’s second birthday party, he stuck his fi ngers in the frosting 

and licked them until I took the cake off  his highchair tray. My laid-

back son didn’t fi ght the fact he couldn’t eat the cake because of the 

gluten in the fl our. And he didn’t fi ght the fact I had to stop feeding 

him on his birthday night shortly before the party was over. He had to 

begin fasting for an endoscopy and colonoscopy the next morning at 

Helen Devos Children’s Hospital. I was grateful the excitement and new 

toys tired him out enough that he didn’t wake up hungry in the night, 

and the test was so early in the morning that he wasn’t awake enough 
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to whine. Th e biopsies collected during the test would determine if two 

months of a gluten-free diet had brought any intestinal improvement 

and possibly confi rm a diagnosis of celiac disease.

In hindsight I can see we ended the birthday celebration early for 

nothing. Th e test results showed no improvement. We had hit another 

dead end. In response, Dr. Conrad recommended an elimination 

diet. Th e diet’s name derives from the fact that all likely allergens 

are eliminated from the patient’s diet for four to six weeks. Once the 

patient’s symptoms go away, potential allergens are put back into the 

diet one at a time. In the best case, a new food is introduced every two 

weeks. With the introduction of each new food, the patient is monitored 

for signs of sensitivity like rash, vomiting, pain, bloating, diarrhea, or 

constipation. If symptoms return, the irritant has been identifi ed. Dr. 

Conrad recommended the diet because Lee had improved slightly with 

the elimination of wheat, but he had not improved enough. Th e doctor 

wondered if Lee had additional sensitivities, and this process could 

identify them. For the diet to work, it needed to be followed strictly. 

To add to the pressure, the elimination diet was presented as the last 

thing we could try before eliminating foods entirely. Th en Lee would 

subsist on a hypoallergenic formula that would be tube-fed, because it 

tasted horrible.

“We won’t do that unless we absolutely have to. It’s not fun,” I recall 

Dr. Conrad saying.

“Over my dead body,” I replied, my mama bear instinct rising at the 

prospect of feeding my child through a tube.

Th e elimination diet allowed Lee to eat chicken, rice, and peas, 

because they are foods to which allergies and sensitivities are extremely 

rare. After a bit, he was allowed to eat—drum roll, please—green 

beans. Anything else he ate had to be free of wheat, barley, dairy, soy, 

nuts, eggs, and seafood. Th at left us with one kind of bread he liked 

and two kinds of cereal from the local health food store. He also ate 

plain rice cakes so often I panicked the one time we ran out. He had his 

own toaster to prevent cross contamination. Th e amount of time it took 

to grocery shop doubled, and the bill nearly doubled too. Rice milk is 

roughly three times the cost of cow’s milk, and he chugged it. A loaf of 
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the specialty bread was six dollars instead of the two I was accustomed 

to paying. Th e ingredients to make things from scratch weren’t cheap 

either, and most of my baked goods went in the trash. Even experienced 

bakers, I would learn, were challenged by gluten-free, egg-free, dairy-

free cooking. My mother succeeded with homemade rice-fl our dinner 

rolls that saved us from absolute dietary boredom. I was in dismay that 

my life had been reduced to celebrating an edible dinner roll.

Th e fi rst four weeks of chicken and rice and peas went smoothly, 

but Lee’s blood counts didn’t go up. He remained bloated and pale. Four 

weeks of chicken and rice and peas turned into six weeks, then eight 

weeks, then more than twelve weeks as we gave his gut time to heal. 

Lee’s prolonged dietary restrictions led to an unanticipated way of life. 

We did not eat out. We never went to McDonald’s for Happy Meals. 

We turned down invitations to join friends for meals. I had to turn 

down snacks everywhere we went. To avoid saying no so frequently, I 

tried to schedule our outings so we weren’t with friends or away from 

home during mealtimes. Other times we just went by ourselves so I 

didn’t have to say no to anyone. Th is social isolation hurt, and I came 

to fully appreciate the simple joy of joining others for dinner. When we 

were away from home, I always carried rice cakes and a small cooler 

with chicken and rice and peas.

Th e days and weeks passed until my son had consumed nothing but 

chicken and rice and peas for four months. Because he felt so crummy, 

he rarely tired of his limited food options. Th e only fuss came when I 

tried to eat something diff erent. If my dinner plate contained diff erent 

food than his, he reached to get it. To reduce the struggle, I ate nothing 

but chicken and rice and peas during his wakeful hours. My only other 

option was salad, which he wouldn’t touch. Here’s the miracle: twenty-

fi ve pounds melted off  my fi ve-foot-one frame in less than three months. 

I was suddenly thinner than I had ever dreamed and actually slightly 

thinner than when I entered high school.

It took a few weeks for it to sink in that I was 105 pounds, and 

the opposite sex was taking notice when I walked into a room. More 

deeply, though, it took a few weeks for me to realize how much I had 

let my appearance go downhill, and now I had a great body without 
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even setting out to get one. When warm weather arrived, I was still in 

disbelief that all of my shorts were too big for me to wear.

Most important, I realized that my health had improved with the 

absence of wheat. Up to that point, I had been moving too quickly 

through life to realize I almost always had a mild stomachache. Th e 

belly paunch I had attributed to after-baby weight gain was actually 

bloating that subsided in the absence of wheat. I woke feeling rested 

and clearheaded for one of the few periods in my life. I added wheat 

back for a day to see if I was just imagining the diff erence, and I felt 

mild symptoms by the next morning. So I took wheat out again, and I 

felt fantastic.

It was my fi rst inkling that profound changes can come quietly 

without me even asking for them, and I didn’t have to assume that 

goal setting and hard work would be required for each and every 

accomplishment. Th is change came simply through being aware. As the 

pounds melted away eff ortlessly and unintentionally, I found a physical 

beauty I had never imagined I possessed, and I embraced it. I had to 

rewrite my ideas about myself to include beautiful. I started to observe 

women who were overweight, and I realized that they were beautiful 

too, if only they knew it. I wondered if the new confi dence I was feeling 

would grow in them as well if they looked better and felt better.

Joy found its way into my life that winter through other unexpected 

realizations and some very, very basic things that I would have dismissed 

as trivial during other times in my life. I spent my fi rst week away 

from work getting to know what eight hours of sleep felt like. I also 

discovered lying still in bed in a state of relaxed awareness. For the three 

years prior, I had known only crashing asleep and springing to my feet 

when a child woke me. I noticed silence for the fi rst time in months, 

because my spinning, chattering mind had stopped racing. My mind no 

longer needed to race just to make it through the day.

On one of those quiet mornings, I dreamed I was falling deep into 

blackness. I hit cold, hard-packed earth with a thud. I lay there for a 

long time. Next in my dream, the fi rst bit of morning light revealed that 

I was perched on a narrow ledge that stuck out of the side of a slender 

canyon. I yelled, “Is anybody out there?”
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After a second of silence, I heard laughter coming from all around 

me up and down the canyon. In the now-pink glow of fi rst light, I saw 

people perched on ledges like mine all along the sides of the canyon.

A man yelled, “Let’s get outta here.” After a second’s pause, we all 

laughed deeply and heartily.

As I reached up to accept the helping hand I needed to climb out, 

I glanced below and saw broken bodies on the bottom of the canyon. 

“I’m sorry,” I whispered to my comrades who didn’t have ledges to catch 

them.

Was my subconscious telling me how close I had come to total 

catastrophe? Maybe. But the laughter at the end of my dream left me 

with a light sense of assurance that I wasn’t alone.

On another morning, I tossed and turned in bed, worrying about my 

next job and beating myself up for leaving the one I had. I suspected I 

was very vulnerable to slipping into depression, and this mental spinning 

could be the fi rst sign. I also knew a preponderance of evidence showed 

exercise was an eff ective antidote to the blues. So, I spoke to myself as 

if I were my own drill sergeant.

“Get up. Get moving,” I ordered.

I found old running shoes in my closet and put them on, but I didn’t 

change into shorts. I couldn’t commit that deeply, so I remained in my 

fl annel pajamas. I walked to the treadmill in my basement. I turned 

it on and slid the speed control to the line by the turtle picture to see 

if the dusty, old thing worked. Th e treadmill began to hum. I walked 

for twenty minutes. I continued this for the next three mornings until 

I felt the urge to jog. I only lasted for fi ve minutes at a very slow pace. 

Over time, I added minutes of walking and jogging until I was jogging 

thirty minutes at a time and wondering if I could do a 5K run. Th e 

treadmill quickly became an important outlet. It was the place I went 

early in the morning while my children were asleep. Th ere I could freely 

feel my grief, fear, anger, and frustration; let it go; and then get on with 

my day.

To ensure I would get out with adults once a week and meet a few 

new people that winter, I signed up for a beginner Anusara yoga class. 

During the fi rst class, I couldn’t sit still through the opening seated 
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meditation. I kept looking out the corners of my eyes, wondering if the 

other students were getting into it or if they were as skeptical and fi dgety 

as I was. It was hard not to smirk. Worse, it felt like we spent much of 

the class talking about our feet. It was terribly tedious as the teacher 

explained how to root the feet, which means pressing the balls and heels 

of the feet into the mat to create a strong muscular engagement that 

would be the foundation for many poses. Th e intense focus on pressing 

my feet to the sticky mat and lifting my toes made me nauseous.

What the hell have I gotten into? I thought in discomfort and 

boredom.

When I got home, however, I realized I was already automatically 

rooting my feet. When I rooted my feet, my hips went square, and I 

stood up straighter. I realized in an instant that one class had changed 

my posture in a way that would protect my hips and back from the tiny 

aches I had already been experiencing from hours commuting to work 

and sitting in front of a computer. Th is style of yoga was there to protect 

my joints from injury and add strength if I accepted and practiced the 

principles. It would help me age gracefully and reduce pain. I would 

learn later in my practice that this style has a strong therapeutic element, 

and it values building strength slowly to avoid injury.

I saw that Anusara yoga was not fl ashy or fast, but the results 

amazed me. I had stumbled across a body of knowledge I could trust 

because it was built on love and the sincere desire to reduce physical pain 

through fi ve basic physical principles. Th e simplicity was profound. It 

was something I could believe in with no guilt, shame, or confusion. 

Within weeks, my posture improved for good, and my feet became 

stronger. Th e tiny aches disappeared. I realized I would be a yogi for 

life.

It helped that one of the themes of this style of yoga is opening 

to grace. I connected with that. Th e word grace had always held a 

strong meaning for me. It was an element of my childhood religious 

teaching that felt light and loving. It wasn’t burdened with theological 

overthinking or biblical interpretation. I didn’t have to go through 

any mental gymnastics routines to understand it or embrace it. It 

wasn’t loaded with restrictions just because I was a girl. Its theological 
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explanation was easy to grasp: love is there for everyone. I can’t do 

anything to earn it. I only have to feel its gentle touch. Grace was 

something that just was, like sunshine, and it was a welcome presence. 

Grace was exactly what I needed.

A few weeks later, during the rest that comes at the end of each yoga 

session, I lay silently on my mat like the rest of the students and slipped 

into a dream-like state. I had the sensation I was deep underwater and 

far from my next breath. I swam up, up, up but still I felt far from the 

surface. I began to get frantic, but then I saw light above me. In huge 

strokes, I swam up, up, up again and broke through the surface, gasping 

and exhausted, several yards off shore from a crowded beach on a sunny 

day. Th e beach was fi lled with children, laughter, and shrieks of joy. 

Th ere was not a single adult in sight. I started swimming to shore to 

join them. Exhausted as I was, I laughed. My consciousness was leading 

me to the thing that would heal me: my children and their playfulness. 

Huh. All along, I thought it had been my brain and my work that would 

sustain me. But now I was getting an inkling that strengthening my 

body and my bond with my children was going to get me through.

During this period of adequate rest and moderate exercise, the 

numbness inside began to melt. I began to feel again. I felt some of my 

emotions fi ercely. I felt a deep, abiding love for my kids and myself in 

a way that brought peace, despite the uncertain fi nancial and medical 

future. I also gave myself permission to feel what I had been avoiding, 

like fear, failure, and outrage that my life had come to this. I felt my 

fall from the ladder of success. I had gotten 70 to 80 percent of the way 

up the ladder I had been free to choose. When I slipped/jumped off  it, 

I didn’t fully grasp how far down I would sink emotionally and how 

lost I would feel without my career or any faith I could ever replace it. 

I didn’t run from the hollow feeling on the inside.

In less than two years, I had ended a marriage and a career. My 

hold on the third part of the American dream—two children, a girl 

and a boy—had proven to be far more than I had bargained for. My life 

seemed like the American dream gone awry, and when I had to examine 

how my life was stripped of career and marriage, I truly did not know 

who I was anymore besides a reluctant full-time mother. It was as if I 
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had gone off  the grid of social acceptance. I had lost those hallmarks of 

a life that make one easily acceptable: marriage as proof one is capable 

of loving relationships, steady work as proof one is accomplished and 

reliable, and healthy children as proof my family would contribute to 

the future. I was becoming suspicious if parenting was so great after all 

if it could turn my world completely upside down. I was questioning 

everything except the fact that my heart could be stretched to its furthest 

reaches of emotion and that it was okay simply to feel everything with 

no guilt and no shame for the fi rst time in my life.

Healing and understanding continued to come in fl ashes. Th is 

process was so contrary to my journalistic life where proof came from 

statistics and reliable sources. Th is time, proof was coming through 

my body and the things that emerged in my mind when I was at rest. 

Th ey required no eff ort. Th ey required only surrender and awareness. 

For instance, during one of a dozen therapy sessions I attended, the 

therapist asked me to create an image in my mind of what I wanted 

for my life. In what sprang to mind, I wore a white sundress and was 

barefoot in the grass amid fog that was too thick to see any objects in 

the distance. I did not know where I was, but I was dancing in what 

felt like a circle with one of my children on either side. Th e air held the 

spirit of an approaching summer festival. Th e weather was warm, and 

we were holding hands.

“I want to dance through life with my kids,” I blurted. Th e answer 

mystifi ed me, but again, I saw that lightness, fun, and connection with 

my kids were the answers that kept coming. It was remarkably light 

when contrasted to all the other models I had experienced. My fi rst 

models were my own dutiful mom and the conservative church of my 

upbringing. Later I modeled my core assumptions on my professional 

life and feminist thinking, which showed me I had the right to be taken 

seriously. Now my heart and mind were showing me that lightness was a 

strong part of the plan too. Because I didn’t have any models, it appeared 

I would be writing my own plan and making it up as I went along. It felt 

daunting, but I also felt free to rewrite my life in a more authentic way. 

I had tested out the ideas of my childhood, education, and profession. 

Now I could test out my own wisdom.
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In another fl ash, I was fuming in my backyard early in the summer 

over not being able to do yard work without countless interruptions from 

my kids. “I can’t get any work done when all they want to do is play,” 

I grumbled. I worked for a few moments and realized it was quiet. My 

children had gone in the house on their own, and I was alone outside, 

fi nally free to do my task. But I stopped. I realized the accomplishment 

was worthless. Th ey will be grown someday, and I will be alone, I thought. 

I will be alone far sooner than that if I keep complaining and pushing them 

away like this.

To nourish my mind, I read early in the morning and late at night. I 

discovered the writings of Parker Palmer, Robert Wickes, and Rabbi 

Harold S. Kushner, who helped me have compassion for myself. I began 

to see the time as a rare gift to sort through things that I had been too 

busy to face. I wrote about my failed marriage and my childhood, my 

ideas about parenting and motherhood, and my refl ections on religion 

and feminism. I cherished the time to think about the meaning of 

my life. I began to rewrite my core beliefs, for I was no longer a child 

looking to trusted adults—and getting answers from them that often 

puzzled me. I was now the adult sifting through my life experience for 

answers and vowing never again to stop listening to the little voice inside 

that had been there to warn me about my marriage and protect me.

Amid my refl ection were the questions every person asks at some 

point in a life: Why do bad things happen? Why does my child suff er? 

Why did this happen to me? To what extent am I to blame? Rabbi 

Kushner and Charles Darwin off ered some much needed validation. 

We three might seem like an odd matchup, but all of us have important 

things in common. We were never satisfi ed with the standard answers 

to why suff ering occurs, and each of us had children who suff ered. I 

decided that if Kushner and Darwin could be brave and honest with 

their refl ections, I could too.

It wasn’t very satisfying to think that my son might live a miserable 

life and fi nd relief only in heaven. And I was fi nally honest with myself 
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about my deep skepticism of the concept of a God who designed each 

and every detail of our lives for some purpose that he had in mind. What 

a terribly manipulative use of a life in order to teach all the rest of us a lesson 

or get his way, I thought. Th at idea of God left me feeling used and quite 

frustrated. And as for the enigmatic lessons we were supposed to divine 

from these experiences, I wanted a deity who was gracious enough to 

spell it out rather than leave all of us wondering what it meant.

Just as I was skeptical of some divine purpose for my son’s suff ering, 

I couldn’t embrace the antiquated fair-and-just God approach. How 

could it possibly be fair or just for a child to suff er for some wrongdoing 

that, again, wasn’t clearly spelled out? No, I wasn’t buying that one 

either. I had seen thoroughly despicable people experience great pleasure 

in life, while very kind people were battered by hardship after hardship. 

I had seen men who were horrible fathers and unapologetic philanderers 

live to old age, while devoted men died in the prime of life. I had 

seen women who had no business being parents have healthy babies, 

while tenderhearted women who longed for children were denied. No, 

I couldn’t believe there was justice or fairness in that kind of grand 

design. And I did not feel like an arrogant upstart for admitting it. I 

felt humble and free.

Yet, there had to be faith for me. I demanded it even if I had to write 

my own theology and fi ne tune it for the rest of my days, taking the best 

of my childhood teachings on compassion and renewal and weaving in 

added infl uences to create something fresh. I began to rebuild faith with 

two simple observations. Th e fi rst was that I was terribly tired of labels. 

I was tired of the insistence that having faith required me to separate 

life into labeled compartments of good and bad, success and failure, 

faith and doubt, right and wrong, saved and damned. Th ese labels and 

judgments separated the world into the people who were right and the 

people who were wrong. It seemed far too narrow, for I was one who 

could have faith that was rooted in compassion and still have lots of 

doubts and questions. I always had, even as a young child.

Th e categorization of life was so contrary to my experience. Inside, I 

was feeling myself stretched to the furthest reaches of human emotion—

from deep despair and outrage to the sweetest tenderness and love. My 
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heart contained a universe that could not be divided and labeled into 

categories of right and wrong. It simply was. I felt what I felt. I thought 

what I thought. And I accepted it. For the fi rst time in my life, I felt 

my dignity not because of my beliefs or a job title but simply because I 

was alive.

As an off shoot of my label fatigue, I was tired of the shoulds and the 

should-nots of my past faith, because they had cut me off  from living 

fully. Once I stopped listening to those, I was free to just feel and be 

honest and act. I had fi nally freed myself to listen to that little voice 

inside that was nothing less than awareness rooted in love. Awareness 

rooted in love, now that was something I could believe. I felt whole. I 

felt lighter, because I was free from the need to insist I was right even 

when I was wrong—and I quickly tired of being around people who 

insisted they were right. Once my need to be right and look smart was 

diminished, I softened and gained empathy for myself and others. 

Because I was not judging or labeling them, I could enjoy engaging 

with people of all types and simply value them for their experience. 

I could also appreciate myself more and laugh at my foibles. If I had 

dignity simply by being alive, then all others had the same dignity and 

they deserved respect and compassion. No one could be dismissed or 

devalued. I realized that if all were treated as valued people, far more 

would act like valued people.

My second key observation to rebuilding faith was a deepening 

awareness that life is an endless, seamless, breathtaking paradox. I had 

always been intrigued that profound beauty and pleasure came in the 

simplest things, like a hug or a song. I had been intrigued by the way a 

vacation can make the comforts of home sweeter. I had also observed 

that some of the world’s most powerful people lacked one of the most 

important things—true connection with others. For the mightiest, 

most authoritative military leaders can die in isolation and infamy. And 

the smartest, most successful professionals are not necessarily loved by 

their peers. Th en I pondered the contrast with the timeless power of 

Gandhi, Mother Th eresa, and Martin Luther King Jr. Th ey inspired 

and built movements that changed the world because of their respect 

for the dignity of every human being. Th eir power came from valuing 
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the importance of the smallest unit of society—each individual. In 

a paradox in my own life, strength and answers were coming to me 

through opening the heart and letting go of my mind’s need to look 

smart. Healing was coming through attentive care of the two smallest 

ones in my home.

It seemed to me that the purpose of life is to live with a sense of 

wonder, awe, love, and compassion amid the mystery of it all. Faith was 

marveling at human resilience in the face of hardship and unforeseeable 

setbacks. Faith was feeling the profound relief and inspiration inside 

when I was touched by tenderness. Th e smallest kind act could move 

my grieving heart to hope.

Faith was being able to admit that for a time I was slowly killing 

myself with too many commitments, too much food, too little sleep, 

not enough real connection with the people I loved, too much denial 

that I had a boy who might need me all of his days. Yet I realized I had 

the strength to rebuild, and I was seeing that my greatest teachers and 

guides for rebuilding my life were my little children. I was humbled to 

see that Katie and Lee were teaching me the most profound lesson that 

healing and happiness come through allowing time to play together. 

Enduring memories come through being present in the moment. And 

sweet, sweet Lee was showing me to slow down so I could feel the 

breeze on my face, the way he did on wagon rides. My children were 

teaching me to play and laugh and feel again. I didn’t need to know 

more than that. Truly, my children were leading me. My motto became, 

“Slow down. It will save you time in the long run.”

I accepted myself just as I was, and it felt marvelous. I began to see 

that the greatest love might be the love I allowed myself to feel for me. It 

was a fi rst. I began to grasp that the divine might not be a force outside 

of me. It might be the thing inside of me that tells me to pay attention 

to joy and pain. Perhaps this was the higher power—again, a paradox.

But who really knows? Even if I did not believe that there is 

something with the power to inspire all of us for good, I could commit 

to this way of life, because treating myself and others with loving-

kindness feels good. And if my mind absolutely needed any proof, a 

mountain of psychological and physical evidence shows that we live 
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longer and are happier and healthier if we take care of ourselves and 

show kindness to others.

Accepting that life is an endless paradox took much of the sting out 

of my disappointments. I accepted that suff ering is part of the richness 

of living. I concluded that suff ering does not happen for a purpose. Still, 

it can bring out courage and resilience in us as we strive to heal and learn 

from it. In this growth of my own, I saw that the losses made the gains 

sweeter. Th e times of lack made the sense of abundance stronger, with 

gratitude welling in me for all that I still had. I still had my children, 

the love and fi nancial support of my family, my health, my mind, my 

education, good sleep at night, and a great credit score.

I accepted that we live in a physical world where opposing forces can 

meet and cause calamity. An earthquake can happen, and people in its 

path might perish. Two people driving on the same road can crash, and 

one of them might die while the other walks away with only bruises. 

Th e body can encounter bacteria that can kill it. And the evolutionary 

push for life that goes on in our cells can cause deadly mutations that 

make the body attack itself or grow cancers. Yes, tragedy is inevitable 

in this world. It is part of the risk of living.

Some people respond with fatalism. Th ey rationalize that if they 

are going to die, it doesn’t really matter if they take care of themselves. 

Others take actions to reduce the risks and prolong good living for as 

long as possible. Th ese are the people who are driven by ingenuity and 

compassion to design earthquake-resilient buildings, safer cars, and 

cures for cancer. We can’t control the natural sources of suff ering, but 

we can shape our responses to them with the way we choose to live. 

And the life-affi  rming route was clearly the one I wanted to take. Like 

Rabbi Kushner, I agreed that God did not create the pain. Rather, God 

is in the hearts of anyone who feels the need to act with compassion in 

the face of pain.

I accepted that sometimes pain comes from caring. It is this pain 

and caring that unite human hearts throughout history. I saw that I was 

feeling the same anguish for my son that women have felt for thousands 

of years over their sick babies. In this respect, I was no diff erent than a 

medieval peasant woman. I was no exception because I lived in modern 
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times. Who was I to think I was immune? I saw that I had two choices: 

I could respond to this pain by blaming others, closing off , and going 

numb forever. Or I could accept that this too was part of life and choose 

not to make hardship the fi nal word on these years.

My faith was stripped down and expansive all at the same time, as 

if I had removed all the clutter that had gotten in my way for years. My 

faith could be boiled down to this: the answers to my mind’s problems 

begin in my heart.

It is a good thing I had personal breakthroughs that winter and spring, 

because there were no breakthroughs for Lee. By mid-May, the doctor 

and I gave up on expecting Lee’s diet to lead to any improvement, and 

I began to add foods back into Lee’s diet one at a time. First, I added 

dairy, and he loved it. His blood counts did not drop, so in a week, I 

added soy. Again, there was no change. I added fi sh and then peanut 

butter. Still, there was no change. It was a bitter disappointment. We 

had gone through more than four months of chicken and rice and peas 

to learn almost nothing. All we gained was affi  rmation that wheat and 

eggs were not good for him. When I tested wheat for one day, he began 

to vomit. When I added egg, his eczema fl ared up so much he scratched 

his feet until they bled.

Th rough all of this, Lee was sweet and easy. He barely cried during 

his blood tests, and he played quietly on the fl oor a lot, rarely whining. 

When Katie ran off , often he didn’t try to follow her. My heart melted 

on the few occasions he called out, “Wait for me!” When kids ran to get 

in line at playground slides, he was always the last one. When his turn 

fi nally came, kids impatiently pushed behind him as he slowly climbed 

the steps to the top. He was becoming one of those children I had feared 

when I was pregnant with him—one who would always be a baby in 

some way. What would become of him? And what would become of 

me raising a child like this? If ever I needed faith and hope that things 

would work out, it was then.

While Lee was sweet and pathetic, Katie was four—the most vexing 
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developmental stage I have encountered, because she frequently spun 

me in circles. In moments of frustration, I would plop on the couch and 

laugh that I was living my own version of the Laura Numeroff  book If 

You Give a Pig a Pancake. For if you give a pig a pancake, she’ll want 

syrup. And with syrup, she’ll get sticky and need a bath. And during 

the bath, she will dump in all of the bubble bath (and whine there’s no 

bubble bath the next time). In my case, after the bath, she will need to 

run through the house naked three times before she lets Mom start to 

dress her. And when she gets dressed, she gets out all her underwear 

and puts it on her arms and her head—and maybe even on Mom’s head. 

And then she will try on three shirts and leave them on the fl oor after 

she puts on the fourth. When it’s twenty degrees outside, she will refuse 

to put on her coat and boots so she can be carried barefoot and kicking 

to the car.

In the fall of 2006, when Katie was barely fi ve, I cried as I put 

my baby girl on the school bus to begin kindergarten, but I was also 

shamefully relieved to get a break. My experiences with Katie the year 

she was four left me with a sick feeling that those who could encourage 

another woman to leave her career because motherhood was so enjoyable 

had blocked much of that developmental stage from their memories. 

Mercifully, that stage passed, and she matured quickly in her fi rst few 

months of school. My time with her became more delightful, like the 

princess party we had shortly after the start of kindergarten when Katie 

dressed up as Belle from Beauty and the Beast. Two Cinderellas came 

over to decorate a pink cake and cover themselves with glitter. She 

became my sunshine during her year in kindergarten, especially when 

she began reading fl uently just eight weeks into the school year. It was 

a relief to have something come easily for one of my children.

I spent the remainder of 2006 doing the best I could for Lee, the 

boy who didn’t thrive but wasn’t ill enough for major interventions. I 

spent many hours online hoping I would stumble across a condition that 

looked like his. I did an e-consultation with the Cleveland Clinic, which 

involved sending a detailed medical history, records, X-rays, and biopsy 

slides for a physician to evaluate. Th e doctor there leaned toward celiac 

disease. Dr. Conrad in Grand Rapids disagreed, saying Lee suff ered 
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from eosinophilic gastroenteritis with a protein-losing enteropathy of 

unknown origin. Th e result for us was unchanged, despite the diff ering 

opinions. Lee clearly did better on a gluten-free diet but not as well 

as we had hoped, so we forged ahead with our gluten-free life. At 

least it was better than chicken and rice and peas. As one meager bit 

of consolation, he hadn’t stopped growing. He hung on in the tenth 

percentile of height.

Life and a sense of progress were boiled down into very, very modest 

gains. A physical therapist came to our home every three weeks to work 

on Lee’s large and fi ne motor skills. We attended a speech therapy 

playgroup that he loved. I loved it too, even though my mind drifted 

because of the repetition. I had never realized the fi ne motor development 

that goes into speaking clearly and how important playing with food 

and making faces are to that development. Again, I was viewing the 

paradox. Playfulness with the most mundane act of eating leads to clear 

speech, one of the most powerful things in life.

Th e most mundane things that many families take for granted were 

becoming the most signifi cant for mine. I felt this poignantly during his 

initial evaluation with the physical therapist and speech therapist. One 

of them asked me what I wanted Lee to gain from the therapy.

“I want my son to run,” I said.

Th e image of it in my mind put a big lump in my throat.of it in mof it in
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Chapter 5

DIABETES AND MORE DEAD ENDS

Once over his fears of the Sea-Doo, 

Lee wanted me to go faster.

In December 2006, the end of my fi rst year at home, we extended our 

search for answers to the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. We 

wanted to see if the pediatric gastroenterology and allergy/immunology 

departments there could connect all of Lee’s medical dots into a 

recognizable picture.

I see no need to prolong the suspense here: Lee stumped them 

too.

Allergists were baffl  ed when a battery of blood tests found nothing, 

and Lee’s gastroenterologist couldn’t fi nd the source of his problems 

either. On our second and last consultation with gastroenterologist 

Dr. Jeanne Tung, she could off er only a slight variation on the label 
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our doctor in Grand Rapids had off ered. She conceded that she did 

not really know what was causing the problem, but the following label 

would have to suffi  ce: eosinophilic esophagitis with a protein-losing 

enteropathy. Th is meant he was not absorbing protein and iron in his 

intestines, and he was experiencing infl ammation in his esophagus for 

unknown reasons. Celiac disease was possible but not likely.

Dr. Tung prescribed Pulmicort, an asthma medication that Lee was 

to drink rather than inhale. Th e liquid steroid would coat his esophagus 

and bring down the infl ammation, so he would be more comfortable. 

Much like his response during his infancy to Prevacid, Lee had a 

wonderful period of growth and energy during the fi rst six months on 

Pulmicort. And while his hemoglobin and albumin remained below 

normal, they inched up to a high enough level that his stamina and 

quality of life improved. He was well enough for us to get by.

At the end of our last meeting, Dr. Tung urged me to contact her if 

Lee worsened or if he developed any additional conditions. Th en she gave 

me a photocopy of an article published in 2002 in the Journal of Medical 

Genetics. Th e article was about an extremely rare and deadly condition 

called IPEX. She assured me Lee didn’t have the condition, because 

the boys who were born with IPEX were terribly sick in infancy with 

many things, including uncontrollable diarrhea. She wasn’t giving me 

the article to scare me, she explained. She was giving it to me for the list 

of somewhat similar conditions on a chart included with the article. She 

fl ipped to the page with the chart that listed four other rare autoimmune 

illnesses and their symptoms. If Lee ever developed diabetes or thyroid 

problems, she said, it was possible he had an autoimmune condition like 

the ones listed on the chart, but so far he didn’t have enough symptoms 

for her to know what to test for. She emphasized that she was pleased 

with Lee’s response to the Pulmicort. She was optimistic that he did 

not have one of these conditions, but she encouraged me to hang onto 

the chart just in case.

I had an eight-hour drive home to sort through my perplexity. On 

the positive side, our doctor in Grand Rapids had been as close to fully 

diagnosing Lee as the Mayo Clinic, so I could be confi dent Lee had been 

receiving good care all along. But it still wasn’t very satisfying. I wanted 
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an answer for my son. By now I had to face the prospect that we might 

never know, and he would live with a lifetime of sensitivities that we 

would have to monitor. It felt daunting. I saw two options: I could burn 

myself out with worry or just get on with living. I took the diagnosis and 

his wonderful response to the Pulmicort treatments as my cue to get on 

with living the best we could and accept that perhaps there would never 

be a clear name for his problems. We were going to continue monthly 

blood tests and a gluten-free diet. We would plod along diligently and 

make the best of our simple, scaled-back existence.

While the doctors in Rochester could not change Lee’s life 

dramatically, our accommodations changed mine. For our second and 

last trip to Rochester, I chose for us to stay at the Ronald McDonald 

House for four nights to save money and avoid the loneliness of hotels; 

it is a decision I cherish. It opened my heart and mind to a beautiful 

organization run largely through volunteers. We could have arrived 

with nothing but a suitcase of dirty clothes and our every need would 

have been met.

Groups brought in meals nightly. Other individuals stocked the 

refrigerators and pantries daily. A small fl eet of volunteers kept the 

place immaculate. Th e play rooms were stocked with enough toys and 

books to occupy us. Volunteers donated homemade fl eece blankets, 

so each child could receive one on the fi rst visit; it was humbling to 

realize that someone had taken the time and used his or her own hands 

to sew every seam and tie every knot, so Lee could have a light blue 

blanket with pictures of baseballs and bats. Th rough the care provided 

by volunteers and donors I will never meet, I felt the pure touch of 

selfl ess compassion. It felt mysterious and right.

Our stay at the Ronald McDonald House put me in the presence 

of mothers who lived with the surprises and unpredictability of their 

children’s illnesses. I observed that they didn’t plan beyond their time 

in Rochester, because they had to take each day as it unfolded. And in 

contrast to the scurrying and noise I associated with modern family life, 
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these women were calm. I spoke one evening with a mother who had 

driven her teenage son and three younger children from Montana for 

what was to be a routine checkup for her son. Th e son, however, was 

admitted for an unexpected surgery, and their stay ended up going on 

for a week. Th is same mother had lived in the Ronald McDonald House 

for nearly a year while her son received treatment for his rare cancer two 

years earlier. She didn’t say, “Oh, why me?” as she told me the story. 

She was very present and accepting of her experience while she cooked 

dinner that evening to take to her son at the hospital. I saw how this 

mundane act took on signifi cance, because she did not know the day or 

the hour she might no longer have that child to care for.

I talked twice with a mother from a Chicago suburb who had been 

fl own to Rochester with her son. It was the fi rst time I grasped the 

concept of organizations like Angel Flight, a group of volunteer pilots 

who fl y kids to places like the Mayo Clinic because the children live 

far away from the treatments they need. Th ey also fl y kids who are too 

fragile to travel by car and face the risks of infection posed by restaurants 

and public restrooms.

Th e woman’s son was living on the front edge of cancer research. 

All other treatments had failed, so they were in Rochester to begin a 

treatment that had never been done before at Mayo. Like the mother 

from Montana, she regarded her son with the deepest tenderness I 

had ever seen, and she seemed grateful for another day with her boy. 

It almost felt like church to be around those two mothers and hear 

their stories. Th ey seemed peaceful, purposeful, and accepting. I left 

the Mayo Clinic a much softer and more grateful woman than when I 

arrived.

Again, winter turned to spring, and spring turned to summer. 

My unemployment was starting to drag on with no solution for my 

son’s problems, yet I was simultaneously grateful I could be home with 

my kids and that Lee was doing as well as possible with the help of 

Pulmicort. We continued Lee’s gluten-free diet. I did the best I could 
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to keep his eczema under control. “Under control” meant the scabs on 

his feet healed before he scratched them open. We plodded along like 

this until mid-July 2007 when Dr. Conrad called me immediately after 

he saw the results from Lee’s monthly blood draw earlier that day. Lee’s 

blood glucose was two hundred. A month earlier, his glucose had been 

slightly elevated, but this time the glucose was too high to be a blip. It 

was nearly twice the normal rate for a small child. He suggested that 

Lee could be developing type 1 diabetes. An endocrinologist had been 

contacted and was ready to see Lee immediately.

I was standing in my kitchen when I got this news. My daughter 

and two of her friends swirled noisily around me, completely unaware 

of the information I was trying to take in over the phone. I went 

numb. In my mind, I plunged to the 1970s. I was four years old. Uncle 

John, the husband of my grandma’s sister, sat in his chair with ace 

bandages wrapped around the stump where his foot had been. His eyes 

were cloudy with the onset of blindness. It gave me nightmares. My 

grandmother said he had “sugar diabetes.”

Fast forward fi fteen years: eight friends and I from Calvin College 

celebrated the completion of our fi rst year by renting a hotel room on 

Lake Michigan. Most of us drank too much. Th e next morning one of 

my friends was incoherent. We awoke to him peeing in a corner of the 

hotel room.

“Th at’s right. He’s diabetic,” one young woman said.

None of us knew what to do, and he couldn’t tell us what to do.

“Sugar. He needs sugar,” someone guessed.

Another friend found a Snickers bar. Yet another friend stuff ed the 

fi rst bite in the diabetic man’s mouth and shouted, “Chew.”

Th e diabetic young man snapped out of his incoherence with two 

big bites. Th is muscular, athletic young man was pale and shaking. He 

looked terribly vulnerable.

Fast forward four more years: I was a brand-new newspaper reporter. 

I was assigned to interview a young woman who had type 1 diabetes. 

Her face was bloated. Her limbs looked anorexic. Oh my God, this is what 

diabetes can look like? I remembered thinking.

I was numb, nauseous, and mystifi ed when we arrived at the offi  ce of 
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Dr. Ayse Cemeroglu-Pinar late that afternoon. No one else in my family 

had type 1 diabetes, and I was stupefi ed that Lee might. All I remember 

about that meeting was that the doctor said my son could be developing 

the illness, and we had caught it early because of Lee’s routine lab 

work. We would test him to see if his body was making one of the 

autoantibodies that attack the pancreas. Th e fi rst set of autoantibody 

results would take a week; the second set would take two.

I wanted to grab my kids, bust out of the clinic door, and never go 

back to the fact my beautiful baby could have an illness that might leave 

him bloated, incoherent, or quite possibly dead. It took everything I had 

to stay there and listen. I was cold inside when the nurse gave Lee a 

plush diabetes bear and a book for us to read at home “just in case” the 

tests came back positive. Back home while we waited for the results, I 

was supposed to check Lee’s glucose once a day by poking a fi nger with 

what I now know was a lancing device. I was to draw a tiny amount of 

blood onto a test strip inserted into a device I now know is a glucometer. 

In my mental torpor, I simply could not retain the names, so they were 

just the thing in my hand and the thing I needed to use next. I tried to 

take in the instructions from the nurse educator, but only a fraction of 

them soaked in. Most of her words just blurred together into noise. My 

brain had simply seized up.

On my fi rst attempt to check Lee alone at home, I approached him 

on the couch with the lancet.

I took his tiny index fi nger.

I put the lancet up to his tiny fi nger pad.

I stopped.

I ran to the bathroom with dry heaves.

A week passed, and the fi rst batch of tests came back. Th ey were 

negative.

“Oh, we might be in the clear. Maybe we dodged another bullet 

as we did when he was an infant,” I mused. “Maybe this is fi nally 

something not to worry about, just like the doctors used to tell me.”
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We went on a short vacation. On the last day, I noticed Lee’s legs 

looked scrawnier than normal, and he had suddenly lost the energy he 

had enjoyed since he began the Pulmicort from Dr. Tung seven months 

earlier.

Back home, the phone rang.

Th e second batch of results was in.

One was positive.

Th e bullet had struck. My beautiful boy had type 1 diabetes at the 

age of three and a half.

Th is is the prospect every parent of a type 1 diabetic child must face: 

someday we might bury our children because diabetic complications 

could take them before we are gone. While medical advances make 

this possibility smaller each year, it still exists, and a cure is years 

away. Even though he will live many years with good glucose control, 

there are risks of complications for the nerves, kidneys, eyes, ears, and 

mouth. Th e diagnosis of diabetes began a lifetime of being aware of 

everything he eats, so he can be given enough insulin. It began a lifetime 

of fi nger pokes and shots and monitoring. It added a new level of detail 

to consider that is always in the back of my mind, even for things 

that seem inconsequential. If he oversleeps, I need to consider that it 

might be because of a diabetic low, and I must tiptoe into his room to 

check him just to make sure. If he gets tired or says he’s hungry, I must 

consider if he is low.

For me personally, it seemed the expected order of life events was 

now hopelessly scrambled. I not only lacked a life partner and a career; I 

couldn’t even count on dying at a ripe old age with each of my children 

by my side.

Much worse, my son now had to live with this illness quite possibly 

for the rest of his life: fi nger pokes six times a day and shot after shot 

after shot, tallying more than four thousand pokes a year. Even with 

technological advances that reduce the number of pokes, medical care 

would now be part of his days from beginning to end. Th e potential for 

complications was endless and never went away. I would have to become 

and remain one of those mothers who was always close at hand to take 
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care of her child and always vigilant. I had never intended to mother 

that way.

In this state of grief and shock, I started the tedious work of 

measuring serving sizes of food, counting every carbohydrate he ate, 

poking his tiny fi ngers for glucose readings, calculating insulin doses, 

and giving shots of insulin. I also had to stick to a meal plan and 

schedule during the fi rst several weeks while I learned how to manage 

and understand the illness. I kept a log of all of this data the fi rst several 

months, so it could be scrutinized by our nurse educator and doctor. I 

choose the word “scrutinized” deliberately and quite literally. It felt like 

scrutiny at fi rst. Sometimes it still does, because I can’t slack off  for a day 

or leave my son with incompetent care, or it shows up in the numbers. 

Worse, it shows up in the way he feels.

Diabetes care is always a mental checklist and a calculation with 

just a sprinkle of intuition. Miscalculation could mean a diabetic high 

that taxes Lee’s kidneys as his body tries to fl ush out the extra sugar 

with frequent urination. An error or laziness could also mean a low that 

makes him pale and shaky, and in the worst case, it could leave him 

unconscious or in a seizure. With a prolonged or severe low, such as in 

the night while he’s sleeping, the body steals sugars fi rst from body fat. 

And when there is no body fat to take, it takes sugars from the fat in 

the brain and other organs.

I can look back and see that I actually became open quite quickly 

to the training and care required to keep my son healthy, despite the 

shock that seemed to block my ability to retain the information at fi rst. 

I did my best despite the frustration and anger that came with time as 

I went through the natural process of trying to get comfortable with 

the ominous presence of severe illness in my home. I had learned from 

experience by then that fi ghting an unchangeable reality only prolonged 

my misery, and I wanted no more misery. I could see that his basic care 

was clear-cut and fact-based, and the nuances would come with time. 

If I paid attention and did the math, he would thrive. If I fought it or 

went to sleep on the job, he would suff er. Th e choice was obvious.
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I sought out examples of diabetics who were living full, happy lives as 

proof this was not the diabetes treatment of the past. For my inspiration, 

I propped a copy of Living with Diabetes magazine on my dresser. Th e 

cover showed Doug Burns, a beautiful man with rippling muscles and a 

deep tan. Once a scrawny boy with type 1 diabetes, Burns became Mr. 

All-Natural Universe, the title for those committed to bodybuilding 

without performance-enhancing drugs. I looked at that picture every 

day to plant a diff erent vision of diabetes in my mind than the one that 

had been there of struggling young adults. If Doug Burns was the face 

of diabetes, we were going to be okay.

Still, I could see the pained looks on people’s faces when we were 

in public, and they saw my tiny boy get a shot. My mom choked up for 

weeks. I still wince on the inside. Mentally, it is still tough to give shots 

to my little boy. It’s funny how giving oral medication to my children 

wasn’t a bit diffi  cult. A liquid might taste funny, but it didn’t hurt. It 

didn’t leave dime-sized bruises.

I was terrifi ed to give him his fi rst shot, so scared I couldn’t sleep 

the night before. I had the vision in my mind of the huge immunization 

syringes that left my kids’ faces crumpled in pain. But when the doctor 

took the cap off  the syringe to show me how tiny it was—just thicker 

than a hair—I laughed at myself and realized I was being ridiculous. 

Th at laughter was my fi rst step toward accepting that we would learn 

to live with diabetes. It just takes a long time, about as long at getting a 

bachelor’s degree, to get accustomed to living with this deadly stranger 

and learn treatments that make it livable. We would live fully and 

show the world that chronic illness was just one part of our rich lives, 

I resolved.

In those early days of diabetes, Lee and Katie handled the illness the 

way only kids can. To them it wasn’t a big deal, because they couldn’t 

grasp the risks. And overall, there wasn’t a huge inconvenience to them. 

Th ey could begin eating dinner as soon as it was ready, because they 

weren’t the ones who had to stop and check the glucose. Lee would 

simply hold out a fi nger and keep eating. Lee didn’t lose sleep. He 

dozed through the fi nger pokes in the middle of the night and early 
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in the morning. He didn’t cry, even though I did many, many nights 

after they were asleep. Again, they were my sunshine and my guides to 

learning to lighten up.

I also remembered the mothers I had met in Rochester, and they 

became my guides for appreciating what I had: a boy who could thrive 

if I followed the best that diabetes treatment had to off er. When I 

considered all that they went through, diabetes was daunting, but it 

was certainly livable while he was small. I decided that I would wait to 

worry about managing the illness at school and through his teen years. 

I couldn’t think about the hazards that could come with teen years and 

the transition to adulthood. I didn’t want to think about the day he 

might choose to drink despite the risks. I didn’t want to think about 

the chance he could see all the work that would go into keeping himself 

healthy and simply give up.

It took about three weeks for the shock of the diagnosis to wear off . But 

by late August 2007, I had the mental clarity to contact Dr. Tung at the 

Mayo Clinic about the possibility that Lee had one of the autoimmune 

conditions in the article she had given me. She contacted a researcher 

who, after reviewing Lee’s case, wanted to order the test that looks for 

IPEX, the deadly illness featured in the medical journal article Dr. 

Tung had given me. To the researcher, Lee’s symptoms resembled IPEX 

more than any other autoimmune problem. Th ere were fi nally enough 

dots to possibly connect them into a recognizable picture. Orders were 

faxed to Grand Rapids, and our lab technicians, who we knew quite well 

by this time, looked more serious and even more methodical than usual 

the day they fi lled the order from Mayo. Th ey looked worried.

Two weeks later, I was shopping as the weight of the world came 

down on me through a call to my cell phone. Dr. Tung called to tell me 

the test results were normal, and she did not know what was wrong with 

my son. She was sorry that she did not know what more she could do, 

but she urged me to contact her again if Lee’s health worsened.

I instantly became jaded. Th e numbness I had felt with Lee’s diabetes 
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diagnosis came back but at a far deeper level. If doctors at the mighty 

Mayo Clinic were stumped, what the hell was I going to do? When truly 

faced with the prospect that there might not be answers, I was suddenly 

angry. My passion for life turned into the dark fi res of disdain.

Were we really going to keep living as we had been? Where would 

the lightness and playfulness be if we had to live with this for years—

this gluten-free, egg-free, most recently lotion-free, insulin-dependent 

life? Was this child going to be miserable at least part of every day for 

the rest of his days? And how would I ever work again with all of these 

medical problems stacking up? Where the medical community was 

concerned, I instantly built thick walls around my heart to protect my 

hopes from being dashed ever again. I had gotten my hopes up that 

there would be relief for Lee and a corresponding improvement in life 

for me and Katie. It was beginning to wear on me, and I wondered how 

I would continue carrying my son through life. Surely I would not be 

able to carry him up the ladder of a slide when he was eight. By then, 

he would feel shame for wanting to be carried, even though it was not 

his fault he had no energy.

Without hope of a diagnosis, I began to resent our life. I began to 

feel outrage that my boy was suff ering. When I had been able to look 

at full-time motherhood as a one- to two-year commitment, I could 

enjoy it for the most part. When I saw that it really was likely to go on 

far longer with no resolution for Lee, I suddenly became frustrated with 

parenting, particularly the parts that were tedious. His amount of care 

was forcing me to see I might not work full-time for many years, and 

this cast a dark shadow over me.

On top of anguish for my son, I was feeling trapped. I couldn’t even 

get a break when I went outside for a walk. I live in a neighborhood 

where several homeowners take great pride in their homes. “How can 

they have time and money for all this when I have dire shortages of 

each?” I would fume as I pulled Lee in his wagon or pushed him in his 

stroller. It felt like I was living in a home-maintenance race I didn’t wish 

to run. I wished for the guts to walk up to my neighbors and gently say, 

“You know, if you were walking my path, you would care much less 

about your grass that looks like carpet or your car that sparkles. You 
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wouldn’t care about the misaligned sprinkler head in your perfectly-

timed watering system. My God, people, this isn’t what it’s about, 

especially when my boy is sick.”

In that brief period of angry indignation, I stopped reading about 

mysterious conditions in online medical journals. I stopped reading 

about relief and cures for eczema. I tuned people out and went silent 

when they kindly off ered stories of hope or suggestions of home 

remedies. I refused to hope when Dr. Conrad told me in late 2007 that 

he was taking Lee’s fi le to a conference so he could discuss Lee with a 

doctor from Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, which had 

a center for eosinophilic disorders.

Oh, here we go again. Another referral is coming, I thought. I can spend 

several more hours of my life answering detailed medical history questionnaires 

for one more doctor who won’t have answers. Th en I can waste more time 

tracking down lab results and slides to send to them. I already did that for 

Cleveland Clinic and Mayo, and look where it got us, I wanted to say.

I was not ready to do it again. By this point, I had sat in tiny 

medical offi  ces with enough doctors who couldn’t provide answers that 

I was showing symptoms of mild claustrophobia and anxiety when we 

were in one. Th ere had been too many hopes dashed in those kinds of 

rooms. Th ere were too many times when there wasn’t an answer for 

Lee. Th e most I could handle peacefully was the quick trip to the lab 

each month, where we were in for the poke and then out the door to 

go play outside.

With time and the chance to fume a bit longer, I softened. I was 

almost ready to move ahead with a visit to Cincinnati Children’s Hospital 

when the packet of new patient forms arrived in the mail in April 2008. 

But there was something more important to do fi rst.
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Chapter 6

ANSWERS AT LAST

For Christmas 2008 Lee received 

a football and helmet signed by his 

cousin’s junior varsity football team.

After the heartbreak of Lee’s diabetes diagnosis in the summer of 

2007, I simply had to make the summer of 2008 a time of playfulness. 

I needed to let the hot summer sun melt the ice in my heart. And where 

the ice had been, I needed to scoop up warm memories and good times 

to pack into my heart and fi ll it up again.

I had to accept that I was raising a diabetic child who was on a strict 

wheat-free diet and who now had an intolerable case of eczema. It was 

not easy and it was time consuming, but we were getting by. At times 
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I wondered if there was wheat in the air, because Lee failed to thrive 

from the merest trace of gluten. Even Play-Doh aff ected him by that 

point, and I was starting to suspect that oats were causing problems 

too. But syringes, insulin, and his gluten-free food had become routine. 

Th e fear that my son could go into a diabetic seizure had passed, and 

I had reached the point that diabetes care was as close to automatic 

as it can get. I had even trained two babysitters, so I could get out at 

night. A wise older friend who had lived through some very diffi  cult 

times himself insisted I go dancing twice a week so I could experience 

fun again. His theory was that it made me a better mother, and he was 

right. My son was not better, but at least I could leave it behind for a 

few hours to be a beautiful, fun-loving woman. When I was back home, 

I was refreshed enough to carry on.

I begrudgingly accepted that perhaps my family had to live with 

Lee’s maladies and that his problems might never get any better. I chose 

to be grateful that I could still carry him anywhere we needed to go, 

because he was four and small. And I did carry him everywhere—even 

up a sand dune at Silver Lake—just to honor that I still could. I could 

also rest easy that Lee’s medical care would be the best possible because 

the kids’ father had started a good job that off ered high-quality health 

insurance, and we had entered a period where we could see eye-to-eye 

on Lee’s care.

Making the choice to get out into the world and live meant I did 

not resume hours on my computer reading about rare illnesses or skin 

remedies. I chose not to worry about the future. Some might fi nd that 

reprehensible, because I wasn’t doing everything to get to the bottom 

of my son’s problems any longer. But I had sacrifi ced enough. I needed 

a break. I knew that more sacrifi ce and worry that summer would kill 

me. And without me, what would happen?

I had moments of intense guilt. I knew there was more work to do. 

Deep down, I still liked the myth of the dogged reporter who doesn’t 

stop working a story until the truth is known. Yet that summer, I was 

the reporter who ignored her beat. I wasn’t insisting on answers. I wasn’t 

even asking questions. I skipped out of the interview to take my kids to 

the beach. I was not pushing through life any longer. I was practicing 
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a new rhythm for my life. I was practicing the way to ride the waves of 

hard work and relaxation to make the tough times sustainable, bearable, 

and even enjoyable. We tend to idealize dogged diligence in our culture, 

but really, how sustainable is it? I tried that when my kids were babies, 

and I turned into a burned-out shell. I was done with my former speed 

of living, because, when prolonged, it created heartbreak and despair 

for me.

For the fi rst time in my life, I chose to pause. I was standing still 

in the present rather than pushing ahead to a future goal. It felt exactly 

right. I was getting better at listening to myself too. My instinct told 

me my little family needed lightness in the moment to balance major 

changes in the future. My heart told me I needed to run, swim, and 

dance that summer to celebrate my strength. I had to fi ll up my mind 

with memories of good times. My kids needed to camp in a tent, roll 

down a sand dune, ride on boats and Jet Skis, and be tossed around by 

the waves at Lake Michigan. Katie and Lee needed to discover s’mores 

(gluten-free, of course) around bonfi res and kiddy rides at an amusement 

park.

As summer faded to fall, I felt replenished. In pictures from that 

summer, I was lean and tan. On Katie’s fi rst day of second grade, she was 

exuberant and growing. Lee always looked ghostly pale, but he was a 

happy, laid-back, loving little boy. I enrolled him in four-year-old soccer 

and preschool, because it was time for him to start experiencing normal 

childhood events. I needed to see that we were taking our places in the 

world and showing that even a family restricted by chronic illness has 

so much to live for. We weren’t to be pitied. We were to be celebrated 

and embraced for our courage. We were not in the world for people to 

feel guilty about their abundance. We were not there to make people 

fear that bad things could happen to them. We were there to show them 

that life goes on, and goes on quite well, even after terrible setbacks. 

We were in the world to remind people that life is a mysterious treasure, 

and we are all marvelous jewels. So, please, be kind to the slowest kid 

on the team, the one who can’t keep up. You might have no idea all the 

work it took for that child to be on the fi eld at all.
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During that summer and the months that followed, I felt that my 

little family was carried along gently by a current of grace, and it would 

carry us to the right place when we were ready. Th at current carried 

us to Cincinnati Children’s Hospital in late September 2008. By that 

time, it was clear that I needed to get back in the hunt for a diagnosis. 

While most four-year-olds have unstoppable energy, Lee was content 

to be pushed in a stroller. At his soccer games, he was fatigued after 

running up the fi eld once, lagging far behind the other kids the whole 

time. He would take himself out of the game and fl op on the ground 

next to the bag of snacks. “I’m hungry,” he would say, even though he 

couldn’t possibly be hungry. I was stunned. He already knew how to use 

an excuse to cover up his embarrassment at not fi tting in.

As I pulled into the parking ramp under the hospital my fi rst time 

in Cincinnati, I can only describe my emotion as the deepest peace and 

assurance I have ever known. I knew I would receive answers. Th ere was 

not a defi ant, insistent tone to my certainty—not one bit. Th ere was no 

voice inside saying, “Dammit, I’m not leaving till they fi gure this out.” 

For lack of a better term, it was surrender to a mystery of circumstances 

in which my desires for my son were lining up with the abilities at this 

hospital. I sensed that we were in a place that would not disappoint or 

harm us. It was safe for me to trust for the fi rst time in a long time.

Lee was admitted that Sunday afternoon to prepare him for a 

colonoscopy and endoscopy the next morning with Dr. James Franciossi, 

a gastroenterologist who had joined the hospital’s center for eosinophilic 

disorders three months prior. We were there to learn if Lee truly had 

eosinophilic esophagitis (EE), a condition in which food intolerance 

causes infl ammation in the esophagus. Over years, the condition causes 

stretching of the esophagus to the point that it can’t push food down 

to the stomach. In the most severe cases, patients suff er infl ammation 

with every food, so they consume a liquid diet through a feeding tube. 

Even a less severe case of EE would force us to eat at home nearly all the 

time and miss out on the celebrations at school and family gatherings 

that are built around foods with a host of unknown ingredients. Th ere 

is life without food, but what a strange, lonely life it appeared to be. 
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It challenged me to push deeper in the belief that there is much good 

living to do despite these unusual conditions. We had found it with 

diabetes and Lee’s diet. We would fi nd it with EE if I really had to turn 

into the always-cooking-from-scratch mother hen that these children 

required to thrive, but the prospect left me with the same numbness and 

nausea I had felt when Lee was diagnosed with diabetes. I was again 

face-to-face with the possibility that my life could be radically changed 

by another illness that would never go away.

Th e day after the endoscopy, Lee and I attended an informational 

session with other families who had traveled to Cincinnati to treat their 

children’s EE. During the session, there was a slide of a girl, pale and 

wispy, riding a horse. We were told the girl was tube fed. I shivered 

at the slim prospect that could be us. A few minutes later, when Lee 

became wiggly, a beautiful teenage boy came forward to play with 

him. Th e teen had EE. He only ate food prepared by his mother. I was 

stunned that he and his mother looked so happy and sweet. Staying 

home and cooking—that was not how I had envisioned my life or my 

child’s life.

Th e calm mother and son were a deep contrast to the couple who sat 

next to me. I could look at them and see that they were going through 

the shock and horror I had felt over impending radical changes far 

beyond my control. Th ey looked terrifi ed. Th ey were already wondering 

aloud how they both could continue to work full time and take care of 

their baby.

Lee and I only attended the EE informational meeting because of 

my curiosity and the need to fi ll up an afternoon in Cincinnati. For 

immediately after the biopsies were taken from Lee’s esophagus and 

intestines, Dr. Franciossi was deeply skeptical that Lee had only 

digestive problems. Dr. Franciossi would not say what he suspected 

Lee had without lab results and a referral to an immunologist. In the 

general terms he could use, he suggested it was very serious, but we had 

time to get answers and make decisions. He referred us to his colleague, 
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Dr. Kimberly Risma, an allergist and immunologist, and she wanted 

to see Lee the following week. But before we headed home for the 

weekend, Lee was admitted overnight for a blood transfusion, because 

his hemoglobin was dangerously low. Th e transfusion off set the large 

amount of blood drawn for tests that day. When the lab technicians 

came to Lee’s hospital room, they fi lled his bed table with little tubes 

that would carry his blood to labs near and far to uncover the mystery 

inside him.

With Dr. Risma a week later, I heard the term IPEX again. I barely 

remember the meeting, probably from the numbness I had grown to 

expect with shock. I do remember this: She said Lee might have IPEX 

or some other very similar rare condition. She had seen the results from 

Mayo that indicated he didn’t have IPEX, but she wasn’t buying that 

answer.

“It looks like a duck and quacks like a duck,” I recall her saying. “It 

has to be a duck.”

It took from the fi rst week of October to the week before Th anksgiving 

for Dr. Risma to untangle this mystery and confi rm the recommended 

course of treatment. Th e day before Th anksgiving 2008, she gave me 

and Lee’s father an answer to the question I had carried since Lee was 

in the womb. Th ere was something wrong with my baby, something 

terribly wrong: he had a genetic mutation that gave him a form of the 

deadly IPEX. He had been so diffi  cult to diagnose because his genes 

had not only deviated from the norm in an extremely rare way, but they 

had deviated from the deviation. His was among a handful of cases that 

were just being found as doctors were realizing that IPEX could present 

itself in a range of symptoms.

IPEX is the acronym for immunodysregulation polyendocrinopathy 

and enteropathy X-linked. Th e condition was discovered in the mid-

1980s by researchers who identifi ed a mutated gene passed from 

mother to son that inhibits the ability of T-regulatory cells to control 

autoimmunity. Healthy T-regulatory cells are a small part of the overall 

T-cell population, but they play an important role in autoimmunity, 

which is the body’s ability to tolerate itself.

In children with IPEX, the T-regulatory cell does not give the 
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signal to the body to tolerate healthy cells. Consequently, healthy cells 

come under attack in the skin, digestive tract, pancreas, thyroid, and 

parts of the blood cells like neutrophils and platelets. Th e illness as it 

was fi rst understood presented severe symptoms in early infancy. Th ose 

baby boys experienced vomiting and diarrhea, type 1 diabetes, iron-

defi cient anemia, and eczema by three to fi ve months of age. Most of 

these babies died before they were two, but in a few mysterious cases, the 

boys languished until early adolescence. By the late-1990s, bone marrow 

transplants were being performed in an attempt to save these boys. Th e 

transplant process, it was theorized, would replace these boys’ faulty 

T-regulatory cells with healthy ones in the hope they could be cured. 

Dr. Lisa Filipovich, a bone marrow transplant specialist at Cincinnati 

Children’s, was among the fi rst doctors in the United States to diagnose 

IPEX and perform transplants. Of her fi rst three IPEX patients, one 

boy survived. Th e other two died of transplant complications. Th ese 

cases were reported in the Journal of Medical Genetics article on IPEX 

that was given to me by Dr. Tung at the Mayo Clinic.

To make the diagnosis, Dr. Risma fi rst ran the same test the Mayo 

Clinic had run to look for the presence of FoxP3. Multiple researchers 

concede in their published articles that the role of FoxP3 is largely a 

mystery, but children with IPEX have shown them that it is a vital 

part of T-regulatory function and it is encoded in our cells by our 

genes. If FoxP3 is absent, the IPEX diagnosis is clear-cut, and those 

babies are deathly ill. In Lee’s case, FoxP3 was found, which meant his 

T-regulatory cells were working properly at least part of the time. Th e 

presence of FoxP3 meant that Dr. Risma had to dig deeper with genetic 

testing to diagnose Lee, and bingo: the test isolated the mutated gene 

that was causing Lee’s FoxP3 to be faulty.

Lee’s body was making FoxP3 chains, but they were shorter than 

normal. Th is meant his body could partially self-regulate. Th is explained 

why Lee had a slower progression of symptoms than the fi rst documented 

cases of “classic” IPEX. It also explained Lee’s unique set of symptoms 

that had baffl  ed everyone. Where the boys with clear cases developed 

diabetes in infancy, Lee developed his at the age of three and a half. And 

where those boys had diarrhea and vomiting that landed them in the 
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hospital from dehydration when they were infants, Lee never suff ered 

from diarrhea. Still, the prognosis was a life of misery and illness that 

would result in death if drastic measures were not taken.

To use the term “classic” IPEX patient is almost misleading, because 

it implies a bit of the commonplace and ordinary. In fact, there were 

only an estimated three hundred diagnosed cases of IPEX in the United 

States at the time Lee was diagnosed. Th at was Dr. Risma’s best guess 

because, as yet, there is no database or medical society collecting the 

statistics. To date, a dozen or so hospitals in the United States have 

treated no more than a handful of these kids. Cincinnati, a hospital with 

nearly as much experience as any with IPEX, has treated six of these 

children, and only two of them were classic cases. Th e others were like 

Lee, deviations from this already extremely rare genetic mutation. Cases 

like Lee’s were being identifi ed at other research hospitals during the 

same time period that Lee was diagnosed, part of a growing awareness 

that there is a range of symptoms and that there is much to learn about 

IPEX and the functioning of T-regulatory cells in autoimmunity.

Whereas Lee’s diabetes diagnosis had been devastating, the IPEX 

diagnosis was liberating. We fi nally knew what we were dealing with 

and we could do something to cure it. It was a release from guilt to 

know that it wasn’t my fault he had suff ered for so long, and there wasn’t 

much more I could have done. Th e doctors in other places had failed to 

diagnose Lee because he was like nothing in the medical journals, and 

they had few, if any, other cases to compare him to. For the most part, 

they had done their best, and I wanted to believe I had done my best too. 

Most important, there was not time for blame or guilt, because there 

was work to do. Th ere was hope. Th ere was a cure. Th ere was no doubt 

in my mind that transplant was the right choice. If there was the chance 

Lee could live a full life as a healthy child, we had to take it.

Still, a full bone marrow transplant on a child is risky and daunting. 

Th e recovery is a minimum of two years, and the odds of survival are just 

over 60 percent nationwide for children with autoimmune conditions. 
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While Cincinnati is not the largest bone marrow transplant unit in the 

nation, it is a leader in handling children with rare autoimmune disease, 

and it has the highest survival rate of any pediatric hospital at 75 percent, 

based on statistics provided to the National Marrow Donor Program 

for 2008 and 2009. Th ese survival statistics do not take into account 

the kids who survive with lifelong debilitating complications, and those 

risks are signifi cant too. But if it meant my son might someday be able 

to feel great and have a future, it was worth it. Th e only bitter part was 

that his diabetes would not be cured by a transplant. But in all honesty, 

the prospect of someday only having to manage diabetes sounded like 

a vacation compared to the life we were living by that point.

Lee’s father and I agreed that the transplant was the right thing to 

do. From there, we discussed if we should move forward immediately 

or wait for a few months. Again, we agreed that we should move 

ahead quickly, so Lee would be in the strongest possible condition 

for transplant. I wanted to move forward before something else went 

wrong. No one really knew how his disease might progress. Th e next 

most likely possibilities were that his thyroid and his platelets could 

come under attack.

Th e medical team commended us for the clarity we had with our 

decision. Th is does not mean there was not fear. For me, there was a key 

moment the week of Lee’s diagnosis when fear began to well inside me 

like a dark shadow. I began to express this fear to my wise older friend, 

the same friend who had recommended dancing. His response helped 

me slam the door in fear’s ugly face.

“Look at Lee,” he said. “He’s a little boy who just wants to live.”

Financially, I had the support I needed to move forward. My parents 

pledged signifi cant help for as long as it would take. Th ey gave me a 

car with OnStar and gave me enough money each month to pay my 

mortgage, my own health insurance premium, and my utilities. I had 

child support to cover expenses for the kids, and yes, I applied for 

food assistance with the state. I was terribly ashamed, but I fi gured if 
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ever there was a time for it, this was it. My family and I had certainly 

contributed enough over the years through our own tax dollars that we 

could get some back in our situation.

Because Lee’s father was employed in northern Ohio at the time, 

a transplant at Cincinnati Children’s would be covered by his health 

insurance. Th at helped me feel better about the fact that I wasn’t 

researching other hospitals and interviewing other doctors. I simply 

didn’t feel I had the time or the resources to fl y all over the country 

with Lee. By that point, I had my hands full just taking care of him and 

preparing us to move. Furthermore, I did not want to divert my energy 

into arguments with the insurance company if I wanted a hospital that 

it would not cover. It all seemed terribly unnecessary when we had one 

of the best hospitals available with no dispute over the coverage. Th e 

fi nal thing that gave me peace was the chance to meet a couple who had 

researched several hospitals when their little boy was diagnosed with 

IPEX. Cincinnati was their second choice, the choice they had to take 

because of health insurance coverage. Still, once in Cincinnati, they had 

no regrets that their son had received his transplant there, and they were 

clear that they would do it in Cincinnati again if they had to repeat their 

actions. Th eir satisfaction was enough for me.

The State of Michigan provided the last necessary piece of the 

fi nancial picture. Th e state runs a program, funded through Medicaid, 

for families with seriously ill children to make sure those children are 

taken care of. Th e fund was established in part to acknowledge the 

major expenses families of chronically ill children bear even if they 

have private health insurance. Because my children always had private 

insurance, the program served as secondary insurance to cover all co-

pays and deductibles.

We had participated in the program since Lee’s diabetes diagnosis, 

saving me a minimum of ninety dollars a month in prescription co-

pays alone. Now, the program would be even more important, because 

it would reimburse us for all medical-related mileage for the drives to 
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Cincinnati from our home. Th e most important part was a lodging 

reimbursement that nearly covered the cost of a furnished apartment 

for Lee’s recovery. Without the state’s help, an apartment would have 

been fi nancially out of reach, because Lee’s health insurance had no 

housing allowance. I can credit this help from the State of Michigan as 

an important factor in keeping Lee infection-free. While the Ronald 

McDonald House in Cincinnati is a great organization right across the 

street from the hospital, the doctors encouraged me to rent an apartment 

if possible to reduce Lee’s exposure to others and thereby reduce the risk 

of illness and infection. It would also reduce my exposure to others, so 

I wouldn’t transit illness to Lee. Th e clincher was the fact the Ronald 

McDonald House was being renovated, so we would have only minimal 

access to a kitchen. Th e restricted kitchen space would make it extremely 

diffi  cult to follow the serious transplant-related dietary restrictions and 

the gluten-free diet he had to continue through his recovery.

I saw the families from states that were not as generous as mine, 

and I was grateful for my state’s support. Th e cost quite easily was 

less than the possible signifi cant expense of treating infections in the 

emergency room and, perhaps, the intensive care unit if it went badly. 

It quite possibly saved my son’s life. So I take off ense when people say 

“government,” “government spending,” and “government-run health 

programs” as if they were dirty words. Government served my family 

at its highest and best purpose with good programs and very helpful 

staff . And perhaps those programs exist because families like mine 

really need them. Perhaps once upon a time our nation had the heart 

and compassion to recognize the need for a safety net rather than vilify 

it, as so many political voices do today.

As for my own home, I rented it to a young couple for a pittance just 

so the grass would be mowed.

Immediately after diagnosis, Lee began taking a steroid, which is an 

eff ective way to halt symptoms on a short-term basis. Lee responded 

very well—so well that he acted as if he had no illness. He was an 
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energetic boy with a fi ery personality. He jumped off  furniture, and he 

wrestled with me and the boy from across the street. I soaked it up, even 

the messes and naughtiness. Th ose three precious months of steroids 

gave me the peace I needed to accept whatever might occur with the 

transplant. If we lost him, at least he had the chance to be a boy for a 

time, and I had the chance to know him as he really was. I had a chance 

to enjoy my boy in a way that many mothers of gravely ill children never 

do. I cherished living in a time when we could take action, for if my 

son had been born ten years earlier, there would not have been help 

for him. It made Christmas and his fi fth birthday painfully sweet for 

my extended family. Th eir love was clear with the gifts they lavished 

on my kids. Th eir words were few. Th ey couldn’t talk much, or their 

tears would fl ow. For months, their tears and fear were just beneath 

the surface.

To avoid complications from using steroids for too long, Lee was 

weaned from the steroid after three months and given Rapamune, an 

immunosuppressant used mainly by organ recipients to prevent rejection. 

Th e medication worked by slowing down his overly active immune 

system, thereby slowing the progression of symptoms. He responded 

well to the Rapamune at fi rst, but he ever so gradually descended into 

less energy and lower blood counts in just two months. And I was 

always on the lookout for signs of illness, because he was now more 

vulnerable to becoming very sick. Th e medication would keep his body 

from rallying for an all-out attack on a virus or bacteria. It was the 

beginning of washing hands much more frequently and always carrying 

hand sanitizer.

I remained ignorant to the details that went into fi nding a bone 

marrow match for Lee. By this point in our journey, I was tired of 

reading into the night about anything medically related, so I went to 

bed for a good night of rest. But mostly, I didn’t want to scare myself to 

death. I wanted my actions to be based on love and hope. Fear would 

wear me out. Love inspired me and reminded me to pace myself and 

nurture myself so I had the stamina to stay on top of the details and 

not let up during his transplant, when it mattered most. Was I overly 

trusting? Perhaps. But I accepted what I couldn’t do and embraced what 
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I could do. I set out to make the transplant the best I possibly could 

for my children and keep the process from taking a terrible toll on me. 

I made the conscious choice about the way I wanted to live those days 

in the event they were the last ones with my son. I wanted no shame 

or regret. I wanted mental clarity. I chose to be patient. I was playful. 

I tried to be focused. I was awed by the medical staff  who cared deeply 

about saving my little boy. Again, it felt just right.

My children were fearless when I explained what was occurring. 

I tried to put it in the simplest terms that they could relate to and still 

be honest with them. I told them that we fi nally knew why Lee had all 

of his problems, and it was really, really serious. We could make him 

better, but it meant we had to move away from home for a while, and 

Katie couldn’t come with us. Th ere was a problem inside Lee’s blood, 

I explained, and the only way to make it better was to replace it with 

blood from someone who was healthy. I told them someone out there 

in the world who we didn’t know was going to give that to him. I called 

that person our Secret Superhero.

“Th ere are real superheroes out there,” I said. “Th ey don’t fl y through 

the air or climb buildings, but they do really brave stuff  that saves lives 

and nobody knows. We’re going to have one.”

Th ere was a chance that Katie could have been the superhero. 

Siblings are the fi rst to be considered for donating, because they have a 

25 to 30 percent chance of matching. But Katie was not a match, so I 

signed documents just before Christmas 2008 to begin the search for a 

donor who was not a relative. Lee’s chances of fi nding a donor were quite 

good, because Caucasians are well represented on the National Marrow 

Donor Program registry. We were told it could take a minimum of three 

months and up to six months to fi nd a suitable match. For Lee, a suitable 

match was identifi ed in February 2009 after a two-month search. Th e 

donor was not a perfect match, but she was close enough for a strong 

prognosis.

With a match, life began to move very quickly for the fi rst time since 
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I left my career, and I felt ready for the rapid pace. We set a transplant 

date of April 12, 2009. I set a moving date of March 21 to accommodate 

the two weeks of tests and procedures leading up to transplant. I signed 

a short-term lease on a furnished, two-bedroom condo fi fteen miles 

from the hospital in Florence, Kentucky. Th at’s where we would reside 

for the short time before Lee’s transplant and for the unknown length 

of time after his release from the hospital until he was well enough to go 

home. I put my fi nancial records and my living trust in order. I packed 

my daughter’s things to move her to my parents’ home, and I registered 

her at the elementary school in my hometown. I packed everything I 

thought we might need to be comfortable for a few months.

Th e morning of our departure, two neighbor children came over 

in their pajamas to give Lee a homemade tie-dye shirt and a matching 

hat. Th eir mother had anticipated Lee’s hair might fall out, and she 

didn’t want his head to get cold. After I sent them home, it was time for 

Katie to go to my parents’ house with my sister. Katie was bubbly with 

excitement and fi lled up with happiness from a school farewell ceremony 

the day before that put her at the center of a spontaneous 25-child group 

hug. It was clear they loved her, and her teachers did, too. Adults told 

her she was brave, and her friends told her they would miss her.

Moments later as Lee and I backed down the driveway, I didn’t shed 

a tear about leaving it all behind. All three of us had experienced enough 

pain and suff ering, and we were going to come back together to a new 

life in a few months. I paused to look at my son, savor the moment, and 

hold the possibilities in my heart.

On Monday, March 23, 2009, we began the grueling two-week 

pretransplant workup that involved four sedations, the fi rst one to get 

a PICC line inserted so Lee would not have to be poked for IVs and 

blood tests during the testing. Th e pretransplant process was miserable, 

but by then Lee and I had gone through so many sedations together 

that it was routine, and it wasn’t much more miserable than a typical 

day by that point. I could count on him waking from the sedation sweet 
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and sing-songy. When Lee experienced a diabetic low during his full-

body CT scan, I think I stayed calmer than the attending physician. I 

had told them it was risky when they fell terribly behind schedule, and 

during the procedure, I found out I was right. I was no rookie. I was 

ready for this.

Even after a match has been secured for a patient, the search for 

a donor continues right up to the day of transplant. In our case, in 

the midst of Lee’s pretransplant procedures, we received word that a 

perfect match had turned up for Lee. All we had to do was delay the 

transplant three weeks to accommodate this new, willing donor. “Th e 

sun is shining,” Dr. Filipovich said when she told me the news. Lee’s 

PICC line was removed to give him freedom and reduce the risk of 

infection while we waited.

But almost as quickly as this donor turned up, the donor withdrew. 

He backed out for medical reasons we will never know just days before 

Lee was to be admitted. After this setback, Dr. Filipovich wanted to put 

the transplant on hold just a bit longer to continue the search for a donor 

for two reasons: First, two other possible matches had been identifi ed 

and she wanted time to see if they were better than the confi rmed 

match we had. Second, Lee was stable even though his energy was 

slipping. Consequently, Lee and I burned time in Cincinnati. He was 

well enough that I took him to parks and libraries. He was content to 

ride in the stroller, while I ran off  my frustrations on the hills of Eden 

Park. So April passed.

By mid-May, I was getting antsy. My daughter was more than four 

hundred fi fty miles away in Michigan, I had no home to return to, and 

I was running out of cash to entertain Lee and myself. We were lonely 

and quickly getting bored, despite the beautiful spring and new things 

to do. On top of that, I had reasonable fears the Michigan Legislature 

would cut the Medicaid funding for our mileage and rent. If we delayed 

too long, we would be forced to move from our two-bedroom, two-

bathroom condo to two small rooms at the Ronald McDonald House 

with no kitchen of our own. Also by then it was clear that the two 

potential matches being studied were not as close as the match we 

already had. So we all agreed to proceed with the transplant on June 12, 
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2009, with the original match we had found in February—a twenty-

six-year-old woman.

During Lee’s last pretransplant blood draw as an outpatient, the 

veins in his elbows were scarred to the point nurses could no longer 

use them, and the veins in his hands were starting to show the same 

problem. Two nurses fi shed for a vein on the tops of Lee’s hands that 

day. Th e agonizing diffi  culty was one more bit of proof to me that it was 

time for the transplant and time for a central line. Lee was slipping in 

energy and of late his hemoglobin and albumin were sliding too. Now 

even his veins were saying, “Enough is enough.”



Chapter 7

LEE’S SECOND BIRTH

Lee still had hair on transplant day, 

but he didn’t have an appetite.

As prepared as I was for the transplant, I was scared on Th ursday, 

May 28, 2009, the day Lee received his central line. Mentally, the 

central line represented the point at which we were fully committed and 

would not back out. A central line is used for the same things an IV is 

used for, so it meant no more needle pokes. But it also meant that Lee 

was now greatly vulnerable to infection should we not follow cleanliness 

and care rules strictly. Th ere could be no shortcuts, no sloppiness, and 

no exceptions to the rules.

Th e central line is inserted through a small incision in the chest into 

one of the large veins around the heart. Outside the body, the main 

part of the central line branches into two smaller lines and looks like 
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an upside down Y. Th e central line would deliver chemotherapy and 

an immunosuppressant over the course of ten days to kill Lee’s blood 

cells. Th en the central line would carry the donor’s cells into his body. 

Th e central line would be connected to an IV pump for medications and 

hydration around the clock for weeks.

It didn’t take long for the central line to become an almost intimate 

part of Lee. We quickly got used to the way the dark blue ends clicked 

together when he walked. Th ey hung just below the bottom of his 

shorter T-shirts. After I called one end a “tube-ee” while Lee was still 

feeling the eff ects of sedation, Lee slurred out the names for each one: 

Tubey and Wubey.

Before Lee awoke from his sedation, a nurse educator gave me 

my fi rst lesson in caring for the central line. I was trained to handle 

the line exactly the same way as every nurse I ever encountered at 

Cincinnati Children’s. I have never seen such institutional consistency 

on any one matter as I saw with central line care. Staff  knew they could 

prevent deaths and illness with their careful steps, and they were deeply 

committed to the cause.

It was a huge responsibility, because I knew carelessness with this 

simple and somewhat tedious task could kill my son. Infection is a 

leading cause of death for transplant patients, and the risk is signifi cant 

because they have no immunity. I even went beyond some of the safety 

precautions. For example, although I was told that Lee could take a bath 

from time to time in very shallow water if we took great care and used a 

special adhesive plastic covering so we would not get the dressing wet, I 

saw only risks. Th e moisture and risk of bacteria from even the cleanest 

bathtub looked like too much of a gamble to me. So Lee stopped getting 

baths. It would mean nothing but sponge baths for a year.

After we returned to the condo that day with his new central line, 

a nurse visited us to review the instructions and make sure I could care 

for the line. I had never wished to be a nurse, but I was getting a taste of 

their work and I liked that part of it. Again, I saw that much of medicine 

is not magic. Medicine is often objective, clear steps. When the steps are 

followed consistently, they can steer a patient away from infection and 

other major medical challenges. So in this case, a task that was boring 
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and tedious had profound importance. It was easy to accept the task, 

because the payoff  was so great.

Th e morning after Lee’s central line was placed, he would not get out 

of bed and was mildly feverish. A respiratory infection or an infection 

in his new central line were the most likely possibilities, so we spent the 

afternoon in the day hospital for observation, an X-ray, and tests. Late 

in the day, I was told he would be admitted for the weekend, ending 

our chance for two fi nal nights of freedom before transplant. I was 

disappointed, but I knew it was best because it was time for transplant. I 

was beginning to get scared that we were losing him. He wasn’t growing, 

he was clearly losing strength, and he was so terribly pale.

Late that afternoon, my ex-husband arrived in Cincinnati, and 

a child-life specialist played with Lee so we could meet with Dr. 

Filipovich and our nurse coordinator, Mat. We sat in a tiny, windowless 

conference room to sign the consent for the transplant, a document we 

had been able to review for several weeks. Th e document spelled out 

the treatment plan, the general recovery process, and the risks, which 

took up the majority of the document. We were agreeing to the risks of 

the central line. We were agreeing to three powerful drugs that would 

wipe out nearly all of Lee’s blood cells and make him ill. Our signatures 

acknowledged we understood this.

“Th e four weeks after the donor stem cell infusion is when your 

child’s new donor stem cells are engrafting (growing),” the document 

stated. “During this time, your child’s blood counts will be very low 

and your child may be very sick with infections, fevers, mouth sores, 

diarrhea, skin rashes and decreased organ function.… Your child may 

require very intensive medical care. It is during this time that your 

child is at signifi cant risk of dying from the transplant procedure. Most 

deaths that happen within the two months after transplant are due to 

infection.”

As I took one fi nal look at the document, I wondered if I was 

signing Lee’s new lease on life or his death sentence. Was I agreeing 

to something that might not kill him but could leave him in a state far 

worse than the one he had lived with? I breathed deeply as I put the 

pen to the paper and paused. I had fi nally reached the day that would 
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end the years of losing my son and begin the days of gaining a fully 

alive son. Th is was clearly the best choice, and I was honored I had the 

strength to be with him through this.

It was the beginning. I would give it my best. And if it didn’t go 

the best, I would accept it, because I knew I had given it my all and had 

enjoyed a brief time of knowing my son as a healthy boy. Th at alone was 

a gift. Now life presented a challenge, and I would not fl ee from it in 

fear. I would face it. I was at peace. I envisioned the day he would be a 

beautiful young man who could reminisce with me about his transplant. 

I signed my name on the line next to my ex-husband’s.

As we wheeled Lee from the hematology-oncology day hospital to 

an inpatient room, I realized we had already been on a wild ride. First 

the perfect-match donor backed out. Now we had a possible C-line 

infection. We hadn’t even gotten to the really complicated stuff . What 

were we in for?

I had assumed Lee would be admitted to a catch-all fl oor for the 

weekend, so I was stunned when he was wheeled from the day hospital 

directly down the hall to the transplant unit. We were entering our new 

world two days early.

It was a world held in such protective isolation that parents can’t tour 

it ahead of time. Visitors are barely allowed. As the wide double doors 

opened in front of us and clanged closed behind us, my ex-husband 

joked, “Th is is the closest to prison you will ever get.” We laughed even 

as the color drained from our faces.

It was a unit for children, but I did not hear children’s voices or 

laughter. It was silent. Th e doors to all the rooms were closed. No 

children roamed the hallways on that Friday night. No wandering was 

allowed unless their blood counts were high enough. Even if their blood 

counts were high enough for them to be out, it was tough to wander 

when hooked to an IV pole or when feeling the eff ects of powerful 

chemotherapy.

If they did leave, the children had to wear thick, stiff , blue-green 

N95 masks to protect them from airborne bacteria. So when there was 

a child in the hallway, his eyes were his only visible facial feature. His 

head was shaved bald, or he had so few hairs that they all seemed to be 
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strays. Most of the children were bloated from the steroids used to keep 

graft-versus-host disorder in check. No siblings came in or out of the 

unit with balloons and stuff ed animals for the patients. Siblings were 

only allowed with special permission, under special circumstances.

Th ere were twenty-four children on the unit, and few of them were 

ill with the same condition. Most of the patients were boys, because boys 

most often are the ones who develop illnesses when their mothers pass 

along mutated genes as I had to Lee. Other children had conditions that 

only occur when both parents have the same recessive gene that causes 

illnesses like sickle-cell anemia and lymphohistiocytosis.

“Th ese are all one-in-a-million babies,” said a father I met a few 

days after our arrival.

Our transplant “suite” was really just a larger-than-average hospital 

room with a love seat that pulled out into a bed, a rocking chair, a desk, 

and a closet. Th e walls were bare and off -white. Th ere weren’t murals 

painted on the walls or ceilings to brighten the children’s days. Th ere 

wasn’t time for artists to paint, because once a room was open, a new 

patient was admitted. Th is was going to be a no-frills stay. It was free 

of distraction, which was perfect.

A binder that contained rules for parents accompanied us. Among 

the rules, we were not to eat in his room. Th is would reduce the risk 

of touching him with germs from our hands. We weren’t to use the 

toilet in his room to avoid exposing him to bacteria. Likewise, we were 

not to shower in his room. We were not to sleep in the same bed with 

him—again, to protect him. We were required to wash or sanitize our 

hands every time we entered and exited the room and the unit. All of 

Lee’s clothing and soft toys were to be washed in hot water—daily, if 

possible. All hard-surface toys were to be washed with bleach wipes 

after each use. If the toys fell on the fl oor, they were to be washed before 

they were given back to him. He was not to play on the fl oor unless there 

was a clean blanket beneath him.

As if our early arrival in the unit had not been sobering enough, Lee 

and I were both alarmed when the fi rst nurse came into his room. Before 

she entered, we watched through his door window as she stopped to put 

on a mask, gloves, and a disposable blue gown, which she took from a 
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narrow cabinet in the hallway next to his door. All staff  who entered 

after her put on the same protective clothing. In my inexperience, 

I immediately feared that all caregivers would do this for the entire 

time of his treatment, so I asked about it. I was unnerved by the cold 

prospect of Lee facing masked caregivers for the next several weeks. I 

was grateful when the nurse said the protective clothing was only for 

the fi rst twenty-four hours while they awaited culture results to ensure 

Lee did not carry any bacteria that could spread through the unit. Lee 

and I both relaxed.

Lee began his low-bacteria diet his fi rst night. Like the central 

line, food presents signifi cant risks of infection, because the patients 

have no defenses against the bacteria in food. In general, this meant all 

perishable food had to be cooked to a high enough temperature to kill 

all bacteria. Th e only fresh fruit he could have was fruit with a thick 

skin or rind like watermelon, cantaloupe, bananas, and oranges, and 

only after the skins were thoroughly washed and removed. Th ere were 

several foods he could not eat, like feta cheese, lunchmeat from a deli, 

slushes, or soft-serve ice cream. If I purchased food to take to him, all 

cans were to be washed before they were opened, and all food packaging 

was to be wiped. Th is began the practice I continued for months of 

wiping down all food containers that came into my possession. I used a 

food thermometer with nearly every meal and every time I cooked meat 

for him to make sure I killed bacteria.

I got an inkling of how fragile his digestive tract was a few weeks 

later when I thickly peeled an apple for Lee. Th is was allowed in his 

diet, and I followed the instructions, but he still had a bit of diarrhea. 

I decided I wasn’t going to venture there again. And I wasn’t going to 

trust any restaurant. Only foods from the hospital cafeteria or from my 

own hands were going to go into my boy. If the food came out of a box or 

a can, I deliberately overcooked it to make sure any germs were killed.

By Lee’s second morning in the transplant unit, test cultures showed 

that he did not have an infection from the insertion of his central line. 

An X-ray showed that he had a slightly collapsed lung, which happens 
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on rare occasions when a central line is placed. No intervention was 

needed, because it was expected to correct on its own, and it did. We 

celebrated the absence of infection, because it meant there would be no 

more delay. Lee would be as strong as possible for the transplant that 

lay ahead. We would begin the fi rst preparatory drug the next morning. 

And unlike the transplants of earlier years, Lee’s would involve reduced-

intensity chemotherapy, which had been found to be as eff ective as the 

much harsher regimens of the past. Th rough experience, doctors had 

learned that it did not take as much chemotherapy as they previously 

thought to knock down the body’s stem-cell production and still make 

it a hospitable host for the donor cells.

We began with Campath, an antibody that suppresses the immune 

system. Th e chemotherapy drug Fludarabine was added on alternating 

days. Th e last drug was one dose of Malphalan, the one I think of as the 

stealth bomber, because it slid in silently on the last day to kill anything 

that remained after the fi rst two rounds of attacks. It was highly possible 

that Lee would experience nausea and diarrhea, mouth sores, and fever, 

but he sailed through the treatments with minimal side eff ects. Mainly, 

he just felt yucky and tired. Th e dreaded mouth sores never came, so he 

was able to eat without pain when he had an appetite.

Still, giving these powerful drugs to my thirty-eight-pound child 

seemed counterintuitive. Th ese drugs were so strong, and he was so 

small. Th ese drugs would take his blood counts down to zero, as if he 

were a baby in the womb whose immunity had not yet formed. We did 

this so the donor cells could come in and begin to produce entirely new 

blood cells for Lee.

Nearly every child in the unit created a door poster called “All About 

Me,” so people on the outside could see the child who was tucked away 

in the room. For me, those posters were evidence that nearly all of these 

children had once looked totally healthy. Underneath the side eff ects 

and symptoms, real kids resided in those bodies. Lee’s poster contained 

his four-year-old preschool portrait, him with a big smile, a red polo 

shirt, and the tuft of blond hair that was always sticking up from the 

back of his head. On the poster, he said he wanted to go to Disney 

World. His favorite colors were “orange, green, blue, and all the colors 
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in the world.” His favorite things were “Hot Wheels—vroom—his dog 

Twinkie, baseball, basketball, football, golf, snuggling Mommy.” In 

addition to the posters, each child received a sign to celebrate the day 

of the child’s transplant. Lee’s had a red bike and a skateboard on it. 

“Lee’s Special Day. June 12, 2009,” it said.

Transplant day itself was very quiet. Th e day before, the spongy 

tissue found inside bones was harvested from Lee’s donor and fl own 

to Hoxworth Blood Center just down the street from the hospital. Th e 

day of transplant, a blood center staff  member delivered the cells to the 

transplant unit in a blue-and-green cooler and waited at the front desk 

for the nurses to get them. I went to the front desk to greet the courier, 

and it seemed almost humorous. A cooler that could hold a six-pack and 

lunch contained the stem cells that would migrate to the large cavities 

in my son’s bones and begin making blood cells with a new, healthy 

genetic imprint.

Lee was medicated to relax him and prevent adverse reaction to the 

cells. A hospital chaplain blessed the cells, and the transplant took place 

as the nurses slowly pushed the new cells into his central line. Th at was 

it. No surgery. No sedation. It all took place right there in his room. I 

sat in his bed with him through most of it, gently stroking his hair while 

he lay with his head in my lap. His dad took pictures. From there, all I 

could do was watch and wait. Th e rest of that day, Lee was sleepy and 

relaxed with almost no appetite.

In the days following the transplant, there was only one when 

Lee slept most of the day and ate nothing. Th is came two weeks post-

transplant when his blood counts had bottomed out, and his donor cells 

were working hard to take hold and reproduce. It was the anticipated 

deep darkness just before dawn. In total, we had three days when he was 

in bed all or most of the day. I got to read, update his blog, and catch up 

on e-mails and Facebook those days. I rested in the peace that his body 

was transforming. His room felt like sacred space for the new cells to 

grow—and by three weeks post-transplant, the daily labs indicated that 

they were growing right on schedule. Th e donor cells had successfully 

migrated to his large bone cavities and had begun producing immature 

blood cells.
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Aside from those three quiet days, Lee was awake, wired, and 

hungry. Th e steroids he took to prevent dangerous transplant side eff ects 

fueled a ravenous appetite. By the last week of June, my days had become 

a long series of going to the refrigerator and our cupboard in the parent 

break room to get Lee a gluten-free snack. But before I could do that, 

I had to track down the nurse for a glucose check. For even though I 

had managed Lee’s diabetes on my own for nearly two years by then, 

we had to let the hospital staff  do it. We would log his glucose reading 

on the dry-erase board, and the nurse would track down the doctor 

working the fl oor that day for approval for the insulin dose based on the 

carbohydrates in Lee’s food and his glucose reading.

Once Lee had eaten, he would need to use the bathroom, which in 

itself was a process. We unhooked the heart-monitor leads and removed 

the blood pressure cuff  from his arm and the pulse oximeter from his 

toe. Th en I unplugged the IV pole from the wall, made sure he had on 

socks or slippers so his feet didn’t touch the fl oor, helped him down from 

the bed, and helped him walk to the bathroom. When he was done, I 

logged his output on the board, helped him back into bed, plugged in 

the IV pole, taped the pulse oximeter back into place on his toe, and 

reconnected the heart-monitor leads. I would get him settled in and go 

down the hall to the parent restroom to take a short break for myself. 

When I came back, he would say, “Mom, I’m hungry.” So the cycle 

began again, fi lling up my days. I spent many of my few hours away 

from him shopping for gluten-free food to keep up with this cycle.

I underestimated the eff ect the chemotherapy would have on his 

mind. I also did not anticipate the eff ect of the steroid methylprednisolone 

on his blood glucose and his behavior. Th at was the cruel part of it for 

me: here was a sweet little boy who had hours and hours to learn 

to read, write, and do math, but his mind simply could not retain 

the information, and his body seemed almost incapable of being still. 

Worse, his elevated blood glucose from the steroids made him unable to 

focus at best; loud, obnoxious and short-tempered at worst. He did best 

with physical activity like shooting baskets with a plastic Playskool hoop 

that was periodically brought in for him to play with. While I cherished 

the time with my son and began to discover that he had a wicked sense 
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of humor, he was very challenging to be with. At times, I sensed medical 

staff  scampering out of the room because they couldn’t take his volume 

or his constant interruptions of our conversations about his care.

Th e other surprise was to see him become jaded and edgy. I was 

amazed at how quickly my son could identify which staff  members were 

truly interested and delighted with him and which ones were there to 

make him do something. He didn’t even pretend to be nice to them. 

And the typical behaviorist strategies to reward good behavior were a 

waste of time. One day a child life worker off ered him a sticker chart as 

an incentive to do the daily mouth care he resisted. (Th ese children can’t 

brush their teeth, because they have no platelets to prevent bleeding.) 

His eyes told her, “I don’t need your stinking stickers, lady,” and that 

was the end of the sticker chart.

I was stunned and a bit in awe that my little boy could tell people 

quite clearly that he didn’t want them to tell him what to do. He wanted 

people to truly engage with him and play with him, and he could tell 

right away if they would do that. Th ose were the people he gave his trust 

to. If they tried to make him do something before they had earned his 

trust, they could forget about it. Th is tot would shut them down and shut 

them out. He wouldn’t play the game. He wouldn’t do the schoolwork. 

As a parent, I was slightly embarrassed. But as a fellow human being, I 

can’t say I blamed him. I didn’t try terribly hard to stop him, for I didn’t 

want to discourage open, honest expression of the way he felt. Mostly, 

though, I cut him major slack because I couldn’t imagine any adult who 

would handle the situation much better.

I put myself in his shoes. I imagined that I had felt lousy for a 

long time. I imagined I had a long string of people telling me to do 

things that weren’t comfortable or fun for a goal that was vague. Th e 

only thing that was clear was that the goal hadn’t been reached yet. 

Th en I imagined myself as a young child with a shallow understanding 

of the passage of time; it’s either now or never in the child’s mind. 

When I looked at it this way, it seemed perfectly reasonable that he was 

frustrated and resistant.

Th e tender and fun moments that emerged helped me remain 

hopeful. Before transplant, Lee had lacked the energy to be intensely 
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social. Now he wanted social interaction with someone all the time. 

Most of the time, that was me. I was there to see him swell with 

excitement at tender childhood pleasures he’d never had the energy to 

enjoy before. One of the delights was the hair fairy. When his blond 

tresses began falling out from the chemo, he and his dad shaved their 

heads. Th ey put Lee’s hair in a bag, and I left it outside the door at 

bedtime for the hair fairy. When Lee awoke, the bag contained a box of 

twenty Hot Wheels cars. When he had to get a new nasal-gastric tube 

after he vomited one out, I left the tube in a bag at the door at bedtime 

for the tube fairy. When he awoke, he found a remote-control skunk 

that he used to play pranks on the doctors and nurses. He let out full 

belly laughs as he pressed the buttons to move the skunk toward the 

target, turn it around, and shake its tail as if it were spraying.

Meeting other parents was a highlight of the experience, because 

it felt so good to at last be with people who understood. I felt completely 

free of confusion around them. I didn’t have to explain anything to 

them, because we all spoke the same language. We understood one 

another instinctively, because we had faced the same fears that our 

children could die. We knew we all had made mistakes and would 

make more, because it’s impossible not to when there is so much to 

juggle medically. We had all faced a life-and-death decision involving 

our children, and all of us had decided to give everything to save our 

children. We were the parents for whom there were no support groups, 

because there weren’t that many of us. Even if there had been such a 

group, we were all way too busy taking care of our rare-disease children 

to participate. Short conversations in the hallways and parent break 

room became our informal meetings.

We were comrades, but comrades in a diffi  cult period that some of 

us conceded we might want to forget someday. Consequently, I can’t 

say we all exchanged phone numbers and e-mail addresses to stay in 

touch. And some parents chose not to get acquainted with others at all, 

though I was not one of them. I sought out connections with the other 
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parents. Th e unit makeup changed much more slowly than a typical 

hospital unit, but it did change as some children were released, some 

went to the intensive care unit because of complications, and a small 

handful passed away. A handful of parents did their best to hang onto 

jobs they could perform from their computers in the hospital rooms early 

in the morning and late at night, but most parents were just there with 

their kids. I saw that families can endure hardship as great as mine and 

do more than survive. We could come through it with a deep sense of 

gratitude for the mundane things that other families take for granted. 

Our greatest accomplishment was simply being there for our children. A 

tough situation had led us to appreciate that our children were still alive 

and that there was hope for them. We could come out of the experience 

stretched to deeper levels of both humility and confi dence that we had 

met what could be the greatest challenge of our lives.

For every room, for every patient and family, there was a heart-

wrenching story. A few of the parents reminded me that my situation 

could be much, much worse, and I would still survive as they did. One 

woman who showed me this was Sonya, a mother from California who lost 

her two oldest children to HLH (hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis), 

because those babies were too sick to bring back to full health once they 

were diagnosed and had received transplants. She and her husband 

had a third child, a daughter who, despite the long odds, also got the 

illness. She survived and thrived after transplant in Cincinnati. When 

Sonya had an unplanned fourth child, a son who also had the illness, 

she left her husband and daughter in California to take her baby boy to 

Cincinnati for transplant. In total, Sonya mothered four babies through 

transplants. Two children survive today.

Th en there was Kelly, the mother of two boys from West Virginia 

who passed an X-linked illness to her sons. Her youngest son, the fi rst 

to undergo transplant, sailed through as quickly as possible at the age 

of ten and returned to school far faster than the average patient. Her 

second child to receive a transplant was a tall, strong young man of 

seventeen. Instead of an “All About Me” poster on his door, this young 

man had hung his senior portrait in which he wore his football jersey. 
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He did very well at fi rst, but an infection began a series of complications 

that led to his death approximately eight months after transplant.

Kelly’s and Sonya’s experiences were my clearest indications that 

when a child begins a bone marrow transplant, one cannot know or 

predict who will make it and who will not. Th ere are odds—I observed 

that the children in the middle years of two to eleven seemed to fare a 

bit better than the babies and the teenage boys. However, nothing was 

clear-cut. Race and economic standing meant nothing. In this game, all 

things were equal and equally unpredictable. I grasped that I could not 

will my child to good health. No parents can, no matter how successful 

they have been at shaping their own destiny. Grave illness does not care 

about credentials, accomplishments, or assets. I observed that self-pity 

only made things worse, and I saw that prayer didn’t always make things 

better, but at least it let parents know they had people supporting them. 

I observed that fear had all of us cornered, so we could not run from 

it. I had to stand and face it every time I entered the unit, every time I 

entered the hospital room. And I could face it, because it didn’t take long 

to realize that fear was not going to gobble me up, and it was not going 

to gobble up Lee either. With this realization, I willingly accepted the 

protective restrictions, looked deeply into my child’s eyes, and smiled 

genuinely out of gratitude for all the things that brought us to that 

moment. I celebrated my good fortune that most days Lee was well 

enough I could say, “What are we going to play today?” His playfulness 

connected me with the sweet surrender that allowed healing. I didn’t 

fi ght for a cure. I took off  my armor to let healing in.

Along with Sonya and Kelly, several more parents passed through 

my life in that brief time, and they all infl uenced the way I viewed my 

experience.

Across the unit from Lee’s room, there was a sweet couple of Indian 

descent from Minneapolis with their baby, their fi rst child. Th ere was 

a young, friendly couple from Missouri two doors down with a toddler 

who loved John Deere tractors. Th e transplants went smoothly and on 

schedule for these two families, and I looked forward to seeing their 

smiling faces in the hallways.

Th ere was a young Kuwaiti woman next door, and she kept entirely 
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to herself, wrapped in fl oor-length black robes and a traditional head 

covering. She spoke little English, and I never exchanged words with 

her. She looked down or away when we met in the hallway. I was told 

she had given birth to twin boys, both with the same fatal condition. I 

was told that her husband had been in Cincinnati but had returned to 

Kuwait. I was told both babies were in the unit at the same time, one 

on each side of the hall. One baby died, and she was in the room next 

to us with the surviving baby. After I didn’t see her or her translator 

one morning for rounds, I learned that the second of the twins had 

been whisked off  to pediatric intensive care two nights prior and passed 

away.

Th ere was the Hispanic mother who looked to be nearly penniless, 

but she smiled warmly, and her eyes danced happily when they met 

mine. We only spoke to exchange friendly greetings, mostly head nods, 

as we passed one another in the hallways, because she appeared to speak 

very little English. She looked thrilled as her preschooler progressed 

rapidly through transplant. She beamed with pride when we crossed 

paths during our sons’ outpatient recoveries.

Th ere were two leukemia patients on the fl oor for short periods 

of time. One was a girl from Columbus whose parents glowed with 

purpose while their daughter languished. I envied the obvious depth of 

their commitment to one another. I wondered if more than a handful of 

marriages could weather that storm as gracefully as they seemed to. Th e 

other leukemia patient was a boy from Cincinnati whose mother had 

been a corporate attorney until she committed to full-time motherhood. 

Her satisfaction at that choice helped me feel a bit more contentment 

with the choice I had made too. She chose it freely. I chose it as the last 

resort. Still, here we were in the same place doing the same profoundly 

meaningful work with our sons.

Toward the end of our stay, a teenager from Georgia with aplastic 

anemia was admitted for transplant. Because I had seen much more 

than his family had simply by going through the process, I prayed that 

the trials ahead for them did not stamp out their light, optimistic spirit. 

Unlike my years of preparation though handling dietary restrictions 

and diabetes, they seemed terribly inexperienced with illness. I worried 
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they would make errors and not take the infection and food precautions 

seriously. I prayed that their obvious tender-heartedness was rooted in 

deep faith, wisdom, and awareness, so the tough journey they faced 

didn’t harden them or take their boy. I knew they had to be fearless, 

sharp-minded, and on-duty all the time, but not in a harsh, aggressive 

way. It had to be open-hearted to leave room for the amazing medical 

process that was unfolding for all twenty-four children.

Th ere were families for whom the process had not gone as planned. A 

father from Virginia was in Cincinnati with his baby boy for months and 

months, while his wife remained at home with their two older children. 

Th ey both had to hang onto their jobs, and he was the only one who 

could do his job remotely. He looked exhausted, pale, and lonely. Similar 

to him, was the mom from Wisconsin who was in Cincinnati for more 

than six months with her baby, who suff ered a string of complications 

that included the loss of donor cells and graft-versus-host disorder. Her 

husband stayed home to work and care for their two older children on 

his own. As I regarded those two families, I considered which parent 

had the harder job, and I couldn’t decide. I had done both—raising two 

kids on my own and being alone caring for the ill child. Both jobs were 

exhausting.

I never got to meet the legendary single mother who had four boys, 

all with the same genetic mutation. When Lee had his transplant, she 

was preparing to shepherd boys three and four through transplant, but 

our paths never crossed. I wish I had met her. I was told by a mother on 

the transplant unit that she was radiant with purpose and thoroughly 

unshakable with gratitude that her boys could be cured. I was told that 

her stock phrase was, “I am so blessed.”

A mother named Kristen from Missouri observed that we were good 

for one another, because we helped each other see we could handle our 

kids’ challenges. No matter how great her individual challenges were, 

she could look at me and be grateful she didn’t possess my challenges 

or the challenges faced by other families. She would take her struggles, 

which were daunting, with a little more grace. She had a baby boy 

who had undergone three transplants and a preschooler who awaited 

transplant when I met her. Yet, she did not want to be me, a single parent 
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who still had to manage a gluten-free diet for several more months and 

diabetes for years. Diabetes and single parenthood frightened her.

And after hearing her story, I felt I was much better equipped 

to handle my one little diabetic boy on my own than I would be to 

handle her two children through transplant, maintain a marriage, and 

eventually go back home to solid middle-class affl  uence and a career. I 

had relinquished the marriage and career. Because of Kristen, I realized 

they no longer mattered to me. I felt I would drown under the weight 

if I were to have it all back. So while marriage and money would look 

like security to most people, I could look at her and be relieved that my 

life was much simpler in many ways. I was actually grateful for some of 

my losses, because ultimately, the only thing I really lost was fear. As a 

heartbreaking twist to her family’s story, both of Kristen’s boys died. In 

the aftermath, she and her husband started the Andrew and Matthew 

Akin Foundation to raise funds for research and a transplant house for 

families in Cincinnati.

We all made it through one way or another. We all got to see each 

other handle some of the deepest stresses any family could encounter. 

Most signifi cantly, we saw that the stresses didn’t kill us. We were all 

remarkable, even the mom from Toledo who wore her grief and worry 

in the form of baggy pajamas all day. Her pajamas might as well have 

been the sackcloth and ashes written of in the Bible. She yelled at 

doctors and nurses. She made a snide comment to me that suggested she 

thought I was “putting on a fashion show” by getting dressed every day. 

She was bitter and exhausted from more than six months of her son’s 

complications; she was outraged at her son’s misery, which no healer 

could seem to end.

With the perspective of time, I have no doubt that I would be the 

same way if Lee had suff ered for so long. She represented the grief we 

all hoped to avoid but could not deny was possible. It appeared she 

had the worst outcome of all—not death but the prospect of a child in 

chronic pain for the rest of his life. She had given her all to a son she 

cared deeply about, and it still didn’t go right. It seemed terribly unfair. 

It was diffi  cult for me and the other parents not to pull away from her, 
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because we simply did not know what to say in the presence of a real-life 

Job who wasn’t afraid to snap at us.

I look back and wish I could have off ered her the level of 

understanding and empathy she undoubtedly needed. Her life wasn’t 

really a nightmare. No, it was a family. It was a boy and two parents in 

a heartbreaking situation. Th at’s all. Her son eventually made it out. On 

one of Lee’s follow-up visits two months after our return to Michigan, 

we got to see him as he was being released. He was in a wheelchair, 

yet his parents beamed as if they were walking him to his fi rst day of 

school. Th e boy was bloated, weak, and wearing his N95 mask, but his 

eyes sparkled with life. Even in this case, there was a boy inside that 

body—a boy who just wanted to live. His eyes showed that no amount 

of misery can put those fi res of vitality out.

I am indebted to the other parents for showing me how to avoid 

complications with Lee. Th rough them, I learned that the risks were 

real, so I took the precautions very seriously. From the parents whose 

children had endured months of misery, I accepted that their hardship 

could be our fate. It spurred me to study the lab reports daily and ask 

questions. I knew that if they could face their challenges, I could face 

mine. I even felt guilty that Lee’s transplant went quite smoothly. My 

bills were paid. I had no marriage to worry about. My daughter was 

in loving hands. I rested at night, fi lled with gratitude. I felt safe and 

supported in the hospital. I felt understood and listened to.

The blessing of those forty-two days in the hospital was living in the 

now. I did not know what the future would hold, so I immersed myself 

fully in the time I had right in front of me. When I was with Lee, I did 

my best to let go of my worries, and it was good. I savored the quiet when 

he slept. I absorbed his laughter. I breathed through his tantrums—and 

his endless fart sounds. When I stepped out of the hospital, I felt the 

sunshine on my face. It was life at a completely diff erent pace and level 

of detail than I had known, but I had plenty of practice for it in the two 

years leading up to transplant. It was life at its most basic, even down 
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to measuring every one of Lee’s stools. He really couldn’t do anything 

for himself, so I was there with him to do it.

Going into transplant, I knew the importance of taking care of myself; 

I loved myself too much to burn myself out the way I had when my kids 

were babies and I was working. I also knew it would be very easy in a 

situation like a transplant to use mental crutches such as overeating to 

stave off  depression and boredom. It would be easy to let my appearance 

go. A joke among the mothers was that we had actually done our hair 

or put on makeup that day. Dads frequently walked around unshaven. It 

was tempting to oversleep or skip a shower or stay in pajamas all day.

I made it a point to get up early and dress normally every day. It was 

my commitment to hope that one day we would be back out in the world 

as a family with two healthy children. Also, when I had the chance to 

leave the hospital room, I just wanted to blend in. I didn’t want to wear 

my worries in public. I wanted to be treated with dignity and respect 

that is more likely to come when you have makeup and clothes on and 

your hair has been brushed. I got dressed every day to remind myself 

on a symbolic level that the world was going on, and one day we would 

go on with it. We would be a part of that world.

For the fi rst three weeks of Lee’s hospitalization, Lee’s dad was in 

Cincinnati. He would stay with Lee each afternoon so I could get away 

for a few hours, even though I was disoriented when I left. During a 

handful of those breaks, I tried to indulge my senses. I grabbed bits 

of summer by sunbathing and swimming. I had all of two friends 

in Cincinnati, so one day I had lunch with one and swam in her 

neighborhood pool. On another day, I went to the other’s pool on the 

roof of her downtown apartment building and had a stiff  drink. Once, I 

treated myself to a nice lunch at a restaurant with a patio while I visited 

with a friend from back home—on my cell phone.

During one outing, I drove alone to the largest “lake” I could fi nd 

on the map. It was located at a state park east of Cincinnati. Once I got 

there, I didn’t even go down to the water. Th e beach was nearly empty, 
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and I could see why: it was hard-packed sand mixed with fi ne gravel. 

I did not wish to feel that beneath my feet. And the water, well, it was 

no comparison to cold, clear Lake Michigan. It was my only moment 

of deep homesickness for Michigan when I saw that man-made lake 

and the fi ne gravel that suffi  ced as a beach. I yearned for quartz sand 

that squeaked beneath my feet and the roar of waves. I yearned for 

the shrieks and laughter of the kids playing there. I longed to dive 

in the water on a day the lake was only sixty degrees—no, fi fty-fi ve 

degrees—so the chill would wake every cell from its torpor and wash the 

weight from my mind. I was a little bit numb when I was away from the 

hospital, and I desperately wanted to feel the cold sensation so I would 

know I was still fully alive.

Among my handful of indulgences, I went on two summer 

“vacations”—one was three hours and the other was four. For the four-

hour vacation, a friend drove nearly six hours from Michigan to take 

me out to dinner in the middle of the afternoon. When we found out 

that the highly recommended steakhouse we wanted was closed, we 

wandered two blocks down the street and stopped at a bar that looked 

like a German drinking hall. I didn’t expect much, but it ended up being 

one of best meals of my life. Th e steak melted in my mouth. Th e merlot 

saturated my taste buds. We weren’t hungry for dessert after splitting 

three entrees, but I got it anyway. I was so present during that outing 

that I felt as refreshed as if I had taken a week off . I wondered if the 

steak and wine really were fantastic at that restaurant, or if a deeper 

awareness in me was the thing that made it sweeter because I was able 

to suspend my worry.

I put my worry on hold again with my second vacation, the fi rst 

motorcycle ride of my life on the back of a condo neighbor’s bike. I only 

agreed to go because he appeared to be the safest driver I had ever met, 

and he promised not to go over fi fty miles per hour. I closed my eyes as 

we ambled up and down the gentle hills of northern Kentucky. I felt as 

if I was riding on air, and my tummy fl ipped on every little dip. And 

like my fi rst vacation, I again felt as refreshed as if I had been away for 

days.
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The longest, loneliest stretch of time in the hospital occurred over 

the Fourth of July. Living in a hospital on a major holiday is eerie 

and peaceful all at once. One need not go off  into the wilderness for a 

retreat—just fi nd a hospital room. I embraced the chance to rest before 

the harder work I knew was ahead when Lee would be released. Still, 

it was a long weekend, and the overcast sky weighed down on me. 

No teacher dropped in. No physical therapist tired him out for thirty 

minutes. Th e child life worker checked in, but she couldn’t spend more 

than a few minutes because she was the only one on duty that weekend. 

So Lee and I played games, watched movies, and did the eat-unplug-

pee-repeat routine all day.

In the quiet of the holiday, there were two noteworthy events. First, 

Lee got to eat watermelon. It was his fi rst encounter with fresh fruit 

in more than a month. He loved it the way a baby loves a fi rst taste of 

canned pears after knowing only formula and baby cereal.

More signifi cant, his white blood count was high enough for 

permission to leave the room for the fi rst time. On our fi rst venture out 

that afternoon, we walked out of the unit to a vending machine to pick 

out a treat. After his weeks of isolation, that in itself was very exciting 

to him. But as we got close to the vending machine, I could not hold 

him back from nearly trotting to the fl oor-to-ceiling windows nearby. 

It was his fi rst glimpse of the world outside since May 29 because his 

room window faced a brick wall. He stepped up on the little ledge right 

next to the window and looked out wide-eyed as I and the occupational 

therapist accompanying us watched him in wonder. He was speechless 

at the sight of the people, cars, fl owers, and fl ags from around the world 

at the main hospital entrance we looked down upon. It was as if he had 

forgotten that all of those things had been there the entire time he had 

been in the hospital. After a few moments like this, we saw how weak 

he had become, because he lost his balance and we caught him. He also 

realized he was tired, and we got him back to bed.

For our next outing, I got permission for him to stay up for the July 

Fourth fi reworks and watch them from that same window, which faced 

toward downtown Cincinnati. We went to the windows just before 
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ten o’clock that night and waited—Lee with his bald head, pajamas, 

slippers, N95 mask, and IV pole. I pulled a coff ee table over behind him, 

sat on it, and held him close to me while we waited. And waited.

We could not see the fi reworks.

“Th is is the worst Fourth of July ever,” he sputtered as we went back 

to the room.

I had a huge lump in my throat at the apparent unfairness. My God, 

all we are asking for is a few fi reworks, I thought.

I tucked him into his bed and turned on the TV to see if we might 

fi nd any fi reworks there, and sure enough, we got to snuggle in his bed 

to the fi reworks over Boston while the Boston Philharmonic Orchestra 

played.

“Ohhhhhhh, man!” he said as the bursts of light fi lled the sky. “Th is 

is the best Fourth of July ever!”

I watched his exuberance with delight. Th is fragile little boy was so 

full of life. At eleven o’clock, an hour after his usual hospital bedtime, 

we turned off  the TV, still happy from the fi reworks show and our 

simple holiday together. It was perfectly sublime.

Even though we never saw the fi reworks from those fi fth-fl oor 

windows, I still call that spot in the hospital Lee’s window. When we 

get off  the elevator for his checkups every six months, I say, “Lee, there’s 

your window. If I ever get a lot of money, I’m going to donate some to 

the hospital just so I can hang a sign and a picture of you there.” It will 

honor his fi rst chance to look at the world he would someday re-enter.

The morning after the fi reworks, Lee was very tired. A walk down the 

hallway and an hour late to bed had wiped him out. It was sobering to 

realize just how fragile he was. Still, his recovery was going as fast as 

it possibly could, and on Monday, July 6, the doctors told us to plan on 

him leaving the hospital in two days.

Already? I thought. Forty days had fl own by. We only had two more 

to go.

When release day came, Lee was already stronger than he had 
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been on his fi rst walk outside the hospital room. He took a series of 

self-portraits with my camera as he waited alone in the room, while I 

got parting instructions from our nurse coordinator. Th e pictures Lee 

took are beautiful, silly images of a bald boy with a light in his eye and 

a nasal-gastric tube sticking out his nose and taped to his cheek.

We had made that room our own with cards, pictures, and ABC 

placards we had made together. Now the room was cleared out. We 

were giving up the room for someone else who needed it. As for us, we 

had to get on with our lives. At about one o’clock that afternoon, Lee 

put on his blue-and-orange Skechers tennis shoes and his N95 mask, 

and we walked out of his hospital room. Th e area around the front desk 

felt festive with excitement as nurses and staff  bid us good-bye. Lee 

didn’t need a wheelchair, and he certainly didn’t need the stroller we 

used when he arrived. He jogged to the door of the unit and pushed as 

hard as he could to get those wide doors open. He already felt better 

than he had before transplant, and he was pushing to get going. So we 

did. We rode the elevator down to the car, which was loaded with toys 

and mementos from our stay, and we drove fi fteen miles to the condo 

in Florence, Kentucky.
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Chapter 8

BIG TEDDY

Boy and best friend are reunited at last.

When we entered the condo, Lee ran to his bedroom, pulled Big 

Teddy to the carpet, and fell on top of the fl oppy bear in a reunion of 

best friends. Lee had missed his friend who was too big for the hospital 

room and too fragile for the cleaning requirements. If I had washed 

that bear every time he fell on the fl oor, he would have been tattered to 

shreds, so the two remained apart during Lee’s forty-two days away.

“Big Teddy, Big Teddy!” Lee squealed as he rolled on his bedroom 

fl oor with his arms around his bear.

Once Lee was done hugging Big Teddy on the fl oor, he put his arms 

round Big Teddy’s neck and roamed the two-bedroom condo, which felt 

enormous to him. Lee had forgotten about the toys that had remained 

at the condo while he was in the hospital, but he was too tired to get 
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many of them out the fi rst day. He asked for a movie and time on the 

couch, where he spent most of the afternoon while I unpacked and 

comprehended all the medical care I would provide for him now that 

we were back out on our own.

Th e fi rst days in the condo were intense as I became a full-time 

nurse. I had been trained to run a small IV pump so Lee could get vitally 

important fl uids twelve hours a day at fi rst and then gradually less. After 

he received the fl uids, I was responsible for fl ushing his central line with 

saline and heparin. Th is was on top of the regular glucose checks and 

insulin doses for the appetite that continued to be voracious. We also 

came home from the hospital with a bag of oral suspension medications 

that he needed at three diff erent times during the day. Each morning, 

I drew up the twelve oral syringes with the medications he would need 

that day and labeled them so they were ready when the alarm on my 

phone buzzed at medicine time. At the appointed times, I gently pushed 

the meds down the nasal-gastric tube and fl ushed it with water.

In addition, each morning I administered a steroid through his 

central line. Th is required pausing for a moment after I pushed in each 

milliliter so the steroid did not cause his heart to race and make him 

so excitable he would be capable of tearing the condo apart. Last, I 

couldn’t rely on any meals coming to the door on a tray. I couldn’t rely 

on housekeeping to change the sheets every day or mop the kitchen 

fl oor. It was up to me to keep the condo spotless and germ free. Part of 

that work meant conveying the seriousness of cleanliness to the people 

who visited. So I posted a note on the door telling people to leave their 

shoes at the door, wash their hands as soon as they entered, and just go 

home if they had a cough or the sniffl  es.

People have asked me how it is possible that caring for one little boy 

could take up entire days for weeks on end. It began at seven thirty in 

the morning while he was still sleeping. I used the quiet to draw up all 

his medications for the day, give the steroid, and care for his central line. 

Oddly, this work with Lee’s central line became like a meditation—a 

morning ritual that marked the passage of one more day to a healthy 

child. It went like this: Wash my hands. Clean the kitchen counter 

with bleach. Gather the supplies from my dresser drawer. Wash my 
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hands again. Clean the medical supply tray with alcohol and set it on 

the kitchen counter. Open the packaging on each of the supplies and 

lay them on the clean tray—chlorhexidine scrubs, saline, heparin. Two 

of each—one for Tubey, one for Wubey. Breathe. Carry the tray to my 

sleeping boy and get Tubey and Wubey from under his shirt. Scrub the 

line, inhaling on one, exhaling on two for a count of thirty. Inject the 

saline. Inject the heparin. Exhale slowly. Pause to marvel at the sleeping 

boy. Commit to doing what I could and surrender the rest to the mystery 

of the body’s compulsion to live.

If I was extremely lucky, he slept until nine o’clock in the morning, 

so I would have a chance to give the bathroom and kitchen their cleaning 

with bleach, the acrid odor comforting me as it washed away threats 

to my boy. I might even get to wash the toys from the previous day in 

hot soapy water with bleach and take a shower. On most mornings 

he awoke, so there was no guarantee my tasks would get done in one 

attempt. If he was awake, I couldn’t even clean the toilet without an 

interruption. “Mom, I’m hungry,” and later, “Mom, I’m bored,” and later 

still when he had more energy, “Mom, Mom, play with me.” At fi rst, 

he tired easily, so I had breaks to cook and put clean sheets on the beds. 

But by the end of our third week in the condo, he was in motion nonstop 

until ten o’clock at night. And then he wouldn’t go to sleep unless I was 

by his side for him to talk to me until nearly eleven o’clock.

In the hospital I had chances to step out of the room and enjoy 

silence or brief conversations with others when I walked to the family 

break room or the family laundry area. I missed that. Now, I was stuck 

in the condo with an endlessly chatty boy. On a day-in-and-day-out 

basis, my main reprieve from the “Mom, Mom” was a break of about 

forty-fi ve minutes four times a week thanks to my neighbors, two retired 

women named Ina and Betty who would stay with Lee so I could go to 

the grocery store or go for a short jog.

On the days I couldn’t get out, I looked forward to the mail delivery 

and full garbage bags, so I had an excuse to step outside. I even looked 

forward to the Monday night delivery of IV fl uids and central line 

supplies just because I got to see another adult—if only for the time it 

took to sign for the supplies. If a UPS delivery came, I was disappointed 
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when the box was dropped at the door before I could get there and speak 

to the delivery person. Another highlight was the weekly visit from the 

home health nurse to change the dressing on Lee’s central line. I had the 

option of changing the dressing myself, and I was certainly capable. But 

I looked forward to the visits and the support. I even put on a T-shirt 

without bleach stains those days.

In this isolation, I picked up the sweet drawl from my native 

Kentuckian neighbors, the only people I spoke with face-to-face besides 

hospital staff . I was surprised to hear myself say “Ah-na” instead of my 

harsher Michigan “I-na.” One night I joked on the phone to a friend, 

“Ahm livin’ the lahf of a shut-in.” When I heard myself, I realized how 

long we had been away from home and just how isolated we were.

In this way, I could go on for ten to fourteen days in a row. It was 

broken up by the two full days we spent at the hospital each week for 

Lee to receive checkups, lab work, and IV infusions of medications 

that kept illness and infection at bay. Just when I thought I would crack 

from the isolation, a family member would arrive from out of town for 

a visit.

Within a month of Lee’s release from the hospital, he was giving me 

a crash course on raising a boy. He was emerging as the sociable boy I 

had glimpsed before his transplant thanks to the steroid that relieved his 

symptoms. Now that boy was back with energy and stamina to do the 

physical play that was far diff erent than his sister’s princess role-playing. 

He liked Hot Wheels and fart jokes. He loved wrestling on the fl oor. 

One Sunday afternoon, I tipped his twin mattress on an angle to make 

a slide for him, and he jumped and slid for three hours.

It seemed impossible for him to sit still. He was fast and wiggly, and 

he liked the excitement of surprising me, liked saying a naughty word 

so he could watch my face for a reaction. His conversations were all 

superhero all the time, from his fi rst words in the morning to his chatter 

that he couldn’t shut off  long after his bedtime. Th e only reprieves from 

superheroes were discussions about the next toy he wanted me to get 
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him when I could get away to Toys R Us. Th is little chap thought that 

even my time away was all about him.

Th e toy discussion wasn’t as much of a discussion, though, as a list. 

“Mom, Mom, the next time you get to the store, can you get me the 

Hot Wheel track like the one we left at home that I got at Christmas?” 

he asked.

“I’ll see how much it costs,” I replied.

“And would you get me all the color-changing Hot Wheels they 

have?” he continued. “And the Nerf sword I saw on TV. And …”

He began to use his face expressively for the fi rst time in his life; 

it was a delight to see his eyes go wide in surprise or see him look at 

me sideways in his fi rst exaggerated expressions of coyness. When he 

wasn’t making faces or talking, he quacked or made fart sounds. He 

got so good at quacking that he could quack and sing all of “God Bless 

America” so that I could still hear the words while he quacked. If only 

he had let me shoot a video.

I was thrilled to see this charming, fi ery boy who let out throaty 

laughs when he swatted my butt and ran away. But seeing this three-

year-old behavior in boy of fi ve and a half also brought into clear focus 

all the things he had been too ill to experience. It aroused guilt. My boy 

had suff ered more than anyone had realized, and he now had a great 

deal of catching up to do physically and emotionally.

For the fi rst time, he had the fi re to feel the full range of emotion, 

including anger and frustration. He had been too ill to protest when 

others took his toys from him when he was a toddler. Back then, he 

only had the energy to whine and then give up when the other kids 

took off  running as he was left behind. He didn’t have the strength to 

fi ght to keep up when he was two, three, and four. He missed out on 

that part of his development, as well as the very important part of being 

two and three: learning how to feel frustration and anger, and then get 

his composure back. He also missed out on those playful preschooler 

adventures of learning boundaries. It is a natural part of early childhood 

to test those boundaries and fi nd security in knowing that there are 

boundaries. Lee barely had the energy to look for those boundaries 

before his transplant. So now it was a new excitement for him to push 
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them, even though he was at an age when he should have already known 

many of them.

Here he was at fi ve and a half with energy he had never known. 

He fi nally had the spirit to protest. He fi nally had the moxie to get 

frustrated that he had to wear a mask when he went outside. He had 

the daring to make poop and pee jokes in front of world-class doctors 

just for the excitement of seeing them react, because he had not had 

those early years of practice in knowing when to let it rip and when to 

control it.

For the most part, I could view it with wonder, a sense of humor, 

and deep gratitude that he had come so far so quickly. Still, I was 

perplexed. To the outsider, it would have appeared that I had a little 

boy who was out of control. Th ere was no pill or supplement to boost 

this developmental defi cit in my son. Th ere are no self-control implants. 

Only time and diligence would do it. And it was up to me to lead the 

way in this part of Lee’s recovery, because no one else was there and no 

one else knew Lee as fully and completely as I did.

His immaturity was sharply evident in the way he thwarted my 

attempts at schoolwork with him. He simply would not and could not 

do it. In hindsight, I can see his mind wasn’t mature enough and his 

body just couldn’t sit through it, but at the time, I wondered, “Have I 

been too soft of a parent?” I also wondered if he might have a learning 

disability that his symptoms had masked. Oddly, I had been a rock of 

calm during the deadliest fi rst weeks of transplant, but the prospect of 

years of misery from learning problems aroused deep fear, and I felt 

alone. I realized I was afraid that we had saved him, but he still might be 

miserable. I had my fi rst inkling that healing his heart and mind from 

his years of illness and transplant isolation could be nearly as lengthy 

and involved as the transplant recovery itself.

I could see how it might get complicated very quickly if I didn’t face 

these defi cits before he was in school. I had fl ashes of deep frustration 

because I wanted him to be prepared for the day he could enter the 

world as a healthy child—and I looked forward to helping with that. I 

had spent money that was desperately needed for other things on school 

materials for him. Yet he pushed them away. Worse, he would tease 
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me. He would get a pencil and hold it perfectly. He would make a face 

of contrived seriousness. Th en he would scribble all over the page and 

laugh. He treated the hospital teacher the same way. Later he did the 

same for his home educators, who came unprepared for this child who 

was simultaneously immature and jaded beyond his years.

His behavior showed that he clearly had intelligence and people 

skills. Th is only added to my vexation. In addition, I was perplexed with 

the wide fl uctuations in information retention. It made no sense to me 

that he could quack the words to “God Bless America” but couldn’t sing 

his ABCs. He couldn’t remember the tune or all the letters. Th ere were 

days he seemed to recognize the letters of the alphabet. Th e next day, 

however, I would point to Js or Gs, and he didn’t have any idea what 

they were.

Th e hospital teacher told me not to worry, because Lee wasn’t the 

only patient who struggled to concentrate and retain information. She 

attributed the inattention and memory loss to the chemotherapy these 

children had received. She told me there were children who forgot how 

to read during their transplants, so there was nothing wrong with Lee 

when he could no longer recognize a G.

I would only be telling half of the story if I did not describe how 

steroids amplifi ed his immaturity. It is uncomfortable to explore this 

side of long-term illness in children, because it is diffi  cult to see that 

children can be downright wild when under the infl uence of these 

medications. It challenges an adult’s ability to be sympathetic when 

a child can let his anger and frustration erupt in full-blown steroid 

rages—the kind I had only heard of.

My son took methylprednisolone by IV push during and immediately 

after his transplant to reduce the chances of the dreaded graft-versus-

host disorder. Th e steroid can create boisterousness, impulsiveness, 

and aggression. Where the behavior was mainly annoying with the 

milder prednisone Lee took before transplant, it was explosive with the 

methylprednisolone after transplant. It was challenging to think that my 

sweet, sickly boy could take a swing at me and that the anger could come 

on almost as quickly as a light at the fl ip of a switch, but it could.

During the same days I was treating this fragile child with the 
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greatest care and tenderness to keep out every germ, I also might have 

to carry him by one arm and one leg to his bedroom to keep him from 

hurting me. I didn’t always succeed. I have a barely visible scar on my 

left forearm from the day he bit me so hard that he nearly broke the skin, 

and he would not let go. Worse, he looked delighted while he was doing 

it. It left me with a deep purple bruise on my arm and in my heart. Th is 

anger is the dark corner of illness where children can be vicious—even 

the really cute ones.

As much as the steroids amplifi ed Lee’s gaps in maturity, the anxiety 

borne of post-traumatic stress and social isolation added even more 

layers of complexity to his behavior and our relationship. When my son 

was four, he had to start taking medicine that didn’t taste horrible, but it 

didn’t taste great. By the time we moved to Cincinnati, Lee was so fed 

up with that medicine that it took a great deal of coaxing to get him to 

take it. Once in frustration I resorted to holding his face and pushing it 

in his mouth; Lee spit it in my face. Medicine time was so stressful that 

I dreaded breakfast and bedtime because of the anxiety that he might 

not take it. By the time we reached his admission for transplant, both 

of us were anxious and fl at out worn down from the struggle. When he 

was admitted for transplant, several more oral medications were added. 

By this point, he needed to swallow medications three times daily, and 

some were in relatively large doses. Our nurse saw our struggle on the 

fi rst day and suggested a nasal-gastric (NG) tube. I said, “Absolutely!” 

I didn’t want the struggles any longer, and the tube brought us great 

relief.

However, sometimes the remedy is as diffi  cult as the problem, and 

that was the case when it came to placing the tube in him. He fought 

his fi rst NG tube so hard that it took fi ve nurses and me to hold him 

down. If you do not know what an NG tube is, be grateful. An NG 

tube is fed through the nose, down the esophagus, and into the stomach. 

Th is narrow, rubber tube is most commonly used for feeding when 

consumption by mouth is not possible. In Lee’s case, it was needed only 

because of medication that he did not want to swallow.

New tubes come with a narrow, fl exible wire in them so that the 

fl oppy tube is fi rm enough to get shoved all the way down to the 
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stomach. “Shoved” is too strong of a word, but judging from Lee’s 

response, it must have felt like it. He gagged hard. He cried hard. And 

he fought hard the fi rst time, the second time, and every time after 

that. He went through seven NG tubes total—three inpatient, three 

outpatient in Cincinnati, and one at home with our dear home care 

nurse Shirley. With the exception of the time he vomited one out, the 

other tubes came out because we were playing, and his hand caught it 

on accident and fl ipped the thing right out. It was an instant end to the 

fun.

By the fourth tube, I told the home care nurse that there was no 

way of coaxing him to go along with it. I would simply hold him, and 

she would have to do it. To hold him, I put him on my lap and wrapped 

my legs around his so he wouldn’t kick the nurse. Th en I wrapped my 

arms around his. Th en I gently wedged his head between my cheek and 

shoulder in the hope the nurse would have both hands free to place the 

tube. Th e gagging commenced from the time the tube hit the back of his 

throat until shortly after the wire was pulled out. Next, we urged him 

to “hold still, hold still, hold still,” so the tube wouldn’t come out while 

it was dangling freely from his nose. Th e nurse then pushed air into the 

tube with a syringe and listened to his stomach with a stethoscope for 

the popping sound that told us the tube was correctly placed and would 

work safely. If we heard the pop, we taped the tube to his cheek. When 

the last piece of adhesive was stuck down, Lee and I were free to collapse 

in a heap, both of us weeping.

I cooed apologies, “Oh, baby, oh, little man, I’m so sorry. I love 

you.”

How confusing that must have been. Th e one who holds him down 

loves him? No wonder he became defi ant, anxious, and angry. No wonder 

he began to see threats in everything. His anxiety and defensiveness 

were the only tools he had to protect his tender, wounded heart.

Th e anxiety over NG tubes only grew with time, because his cheeks 

became red, raw, and oozy after months of contact with adhesives. By 

the fi nal months of his time with an NG tube, the adhesives wouldn’t 

stick to his cheeks for more than a day. So every day I had to change 
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the tape, and every day he had to bear his deep anxiety that the tube 

might come out.

And then there was the blue-green N95 mask. Th e fi rst time he put 

it on, it was a celebration. His counts were going up after transplant, he 

was gaining energy, and he was infection-free. He was well enough to 

go for a walk outside his hospital room with the mask to protect him. 

Th e N95 is a thick, fi rm mask that protects vulnerable patients from 

airborne germs and bacteria that can kill them. Once released from the 

hospital, he couldn’t go outside without it, not even to play.

It didn’t take long for the mask, like the NG tube, to become a 

source of temper tantrums, because he was scared it would slip off . From 

his view, the world was fi lled with invisible things that were a threat to 

him, and he was right. He resorted to pressing the mask against his face 

with one hand and holding the elastic strap against the back of his head 

with his other hand so the strap wouldn’t slip. Th is was how he walked 

from the condo to the car. Th is was how he walked from the hospital 

parking ramp all the way to the room to which he was assigned on the 

fi fth fl oor of the hospital during his outpatient care. He didn’t want to 

play outside, even though he could, for fear the elastic strap would slip. 

He didn’t want to go for rides in his stroller to get a break from the 

condo. Every departure became a struggle to get the mask on. No matter 

how calm I remained, he melted down and resisted. I am ashamed to 

admit I even resorted to that old-fashioned way of parenting I swore I 

would never use: the threat that I would put it on him and carry him 

out. He fought that one hardest of all. No approach worked. Neither 

threat nor tenderness could coax this boy out of his fears.

In addition to the mask, there were two more predictable triggers 

for meltdowns. Th e simple act of putting on shoes would send him 

into a rage of kicking and screaming. Nerve sensitivity created by the 

chemotherapy is a possible cause, but I think it also had some roots in 

anxiety. Putting on shoes meant we were leaving the condo to go to 

the hospital, which was a source of great worry for him. If he made 

it through getting his shoes on, we had to get the dreaded N95 on. 

Sometimes the anxiety over the N95 would prompt him to kick off  his 
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shoes, and so we started all over. “Th ey just don’t feel right,” he would 

scream and cry as the shoes went fl ying off .

Excitement over visitors from home created the last trigger. After 

his prolonged isolation, he got overly excited when visitors from home 

came every ten to fourteen days. He was usually just loud and very 

fi dgety when they were there. Sometimes, though, the excitement was 

too much, and he tipped over into shouting and aggression. On our 

fi rst visit from family, he went into a tirade that included dropping the 

F-bomb in front of my mother, who has probably never spoken that word 

in her seventy-plus years. Mostly, though, Lee saved his meltdowns for 

me when the visitors left. It didn’t matter who the visitor was—his dad, 

his grandpa, his aunts, his sister. Once they left, he would spin out and 

lash out because he was getting left behind again.

With each visit, the intensity of his reaction gradually subsided 

during our nearly four months in the condo, but it continued and 

would fl are up during each transition we faced for nearly two years. 

My approach was to put him in his room until he was safe to be around 

and then surround him with love and tenderness. Th e rage was simply 

the outpouring of his hurting heart. Once he had calmed down, I 

babied him with snuggles on the couch, picture books, and his favorite 

snacks.

While all of this was going on inside that tiny condo, summer passed 

into fall and the start of third grade for Katie back in Michigan. Lee 

reached sixty and then seventy and then eighty days post-transplant 

with no infection and no graft-versus-host disorder. His blood counts 

were increasing ever so gradually. I was looking ahead to the one-

hundred-day mark—the day when families can begin discussing a date 

to return home. It was signifi cant that I could begin to look weeks 

ahead. For months, I had made no plans for a future other than the 

distant future when I could see Lee as a young man. Other than that, I 

had my hands full with each day—and I had concerns about a brewing 

medical complication.
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Th e percentage of his blood cells that were being made by his donor’s 

stem cells was dropping. Over eight weeks it went down to 80 percent, 

then 60, and then 30 percent. Correspondingly, an indicator of the 

infl ammation in the digestive tract caused by IPEX was gradually on 

the rise, even though Lee continued to consume a strictly gluten-free 

diet. After watching his eosinophil counts for more than three years, 

it was clear to me that one of his hallmark symptoms was making a 

sneaky comeback.

In response to the dropping engraftment, his steroid dose was 

reduced and then stopped altogether because steroids inhibit stem-cell 

engraftment. In hindsight, I do not believe his steroid dose was tapered 

down at a rapid enough pace to halt the fall sooner. It didn’t help that 

I couldn’t talk directly to our doctor during that month because she 

was traveling in Europe and South America as part of her research 

and advocacy. Our nurse coordinator and physician assistant relayed 

her stock phrase to me each time they spoke to her on the phone about 

Lee: “He’ll be fi ne.”

In the grand scheme of Dr. Filipovich’s career, he was more than 

fi ne. He was having a stellar recovery. During her long and prestigious 

career, I have no doubt she saw some horrible stuff  as the new science 

of stem-cell transplantation emerged. She had seen the ravaging side 

eff ects of graft-versus-host disorder, a risk that increases each time 

a patient receives a “booster” dose of donor cells to bolster sagging 

engraftment. When a transplant takes place, more cells than are 

necessary for the transplant are harvested from donors so extra doses 

of cells are available if necessary. Th e risks of these doses were evident. 

Th ere had been children who had recovered as well as Lee only to be 

lost from the complications that resulted from getting a follow-up dose 

of donor cells when their engraftment sagged. Because of the risk, she 

said she would not give him more cells unless his engraftment dropped 

below 20 percent.

If we had been dealing with leukemia, low engraftment would equal 

failure. In the emerging understanding of transplants for autoimmune 

conditions, however, a very small percentage of children experience a 

cure over time despite very low engraftment. As her supporting evidence, 
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Dr. Filipovich cited a study of one boy in Europe who lost his cells and 

still recovered from his illness “over months and years,” she said. Th at 

was the only published evidence up to that point that such a recovery 

was possible. It was a stark reminder that we were on the fringe of the 

fringe of medicine where there are no large studies, so knowledge is 

gained one child at a time. Her experience and the shred of available 

published evidence told her to wait and watch.

I was approaching the problem from a diff erent perspective than 

the doctor’s, that as the mother who knew Lee’s symptoms inside and 

out. As the donor engraftment went down, I was observing the rise in 

his eosinophil counts, the symptom that had been there from the start. 

In our fi nal two months in Cincinnati, I spoke with four diff erent 

physicians in the BMT unit and two physician assistants about his 

engraftment drop and corresponding eosinophil increase. Only one 

physician agreed that I should be concerned. Th e rest of the staff , from 

physician on down the line to physician assistant to nurse, said things 

like, “Dr. Filipovich has a sixth sense about things like this,” or “She 

just knows these things.” I wished for the guts to respond, “I just know 

some things too, and I happen to know more about my son’s symptoms 

than anyone.”

Th e lessons learned from my marriage and divorce shaped my 

response to the situation. I was on the lookout for wishful thinking 

that things would just work out solely because of the doctor’s great 

track record. I knew that no matter how we try to convince ourselves 

that things will work out, experience had shown me sometimes they 

don’t. I didn’t want that to happen with my son, not after we had come 

so far. Because I had lived through my own bouts of wishful thinking 

when I remained in my marriage, I could not be angry with these fi ne 

practitioners for possibly falling into it themselves. After all, sometimes 

in life you have little more than trust to base a major decision on. I also 

had the clarity to know that the doctor and I were both right in our 

particular areas of expertise: hers as physician, mine as mother of a son 

whose illness presented symptoms in his unique way.

We were at an impasse. I felt stuck and helpless. I wanted to remain 

in Cincinnati and get a boost of donor cells, but his percentage of donor 
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cells hadn’t dropped low enough for Dr. Filipovich to take the risk. So 

even though I had doubts, I gave in, and I began to pack. It was my 

son’s excitement to go home that persuaded me to budge. How could 

I hand him one more disappointment after all his months of isolation? 

Th is boy who refused to pick up a pencil for schoolwork sought out a 

pencil or marker every day to draw a wobbly X on the calendar to count 

down to our homecoming.

My last two weeks in Cincinnati were busy enough to keep me from 

dwelling on my worry. I notifi ed my tenants that they had to move. I 

hired Stanley Steamer to clean the furnace, carpets, and furniture. A 

pair of friends back home spent an entire Sunday cleaning to make 

sure my home was sanitary for Lee. Down in Florence that same day, 

we fi lled an extended-cab pickup truck with our things and watched 

another pair of friends from home pull away from the condo with our 

belongings and my car in tow. It was another moment of no turning 

back, and I was completely uncomfortable with forging ahead despite 

unresolved problems. Unlike our move down to Florence in March, I 

did not feel the fl ow of benevolent grace. In its place, I felt anxiety.ent gra
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Chapter 9

WE’RE LOSING HIM

Soon after our return home, Lee 

found the box of costumes.

We left Cincinnati on Oct. 28, 2009, aboard a four-seater plane owned 

by Angel Flight pilot Bill Bailey, a fi nancial advisor from Cincinnati 

who donated his skills and his airplane to help families like mine. Before 

departing Lunken Field for the uneventful ninety-minute fl ight home, 

Lee pranced around the private terminal, the fi rst place he had been to 

besides the hospital and our condo in fi ve months. Th e dangling end of 

his NG tube danced through the air as he bounced around the leather 

couches. But he always had one hand pushed against his N95 mask, so 

onSoo
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it wouldn’t slip. He only let go of it when we paused on the wing for 

pictures and waved good-bye to our neighbors. Once safely aboard, Lee 

took off  his mask, and Bill turned around to see the boy. I sat in the back 

next to Lee. I suspended my worry and just felt awe that he survived the 

most deadly time of transplant. I was taking him home.

While I live only fi fteen miles from Gerald R. Ford International 

Airport in Grand Rapids, Angel Flight routed us to the municipal fi eld 

in Hastings, a small town to the south, because the fi eld was two miles 

closer to my house. Th is set the scene for a homecoming that was so 

low key it seemed surreal and mildly absurd. Bill’s was the only plane 

landing, and there were no planes poised for takeoff . If there were staff , 

they weren’t on the property. We couldn’t get into the clubhouse to use 

the bathroom. It was locked. Th e only life I saw as we landed was the 

friend there to pick us up. Once we got home, it was just Lee and me.

Th e children from our neighborhood couldn’t celebrate with us. 

Th ey were in school. Katie was one hundred twenty miles away, and 

even if I had let her skip school, it wouldn’t have been safe for Lee to 

have any sort of welcoming party. We fl ew home in the midst of the 

nation’s fi rst H1N1 outbreak. Th e infl uenza outbreak had schools all 

over Michigan closing for sick days to halt the spread of the illness. Our 

local district had closed briefl y only one week prior to our homecoming. 

Th e closest we got to festivity were signs and posters along the street for 

our last two miles home. My next-door neighbor Sandy had distributed 

poster board and stakes so the neighbor kids could put out signs that 

said “We love you, Lee!” and “Welcome home!” and “Get well soon!”

It was the loneliest and most joyous homecoming I could have 

experienced. It was so quiet, this homecoming party that only my son 

and I could attend. It felt like birth, death, and a handful of pivotal 

moments in life: we experience them quietly and in the company of only 

a few witnesses, if any. Yet even in our solitude, we saw the evidence of 

the help that was there for us. My home was spotless, and all our boxes 

from the condo were carried in. We had groceries in the refrigerator, 

thanks to two women from the Middleville United Methodist Church 

who graciously shopped for us. I had off ers from volunteers who could 

be with Lee weekly so I could get to the grocery store.
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I was back at the home I had cursed for being too large for me to 

handle on my own before Lee’s transplant. It was the home I never 

wanted to build and almost didn’t move into. It was the home I tried 

to sell two years before Lee’s transplant but was thwarted by a national 

mortgage crisis and a state in recession. Yet here I was, profoundly 

grateful for this lovely space that would be our nest for the winter. I 

would keep Lee safe here until he entered the world again. Instead of 

looking into a parking lot as I had during our months in the condo, 

I now looked out my many windows at woods. I knew my son and I 

would grow in this lovely space. And the two of us had plenty of that: 

eighteen hundred square feet on the main fl oor and nearly one thousand 

square feet of uncarpeted recreation area in the basement. Th ere was 

enough room in the basement for Lee to play full-court basketball 

with a freestanding plastic hoop near each end. Compared to the nine 

hundred-square-foot condo, it felt palatial. I saw with freshness the 

excesses of my former life. My goodness, we had a lot of stuff . I had 

learned to live without all those trappings of middle-class existence, and 

I did not want to go back to that part of my life. I had let it go. And 

how was I going to keep it clean?

Lee spent the fi rst week home discovering all the toys we had. 

Th ere were toys in his bedroom, toys in his sister’s room, and toys in 

the basement. He replaced the words “I’m bored. When are we going 

home?” with, “Mom, Mom, look what I found.” With each discovery, 

I swooped in with Clorox cleaning wipes. Or I dashed the toy to the 

sink so I could wash it in hot, soapy water with bleach before I handed 

it back to him. My hands became pink and rough from the bleach. Th e 

washing machine and dryer hummed nonstop all day for three days 

while I washed bedding, curtains and stuff ed animals. Th e dishwasher 

ran all day too, as I washed all of our dishes, pans, and silverware. I 

cleaned out closets and drawers with a merciless eye for anything that 

might carry germs and anything I could give away or throw out. On 

our fi rst garbage day back home, it took me twenty minutes to carry out 

the mound of bags and boxes of things we were not going to carry into 

this new phase of our lives. A full carload of things went to Goodwill. 

After a week of this steady cleaning, on top of caring for Lee, I still 
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had a heap of dirty toys on the sizable island in my kitchen. I resorted 

to hiring an acquaintance to wash toys, dry toys, and wipe down books. 

She worked nonstop for three hours.

With the help of a volunteer babysitter, I got out of the house briefl y 

to buy Lee an Incredible Hulk costume so he could dress up and watch 

kids as they came to the door on Halloween, our fourth night at home. 

At fi rst he liked scaring the little girls through the front window. But 

he quickly tired of that, so he took off  his mask and watched trick-or-

treaters come to the door while he sat several feet away licking a Tootsie 

Pop and feigning boredom. For the most part, the kids were wide-eyed 

and speechless when they saw him. Th e boy their families had prayed 

for was back, but he was bald, and he had a tube coming out of his nose. 

When the trick-or-treating time was nearly over, two neighbor kids ran 

to our house with a bag of treats for Lee from their house. Th ey wanted 

him to feel like he was a part of things.

I entered the period from November 2009 to April 2010 hoping to 

live a rather monkish existence, and I got glimmers of that life briefl y 

after two weeks of steady cleaning and unpacking. For a few precious 

days in November, I glimpsed a very peaceful, happy time in my life 

as mother, teacher, cook, nurse, writer, and spiritual sojourner. Th ere 

were a handful of quiet mornings when Lee slept, so I read, jogged on 

my treadmill, practiced yoga, updated Lee’s website, and socialized 

a bit on Facebook. I did not pressure myself to be more than I was 

right at that moment. I savored just being a mother of a child who 

needed me. I welcomed the chance to refl ect on our experience. I set 

aside the innate push to get out and work that had made me miserable 

for months after I could work no longer. I accepted staying home. I 

enjoyed cooking for the fi rst time in my life, preparing a picture-perfect 

turkey on Th anksgiving. It was a chance to see with compassion and 

understanding how one could feel fulfi llment from just raising a family. 

And with that understanding, I saw how much I had changed in three 

years. I viewed those few peaceful days as a gift that few of my peers 

get to experience in the race to raise children and earn a living. I had 

the gift of time to renew my strength for the challenges that were surely 

ahead and take stock in how far we had come.
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Despite those few days to refl ect, it would be terribly misleading 

to say I had an abundance of peacefulness. I had much less of it than I 

had expected. After all, Lee’s high excitability and inability to sit still 

continued. Th is made it impossible for me to take breaks to call friends. 

So at a time when I desperately needed to rekindle friendships that had 

been set aside for months, I was unable to talk on the phone. Lee was 

simply too immature and demanding. I still had a central line to care 

for and daily medications to give. I still had his diabetes to manage. He 

was still on a gluten-free diet. And we had to spend at least one day a 

week at Helen Devos Children’s Hospital in Grand Rapids where Lee 

received infusions and routine lab testing.

It was clear from our fi rst visit to the hematology-oncology clinic 

at Helen Devos Children’s Hospital in Grand Rapids that we were 

desperately far from our medical home in Cincinnati. Th e staff  members 

in Grand Rapids were very good at handling leukemia, but they had 

almost no experience with autoimmune conditions like IPEX. And the 

clinic was crowded and cobbled together as temporary quarters while a 

stunning eleven-story children’s hospital was under construction. After 

the spotless and spacious clinic and day hospital in Cincinnati, I was 

frozen in fear that something would go wrong in Grand Rapids, because 

children were together in shared areas.

When a child-life volunteer suggested Lee, clutching his N95, join 

two other kids at a toy table, I looked at her in disbelief. And where the 

hell were all the Clorox wipes for the toys that had been played with? 

My fears would melt with time as the staff  learned to understand Lee 

and as I saw that they could work very well with the transplant staff  in 

Cincinnati when it came to guidance on Lee’s care. In hindsight, I have 

nothing but positive things to say about the care off ered by the staff  and 

Drs. Ulrich Duff ner and Aly Abdel-Mageed, the two pediatric BMT 

specialists in Grand Rapids. Th ey treated Lee with great tenderness and 

open minds to his rare condition and unusual recovery.

All the while that we were settling in at home, Lee’s hemoglobin and 

albumin were tapering downward, and his eosinophil counts continued 

to slowly creep upward. I found myself explaining to the doctors in 

Grand Rapids that these were numbers we needed to keep an eye 
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on because they were the indicators of his illness. Th en an accidental 

exposure to wheat in three helpings of yogurt made the symptoms of 

IPEX clearly visible the week after Th anksgiving. Lee was bloated, 

tired, and terribly pale the day after he ate it. He only wanted to watch 

TV. I called Cincinnati. I was told Dr. Filipovich didn’t think it was 

possible he could have symptoms, but she got us back to Cincinnati to 

examine him right away and draw a sorted engraftment test. Th is test 

would determine if his T-cells were being produced by his donor cells 

or by his own mutated system. Th en the doctor sent us back home even 

though I pleaded with her to keep us there. She would not. She would 

do nothing until the test results were back. I felt stuck in a situation 

where the lab couldn’t move fast enough to keep up with what I already 

knew.

When the engraftment results came back three days later, only 5 

percent of his T-cells were from his donor. It was devastating, because 

we had lost nearly everything we had upended our lives for, and it 

was indisputable that Lee needed more cells from his donor. For the 

second week in a row, I packed toys, food, central-line supplies, and 

refrigerated medication. I made arrangements with Angel Flight to 

get us back to Cincinnati for donor cells. Th en we returned home to 

celebrate Christmas—and carefully watch for any signs of complications 

from the newest infusion of donor cells. I knew we had fi nally taken 

the right action, but I was now on the lookout for graft-versus-host 

disorder. If it was going to occur, the symptoms would begin emerging 

on Christmas.

Even amid my worries, it was undoubtedly my children’s favorite 

Christmas. Each year prior, we had traveled to my parents’ home. 

Th is was the fi rst year we stayed home. My kids got to experience 

waking up early and opening their presents before breakfast under their 

own Christmas tree. Th ey got to see their mother prepare a gourmet 

meal. (Th ank you, Bon Appétit magazine for helping me look like a star!) 

Our only guests were my parents, who arrived on Christmas Eve.
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My parents came with a carload of toys from the entire family. It 

was a Christmas to beat all Christmases. We got a new TV, a Wii with 

several games and accessories, toys, board games, and clothes. Th e 

family had poured out its generosity on my kids to keep them occupied 

during the long winter at home. As I cooked, my dad assembled a Nerf 

machine gun, and my mom played a board game with Katie. It was the 

only Christmas I have ever witnessed my mother stop to play rather 

than prepare a meal for a large gathering. It was a paradox again: intense 

worry had intense joy as its counterweight.

Amid this celebration, I patiently waited for the chance in early 

January to test Lee’s donor engraftment to see if the new batch of cells 

was taking hold. I had no forewarning there would be one more layer 

of stress and heartache in store for us between Christmas and New 

Year’s as Lee’s platelets and neutrophils plummeted to dangerously low 

levels. He had developed autoantibodies that were devouring them. One 

medication would correct both problems. However, the medication, the 

chemotherapy drug Rituxan, would wipe out Lee’s B-cells and prolong 

his recovery by up to a year. Th is may sound strange, but the word 

chemotherapy didn’t even make me blink, and by that point, another 

year of recovery didn’t either. I had no hesitation as we began the four 

treatments recommended by Cincinnati Children’s, and Lee’s father 

agreed with the course of treatment. “We’ve spent this long. One more 

year is nothing. I’m still going to get a healthy boy,” I told the doctor.

Lee received the fi rst treatment on Dec. 31, 2009. We got home 

from the clinic late in the afternoon. My sister and niece, who had 

been at my house with Katie, went home for New Year’s Eve. It was 

the fi rst time I was alone with both my kids in my home in ten months. 

I planned a very simple but meaningful celebration to mark the event. 

I planned to ring in 2010 alone with a glass of champagne to toast the 

two sleeping children who were in my care and in my home. But that 

evening, Lee was droopy and mildly feverish, most likely a side eff ect 

of the Rituxan. I called the doctor, and he said to take Lee into the 

emergency room. He wanted to run blood cultures to look for infection 

just to be safe. So I packed up both my children. While they chattered in 
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the backseat with excitement that they would be up late on New Year’s 

Eve, I stifl ed my sobs as I drove.

I couldn’t let my disappointment cloud their excitement, so I made 

the best of it. I thought my way to a place of relative gratitude that there 

would be other New Year’s Eves. I would get to have my children back 

home with me. We had already come so far from where we had been. 

I remembered that there were mothers and fathers spending their New 

Year’s Eve in pediatric intensive care units all over the world. I knew 

we could have been one of those families—could still become one of 

them. I said a prayer asking for comfort for those moms and dads. It 

could be much, much worse than a night in the emergency room, and 

my gratitude took the sting out of my disappointment.

Th at night, Katie, Lee, and I huddled together on an emergency 

room bed to watch the ball drop at Times Square. My wide-eyed 

children felt that being up past midnight was a grand adventure. I had 

one of my children on each side of me, and they were happy. Th ey were 

leading me out of my grief. What more did I need? Th e champagne 

could wait.

My dad and sister arrived shortly after midnight to get Katie. Th ey 

spent the night at my house and then returned to my hometown for Katie 

to resume school—but not until they visited us at the hospital on New 

Year’s Day with Katie fearlessly directing them from the parking garage 

to the correct elevators because she remembered her way around the 

hospital. Lee was released on January 2, after his fever disappeared and 

the cultures testing for bacteria came back negative. He completed his 

three remaining Rituxan treatments without complication. His platelets 

and neutrophils quickly rebounded. Th e neutrophil autoantibodies re-

emerged once more several months later but never with as much force 

as they did in December 2009. Th e platelet autoantibodies came back 

twice more but never as severely.

As for Lee’s donor cells, he lost them again in early January, but 

this time the process played out much more quickly than in December, 

and I knew we would not struggle again over this issue. On January 

15, 2010—Lee’s sixth birthday—we ate gluten-free birthday cake in 

our hotel room with our friend who had driven us to Cincinnati. Th en 
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we went to the hospital for his fi nal dose of T-cells from his donor. He 

would never need another dose again, because he hung onto those cells. 

Th e fact that this occurred on his birthday is purely circumstantial, but 

it is symbolic. Th at was the day his recovery and mine began in earnest. 

Inside, my load of anxiety lifted, as if my body and mental awareness 

were telling me that he really would be healed at last. I did not need to 

worry any longer.

We had one last emergency that winter when his central line sprang 

a leak. Th at meant another hospitalization, this time for IV antibiotics 

to prevent infection and sedation to replace the line. By this time, it 

was nearly the end of February, and I was ready to relax and breathe 

easy. I was also ready to start getting out of the house to have fun. I had 

experienced enough medical drama to last for years. Mercifully, Lee’s 

recovery began to go quite smoothly after he got the new central line, 

and life became easier for about four months. Th ere was nothing but 

good news during that time.

By April, his immune response was recovered enough that he could 

play with other kids. Most importantly, he was allowed to step into the 

world without his N95 mask. Th is was freedom, for the N95 had become 

unbearable by then. We celebrated the end of the N95 by thanking the 

mask for the protection it had given him. Th en we giggled as we cut 

and tore it to bits.

By late-May, his medication was reduced to chewable vitamins, a 

Vitamin D supplement, and an azithromycin pill that he could swallow 

if I quartered it. With icky-tasting liquid medicine out of our lives, 

I snuck up and fl ipped the NG tube out of his nose. He fi rst looked 

horrifi ed that I would do that to him. Katie looked at the tube with 

disgust, because the slimy thing dangled like an extremely long worm. 

When I said, “Lee, we don’t need it any longer,” he let me peel the 

tape from his cheek. I ran around my kitchen whooping like a rowdy 

football fan, swinging the slimy NG in circles over my head. Th en I 

stopped and looked at my boy. I had only seen him briefl y a handful 

of times without the NG tube for eleven months. Now he just looked 

like a healthy little boy with chafed cheeks—and he had his blond hair 

back in abundance.
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Next up was the removal of the central line, which was replaced 

by a port in June 2010. When the central line was removed, it meant 

his risk of severe infection was greatly diminished, and there was no 

more need for daily maintenance. I could kiss my early morning ritual 

of fl ushing the lines good-bye. We had made it without a single central 

line infection. Once the incisions healed, Lee took a bath for the fi rst 

time in a year. I just stood there and listened to him play and splash. It 

was one of those moments other parents get to take for granted, and I 

was getting to experience it. He was getting to experience it.

Th is boy had been so isolated that a stuff ed bear had been his best 

friend, his central line had names, and he cried when he had to send back 

his IV pole, which he had named Pole-Pole. We rode the wave of joy and 

accomplishment into the fi rst anniversary of his transplant on June 12, 

2010. We had made it to the point that deaths from complications were 

highly unusual. I felt as if I had been dropped into my own dream.peed in

from 
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Chapter 10

MY YEAR WITHOUT KATIE

Katie began third grade while still 

living with Grandma and Grandpa.

Throughout Lee’s recovery, I told his story to nearly everyone I 

met. When I mentioned Lee’s sister, I came to expect the following 

response.

“Oh, you have another child?” the listener would say. “We talked 

so much about Lee, I didn’t realize that. Where has she been through 

all of this?”

Too many miles away, I thought but could never utter.

On that cloudy morning in March 2009 when I had to send 

her away, she was not tearful that she was moving to Grandpa and 

Grandma’s for a minimum of six months. She could not anticipate the 
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yearning for home that would come with time. She was wide-eyed 

with the excitement only a seven-year-old can feel over something too 

big to fully understand. To her, it was the start of a long sleepover at 

Grandpa and Grandma’s house with her three cousins, three aunts, and 

two uncles nearby. She would have Grandma and Grandpa to herself. 

She would get to unpack her clothes for the fi rst time at their house and 

pick places for her toys. She would select her room from the three empty 

bedrooms in the upstairs of my parents’ spacious farmhouse.

For me, the most reassuring part was that she would have my oldest 

sister as her teacher for her last three months of second grade in my 

hometown. I could be less fearful knowing that she was under my sister’s 

watchful eye at school. No kids would get the chance to be mean to my 

sweet, sweet Katie with Mrs. Wimmler’s protection.

My family formed a circle of love around that little girl in the 

months that followed, and she needed it. Th e siblings of chronically 

ill children get shorted on the attention they deserve. When she was 

smaller, she quietly went off  to play by herself when I was scrubbing 

vomit from the carpet—or she playfully crawled on my back and chatted 

with me as if there was nothing unusual about the moment. Later, she 

tolerated the fi nger pokes and shots that delayed us from playing. She 

seemed to ignore my distraction when I was worried. At other times, 

she used Lee’s illness to her advantage, as when his care interrupted her 

homework and she skipped off  to play. Because he was too tired to fi ght 

her, she frequently got him to go along with things, as he did when she 

put him in a princess dress and he let me take pictures.

No matter how well she tolerated the situation, she missed my time 

and attention. My family could make up for some of that lack, and they 

needed her too. Th ey needed a child to give their love to as an antidote 

to the helplessness they felt toward Lee. Th ey needed her courage and 

playfulness as a lifeline to keep them from drowning in their own fear. 

Katie thrived with their care. Once she got settled in with them, her 

tummy wasn’t too nervous to eat anymore, so she shot up and grew two 

sizes in six months. She made two great friends immediately. In fact, 

they were tighter, closer friendships than she had known at home. One 

friendship in particular provided the fi rst taste of a bond so deep and so 
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loyal that she could count on it at every recess, every lunch, and every 

Sunday morning at church. Outside of school, Katie enjoyed unlimited 

computer time and far more TV than I had allowed. She also loved the 

Pop-Tarts, chips, and Nutty Bars that I never brought home from the 

store.

She was able to discover a bit of life on a dairy farm, forming 

memories like the ones I had of my own childhood. She adopted a 

calf that she visited in the barn for a few weeks while it was still small. 

In the summer, she went searching for nests of cat litters. She learned 

the heart-melting delight of holding a kitten so new that it’s no more 

than ribs and fur. She learned how to drive a golf cart as she took the 

grownups for rides around the farm that now felt like her farm too. On 

those rides, she discovered that the farm was much more than a house 

and barns.

She discovered the places that had shaped me. She found the pond, 

where my cousin and I once caught a snapping turtle and where I 

fi rst saw the awe-inspiring wing span of a blue heron taking fl ight 

twenty feet from me. She found the woods whose fl oors are a blanket 

of trilliums for a few precious days in springtime. She felt the expansive 

pastures. Th e open spaces stretched my little princess’s spirit to the point 

she said she felt like a tomboy. Even now when Katie smells the stench 

of cow manure, she says, “I like that smell. It reminds of when I lived 

on a farm.”

Th e fi rst six months went very smoothly for Katie, and she didn’t 

let on that she missed me or Lee. I feared I had been replaced by my 

entire family, and she wouldn’t want to come home. Delighted as I was 

by her growth, I now saw clearly how Lee’s health had stressed her. Her 

picky eating and whining weren’t irritating fl aws in her character or the 

result of errors in my parenting. Th ey were symptoms of anxiety over a 

situation beyond her control. Now that she had a refuge, she could set 

her worry aside, eat, and grow.

Lee and I attended her eighth birthday party via webcam from 

his hospital room. On the laptop screen, I could see my parents in the 

background, pale with anxiety over Lee. Th ey tried not to look at the 

computer screen, because it hurt too much to see him bald and in a 
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hospital bed. Katie was the ray of sunshine for all of us on that Saturday 

evening as she opened the box of toys I had shipped to her. Even when 

the party drifted away from the web cam, I soaked up the sound of the 

family gathered together. I listened for her voice. It felt as if we were 

living in two worlds that just barely intersected.

Th ings became diffi  cult for Katie at the end of the summer because, 

in her mind, she was supposed to go back home for third grade. Her 

six months with Grandpa and Grandma were up. She couldn’t grasp 

a deadline that was fl uid. Th e loss of Lee’s perfect-match donor and 

the resulting weeks of continued searching had left us more than two 

months behind our original schedule. Th e best we could hope for was 

a return home at Christmas break. She was devastated when I told her. 

Th e news seemed to punch a hole through a dam inside her, because her 

tears began to fl ow. Th e grief she had stored inside poured out. From 

that point forward, she did not hold back with her emotions.

To off set the sting of disappointment, my mother and sister Patti 

took Katie to visit us at the condo the weekend before she was to begin 

third grade. While my mom and my sister cared for Lee, I took Katie 

shopping for what school clothes I could aff ord. I bought matching 

magenta and brown shirts for us. I let her pick out jeans, a paint-

splattered denim jacket, and a necklace with a strawberry pendant. I 

bought her hot-pink boots with fuzzy lining. I tried to enjoy it, but I 

struggled to remain patient with her childhood indecision while she 

tried on clothes.

I took her swimming at a large community pool, but I found it hard 

to play, hard to move, hard to stay focused on her light eight-year-old 

chatter. Her pleasure seemed a world away from my growing concerns 

about Lee’s engraftment. I couldn’t quite connect. Th e mother who had 

sent her off  to Grandma and Grandpa was not the same mother she 

found on that weekend in Cincinnati. In the pool, she melted down 

during a game she made up for us to play because I wasn’t doing it 

exactly right.

“Oh, baby girl,” I cooed. “One trip to the pool can’t possibly make 

up for an entire lost summer. I’m so sorry.”

When it was time for her to begin the seven-hour ride back to my 
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parents’ home, Katie would not let go of me. She would not stop crying. 

I carried her to the car and put her in the backseat, my mom choking 

back sobs as she watched this unfold from the seat next to Katie.

“Katie, I need to see your brown eyes,” I said as I tried to pry Katie’s 

arms from around my neck.

When she loosened her grip and looked up, I breathed deeply to 

stop my own tears, so I could tell her how much she mattered to me and 

to my family. I reminded her of her important role: to just be a kid in a 

family that loved her deeply.

“Little girl, you are stronger than you know,” I said. “Your grandma 

and grandpa need you. You put the smile on your grandma’s face. You 

are the sparkle in your grandpa’s eye. Now go back there and be there 

for them. Let them love you.”

Th e way she cried for me that day I knew beyond all doubt that I 

was never replaceable. To be longed for and clung to like that put to 

rest all doubt that she loved me deeply and that I was a good mother. It 

ended my feelings of inadequacy. It was a pivotal moment I would need 

to remember during the very challenging months ahead. Th at day stood 

out to remind me that no one was more capable than I was to raise my 

kids through very challenging times and we had the help we needed 

to make it through. I knew Katie and Lee better than anyone. In their 

moments of deepest longing, they longed for me.

I would be back for her. I would get to be her mommy again, and I 

would never, ever let go once I got her back.

After the car pulled out of the parking lot leaving me and Lee on 

our own again, Lee melted down in a tantrum as I had expected. Katie 

cried for nearly two hours in the car for the mommy she missed and the 

home she wanted back. My mother later told me that Katie wept many 

nights after that, because she didn’t understand why she was still living 

away from home. Th ere were tears for her brother, tears for the home 

she yearned for, and tears for me.

She abandoned her room upstairs to sleep next to my mother. She 
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needed someone to hang onto. In the face of such need, my dad didn’t 

mind being displaced from his own bed. When Katie melted down, 

my dad wisely urged my family to give her the quiet space she needed 

to be with her heartache, so she could express it in her own way in her 

own time. He seemed to understand her better than anyone from his 

own childhood grief of losing his mother when he was seven. And sure 

enough, her grief came out. First, it surfaced as tears and tantrums. 

Later, it emerged in pictures. In the most poignant drawing, she created 

the mommy magnet. In the fi rst scene, a little girl cries alone in the 

rain. But then the girl gets the mommy magnet in her hands and pulls 

her mommy to her. Th e tears and the rain dry up. Crayon smiles and 

sunshine emerge.

My mom took a picture of Katie standing alone in their yard on the 

fi rst day of third grade. Th e picture spooks me, because it feels like Lee 

and I are ghosts. I did not see my daughter again until November when 

Lee and I were back at our home in Middleville, and she got to come 

home for a day. At the end of that visit, she again cried and would not 

let go of me. She would not accept that she couldn’t stay.

“It was only supposed to be six months, Mom,” she cried.

Soon, she would experience two more heartbreaks. First, the 

three nights she had planned to spend at home with just me and Lee 

during Christmas vacation didn’t happen because of Lee’s transplant 

complications that put him in the hospital on New Year’s Eve. Her 

brother was back in the hospital, and she was worried again.

Second and far more disappointing, I had to tell her she could not 

return home for good until the end of third grade, meaning she would 

live with my parents for a total of fi fteen months. Th e only way she 

could have returned home permanently was if I had homeschooled her 

to avoid the risk that she would catch an illness at school and give it to 

Lee or me. Th at was not an option. I had all I could handle with Lee. 

Plus, she needed stability to continue thriving. We had already seen 

what happened to her with a mother who had to drop everything on a 

moment’s notice because of Lee.

My best times with Katie that year were with her at my parents’ 

house. I got to see her once a month at my parents’ house when the kids’ 
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father stayed with Lee at my house for a night. She tangled herself up 

in me on the couch to watch movies. If I stood up, she wrapped herself 

around my leg. She clung to me at night when she slept. I just let her 

hold on, and I soaked up the knowledge that my girl loved me very, 

very deeply.

Th e year she was in third grade I was woefully detached from her 

schoolwork and communication with her teacher until the last two to 

three months of school. Now I recognize my disconnection was partly 

the numbness caused by grief and partly sweet surrender. On the grief 

side, it was too intense to feel the pain of missing her. It was even more 

intensely painful knowing I wouldn’t have had the time to raise her well 

even if she had been home. I didn’t have enough of me left for her. On 

the surrender side, I knew that my sisters were pitching in to help her 

with her schoolwork. I knew they were giving their time to take her on 

outings. I knew she had a comfortable daily routine with my parents, 

where there was a constant trickle of new clothes and chances to eat out. 

Her little dog Twinkie was there to be a playmate and protector. Aside 

from the pain of our partings and the tears at bedtime, I knew she was 

happy. She was in loving hands, and I saw no other option but to trust 

my family with the chance to love my girl.

My grief over my lost time with her would eventually surface, 

mostly in jolts that caught me off  guard like hiccups. Th ere was the 

moment I gasped with a sob when I saw the entire pile of papers she 

had brought home from third grade that I had not been there to take 

out of her backpack each day. Our ritual at home had been to sit on the 

kitchen fl oor and go through her backpack as soon as she got off  the bus. 

More than a year of that was lost, and it is a habit we never returned 

to. Another time I was hit by a wave of nausea when a mother talked 

to me about an annual third-grade event in Middleville, and I realized 

I had no idea what she was talking about. We had missed an entire 

grade. It felt like a year had disappeared from my life. And I stifl ed a 

sob that came so hard it jabbed me the fi rst time she accidentally called 

me Grandma.
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During her relatively frequent weekend visits home through the 

winter and spring, I had clear indications of the challenges ahead in 

reuniting my children. At the start of each visit, the kids were happy to 

see each other, and they played for about two hours. Th en Lee would hit 

his maximum tolerance for stimulation, or Katie would want me all to 

herself. As a result, he would melt down in anger, and she would start 

whining. A sure trigger for a meltdown was when one child wanted me 

to do an activity that the other child didn’t want to do. Th ey would get 

upset that I couldn’t play with both of them. In those moments, I could 

see I would be raising two children who had each lived like only children 

and had become accustomed to an adult caregiver’s total focus.

Making it worse was a maturity spread wider than ever. After living 

around adults and playing with teenage cousins, Katie was very mature 

for eight. Lee was six but more like a four-year-old in nearly every way 

because of all the time he’d lost to his illness. Th en I added in the gender 

diff erences that had emerged now that Lee had the energy to live out his 

boyish nature. Another factor was a sense in both of my children that 

they needed me to make up for something they had lost. I had a deep, 

gloomy foreboding that I would have one more great challenge ahead 

in reuniting my family.

Lee’s temper was foreign to Katie, too. He was no longer the passive 

brother she could put in girly dress-up clothes. And when Lee got angry, 

he got really angry, really quickly. He got so angry that he tackled or 

hit her. For her part in this toxic mix, Katie could irritate Lee by being 

bossy. He was too fi ery to be bossed around any longer. When she saw 

that bossiness didn’t work, she fl ipped to being whiny with me. When 

that failed, she tried out helplessness. And that’s when Lee would lose 

his cool. During the fi rst four months of her visits home, she would 

curl up in a ball, helpless and defenseless, if Lee tried to tackle her or 

hit her. She would refuse to get up. Her impulse to defend herself was 

simply missing.

“Mom, he hurt me,” she sobbed, relying on me to be her complete 

savior. I was aghast that she didn’t make a single move to get away from 

the danger. It just didn’t occur to her to get off  the fl oor. She passively 
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stayed there where he easily could have kicked her or tackled her again if 

I hadn’t pulled him off  of her. My reaction still puzzles me. How could 

I be angry with her for acting so soft and helpless rather than with Lee, 

the aggressor? Clearly, my experiences with Lee had given me some 

harder edges. Deep down, I feared school bullies would gobble her up. 

She would be easy prey if she didn’t learn to stand up for herself.

“You don’t have to put up with that,” I said soon afterward when 

everyone was calm. “You have every right to defend yourself and get to 

safety. At least get off  the fl oor, so Lee can’t keep hurting you.”

It felt so strange to tell her that it was okay to stand up for herself 

and speak out in moments of self-defense, and I was confl icted. I was 

baffl  ed that she didn’t already know that. Yet she had never needed to 

defend herself—not ever. She had never needed to learn assertiveness. 

In a bout of parental naivety, I had envisioned an idyllic, peaceful home 

that was above force and physical aggression. Until Lee’s transplant, the 

only force we had talked about was if she was strong enough to break 

a window to escape fi re. I had hit the point that I could no longer be 

naïve about the need to learn self-protection. I had expected the lesson 

to come eventually through a bully on the school playground. I hadn’t 

expected the lesson to come through her brother. Now it was time for 

her to learn to use assertive language and posture to stop an aggressor 

just as it was time for her brother to learn self-control.

By the time Katie wrapped up third grade in June 2010 and moved 

home, Lee had been able for two months to go out in public without his 

mask and have friends over to play. Th e surge of overstimulation that 

came from an entire afternoon with family or friends still overwhelmed 

him. I could still plan on tantrums after every visitor. Also, I knew I 

needed to send the neighbor kids home immediately when Lee started 

to yell. A couple times, I was too late, and Lee tackled a neighbor boy 

with the agility of a defensive lineman. I knew that Katie’s constant 

presence when she moved home would create a temporary spike in this 

kind of aggression. I was right, but at least I was prepared for it. In what 

quiet time alone I had that spring, I worked myself through the massive 

mental transition from the patient and nurturing mother of a critically 

ill child to the assertive mother my healthy boy needed.
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In my preparation, I took to heart the strategies off ered by a local 

psychologist who performed a full evaluation of Lee that spring. I sought 

the evaluation because I was concerned about Lee’s developmental 

delays, short attention, aggression, and anxiety. I wanted some expert 

help with his behavior. Th e doctor indicated that delays like Lee’s are 

quite typical of children who have been ill for a long time, and families 

with chronically ill children usually do not have all the boundaries 

on good behavior that other families have because of circumstances. 

Parents of ill children come to tolerate more whining and demanding, 

for instance, because these children have real pain and discomfort. 

Th ese children are allowed to stop when they get tired rather than be 

pushed, because they get extremely tired and pushing them too hard can 

make them sicker. For my contribution to the lack of boundaries, I can 

honestly say I was delighted to see Lee with enough energy to misbehave 

early in his recovery. I watched it with gratitude, wonder, and a little 

smirk to think my boy had backbone and zip.

Th e doctor concluded there was nothing wrong with him other than 

developmental delays of two to three years. Th ese problems would go 

away with maturity, experience, and the development of self-control, the 

psychologist affi  rmed. Lee just needed time and someone to show him 

boundaries. Th e doctor said the fi rst step to achieving those boundaries 

was through time spent playing together and just connecting with him, 

not to teach or guide but just to play. Th is would build trust and ease his 

anxiety. Th e doctor’s guidance was a reminder of the profound lesson 

I had learned during my fi rst two years at home with my kids: playful 

connection could heal just about anything.

After the doctor’s assessment, I was hopeful, but this time it was 

harder for me to play than it had been before Lee’s transplant because I 

was wondering when the challenges would stop being so intense. His 

immature behavior and short attention span were driving me crazy. It 

was hard to relax with him, because his volume and lack of direction 

grated on my nerves. It was diffi  cult to play, because often I just wanted 

a break. I wanted to see progress. I wanted just one aspect of parenting 

him to feel like it was easy. When we did play, it was diffi  cult not to 

try to steer and guide his behavior by urging him to slow down or quiet 
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down. At the core of my struggle to be playful was fear that school 

might be misery for him if his behavior didn’t correct soon. I also needed 

time very soon to pay attention to my daughter.

When Katie came home for good in June 2010, we felt a bit like 

strangers, and Katie seemed lonely. I could tell Katie missed Grandma 

and Grandpa when she was quiet with me but chatty on the phone with 

them when they called. When we listed who she could invite over for 

a play date, we both drew a blank after just two names. She had simply 

lost connection with her friends in Middleville because she was gone for 

so long. Also, not far beneath the surface, my kids conveyed that they 

hated each other. Lee didn’t want to share me, and Katie felt entitled 

to me as a way to make up for her loss. She saw Lee as the primary 

obstacle to her wish.

Also, in just four months her helplessness had vanished. Now Katie 

was the child who could roar with anger. Once, she kicked a hole in her 

bedroom door during a tantrum. Once, she kicked Lee with strength 

I didn’t know she had. Now I was defending him from her out of fear 

she would seriously injure him. I had two angry, burning infernos for 

children. When there was a meltdown that summer, it was frequently in 

duplicate. Both kids totally lost it, and both were sent to their rooms or 

one was sent to the trampoline as a way to burn off  the emotion. Th ose 

were the days I would ask, “How much longer until school starts?”

Th at fi rst summer as a reunited family I got to practice a fake smile 

for the people who assumed incorrectly that my crisis was over now that 

I had my boy and my girl back together at home. It was easier—and it 

felt kinder—to let them believe in the happy ending than to tell them 

I had a potentially years’ long crisis in managing the eff ects of Lee’s 

prolonged ill health on his development and my family’s bonds.

I gritted my teeth and smiled as people said, “So what are you doing 

now that Lee is better?” I had to take some deep breaths so I would 

not snap, “I’m working my ass off  to make sure we are not miserable 

wretches.”
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I had to give myself time to feel my own anger that summer as 

I played the role of loving mother for myself. I whined and ranted 

inside. I did my best to send myself to a time-out to cool down when 

I was overheated. I did my best to breathe through the frustration that 

I couldn’t leave Lee with anyone without it causing major stress and 

anxiety in him. I had to breathe and remind myself that we had come 

so far. More freedom would come over months and years, just like his 

cure and his recovery. I advised myself to be patient and never stop being 

grateful, or I would lose sight of all we had gained.

I saw early that summer that my chances to take breaks would be 

greatly limited on the night I left the kids with a babysitter to attend 

a much-needed yoga class. When I got home, the teenage babysitter 

told me Lee had started shouting at the neighbor boy who had come 

over to play. When she intervened, he pulled back his arm as if he was 

going to punch her. I decided in an instant I would only get out for 

breaks after bedtime. Hurting his sister or me was one thing. Hurting 

a babysitter was a whole new level I wasn’t going to risk, and it wasn’t 

worth the stress on him. He became edgy with anxiety if I ever left 

him at home.

My fear melted to moderate concern over the ensuing weeks as we 

gained familiarity with one another and some clear, consistent behavior-

management strategies. In my most important step, I monitored Lee’s 

behavior nearly as closely as I tracked his diabetes. So if I heard Lee’s 

volume go up, I zoomed in to see what was going on. I made the 

expectations clear. Hurting one another was an instant time-out—even 

if I had to carry the child there. My kids saw that I was on the job all 

the time, just as I had been during Lee’s transplant. My kids saw there 

would be no fl uctuations in the rules because I wasn’t taking breaks. 

Katie and Lee saw that I was taking the behavior expectations seriously 

and they began to comply.

We got through the Fourth of July with only one meltdown and 

time-out. Th is gave me faith in my capability to steer us through this 

challenge just as we had made it through the others. As tired and as 

trapped as I felt, I started to trust myself more and accept the challenge. 

Besides, I wasn’t about to stop now, not in this fi nal chapter when it was 
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no longer life and death. It was just a matter of clear communication, 

kindhearted assertiveness, and plain old endurance. Happiness and 

good behavior were within reach—if Lee could behave at school, which 

was the next step.

That summer as my children and I eased back into the world, I saw that 

Lee’s transplant isolation had isolated me too, and I realized that I had 

benefi ted from it to a degree. Th e isolation had given me a break from 

the judgment and cultural pressures that I now clearly realized weighed 

on me on a regular basis. Inching back into more interaction with 

others, I was much more aware of judgment—or, at the very kindest, 

confusion—from others about single mothers and child rearing. I had 

heard plenty of judgment and even done it myself to other parents over 

the years, even though I knew next to nothing about their circumstances. 

Now I was the one with the out-of-control child.

Th e people who judge parents the fastest are other parents. It’s hard 

not to do it. Th ere is so much at stake for the children we are entrusted 

to raise. We all want the very best for kids, and we all hold beliefs about 

how children ought to be treated. Th e problem is that most of us don’t 

know how to talk about it.

Some parents feel they must correct other parents out of fear the 

children will go astray; they are like the fervent missionaries of old who 

once feared for others’ immortal souls. For the people who have this 

drive, I urge great caution. Th ere is a fi ne line between raising awareness 

of challenges and telling a parent you think she’s doing something 

wrong. It’s the diff erence between saying, “It sure is complicated to 

raise kids. You really have your hands full,” and saying, “My kids don’t 

get away with that.” Th e fi rst shows empathy and opens a door for the 

parent to speak safely and honestly. It off ers a chance for connection. 

It gives a struggling parent the one thing that is so desperately needed 

and so simple to give: a safe space to share her fears and doubts so she 

can face them. Th e second comment lays blame, puts the accused on 

the defensive, and closes doors to connection. Th e blaming messages 
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covertly say, “Hey, you just don’t have the backbone for this.” And that 

blame can sear the heart of a mother like me who already struggles with 

guilt and anxiety because she fears she could fail at a job that is so much 

more complicated than she ever imagined. Parenting is a full-time, gut-

wrenching job that gets advertised as a fun hobby. Sometimes parents 

like me feel really stupid for believing the advertisement. Sometimes 

parents like me just want to feel safe to say that.

What I really want is for the parenting judges to take the time to 

hear my story. Take the time to understand that I have spent hours 

reading about child development and parenting. For the most part, 

my parenting approach is made from conscious choices, but I do get 

tired and fall back on ineff ective stuff  too, because I am so very human. 

Most of all, I say walk in my shoes, and I will do my best to walk in 

yours. Hear my son’s volume go up when his glucose spikes and watch 

him turn into a sweet kid again when his blood sugar is back in normal 

range. Watch him suddenly get angry and then realize he could have 

low glucose. Watch him get fl ooded with stimulation to the point he 

can’t sit still and then realize you would too if your life had been quiet, 

controlled, and isolated for months just to make sure you would survive. 

Take a moment to feel small in a world fi lled with distractions and see 

if you can be quiet and focused.

If you do that, you will see that my son’s just a boy who has been 

through a lot. He is a boy who is sweet and exuberant when he feels 

good—and when he feels loved and accepted by everyone around him. 

He is a boy who is so full of life that it’s contagious, if those around 

him will let down their guard enough to feel it and let it seep into their 

hearts as I have. And my sometimes shy, sometimes whiny, sometimes 

anxious daughter—well, she’s just a girl who missed a year with her 

family. When given stability, her body grows, her mind fl ourishes, and 

her personality sparkles.

When my kids had meltdowns that fi rst summer as a reunited 

family, I made the choice that I was going to let them feel their emotions 

fully. I made that decision not because I am soft but because I know 

my kids are strong enough to face any emotion they might feel. We 

raise healthier, more resilient children when we teach them to be aware 
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of their emotions and then provide a safe place for them to explore 

those emotions. I’m not going to tell my kids not to feel. And I’m not 

going to use shame to tell them how I think they ought to feel. (“Oh, 

you shouldn’t feel that way,” or “Well, Katie, you are sounding a little 

selfi sh.”) I know why parents do it, why I have done it: we don’t want 

to feel those emotions ourselves, or we want our children to postpone 

those feelings until a more convenient time. It doesn’t work that way. 

Resistance and delay only make it worse.

I let my kids feel fear and anger honestly at a young age so that they 

will be very experienced in self-awareness and facing strong emotions 

without fear by the time they hit adulthood. In the long-run, it will 

make them honest, healthy, curious, vibrant adults. For if they can 

experience a meltdown now, they can see it is not the end of the world, 

and no emotion will scare them. In the future, they won’t be run by 

mismanaged emotions or the fear of feeling anything that arises. And 

they will be able to own up to their own mistakes. Already, my kids 

have mentioned meltdowns from the past and told me that they think 

they over-reacted. Th ey are learning how to assess themselves and grow 

in self-control.

Th is practice in emotional agility will be the diff erence between 

my daughter collapsing for hours when a teenage love snubs her, or 

just crying for twenty minutes and then saying, “Hey, Mom, he was a 

dope. Let’s go out for pizza.” It will be the diff erence between harboring 

resentments for years or honestly recognizing them in the moment so 

my kids can move on in peace. Th ey will see that there is no need for 

drama, which never meets the need inside to feel understood. It just 

feeds the pain.

In just a few months of work with my kids, I was seeing results. 

Th eir meltdowns became briefer and less intense. Once the emotions 

had settled, they moved quickly to using their minds to describe the 

problem and work on a solution. Th ey even started to just let go of 

things.

Th ere was a drawback to this strategy early on. It took a lot of 

time for two kids who had so many reasons to be angry. I suspected 

it resembled the teen diffi  culties some parents go through with their 
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children. It was diffi  cult for me to live around that anger, but given a 

little space to rip, the anger lost its hold on them and me. As a result, 

they were free because they had the chance to feel it and express it to 

an empathetic, nonjudgmental listener—or at least I tried valiantly, and 

when I couldn’t, their stuff ed toys would do. In the process, my kids 

have been learning to accept their situation rather than resist the things 

they cannot change. We even learned to laugh at ourselves again when 

the storms had passed.

My year of isolation and those fi rst months of reuniting my kids at 

home helped me solidify my parenting approach that was both assertive 

and empathetic. I had needed that isolation to expand my trust in myself 

as a parent and confi rm my observations how authoritarian strategies 

had been futile both with my son and with me when I was a kid.

I realized I hadn’t trusted myself as a parent at least partly because 

of cultural confusion over single mothers and petite women that can 

foster self-doubt in women like me. Many people don’t quite know 

how to take women like me seriously or support us in doing what is 

best for our families. It is diffi  cult for many people to see strength, 

assertiveness, or progressive thinking in women like me, because it takes 

them a long time to pierce their cultural stereotypes of women like me 

as helpless, vulnerable, and, dare I say, gullible for getting ourselves 

into these situations to begin with. I just don’t appear authoritative, and 

the authoritarian is the model I perceive people believe makes eff ective 

parents and leaders.

As a result, many people want to help with advice about how 

they would handle things rather than take the time to understand my 

situation and choices and trust that I am the one who is best prepared to 

make my decisions. Even in my own mind, it’s easier to imagine a petite 

blonde with out-of-control children than an average-sized man who has 

the advantage of stature and a deep voice to lay down the law with his 

kids. Despite the advances of human evolution, there is still the innate 

tendency to revert to size and volume as the icon for authority. Even 

when I volunteered in my daughter’s fourth-grade classroom, a few kids 

pushed it with me right away because they already had that mind-set. 

Seeing a world like this, I sometimes lose hope in my own belief that I 
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can succeed at the job when I have to work hard to be taken seriously. 

I lose hope that kindness and fairness will ever survive. Where is the 

current of grace at those times?

I await the day in human consciousness when the icon of unbreakable 

strength is compassion, composure, and self-love. We need to make 

room for this icon in our minds and in our homes. Our world depends 

on it. Haven’t we tried out the size-and-volume model long enough to 

see it only ends in confl ict? When will the healers and nurturers of the 

world be our heroes? When will the ironclad courage of loving mothers 

be as revered as the courage of warriors and not just be platitudes on 

Mother’s Day? When will we grasp that strength is not the same as 

toughness? When will we embrace the paradox that those who look 

the weakest indeed may be the strongest because they lead from the 

heart?

As I pondered the world I would be sending my boy into, I prayed 

that we had not saved his life for him to be miserable from the manmade 

diffi  culties and hardships that seem terribly unnecessary, like school 

bullies, competition, and peer pressure. I felt heartache that I live in a 

world that can value making kids tough so they don’t get chewed up. 

I think we have it backward. We ought to let our kids make us soft, 

so life is worth living. Yet, I must navigate through a world that I fear 

sometimes views noncoercive strategies as “weak.” At times, I wished 

to have my family’s isolation back.

My closest allies have been my kids’ teachers and my son’s best 

doctors, because they have been required to consciously choose 

and implement noncoercive strategies as part of their training and 

employment. Th ey regard each child as an individual who is worth 

their time and attention simply by being alive. Th ey do not cover the 

child with their own perceptions of how they think the child should 

be. Th e results are amazing: cooperative, happy children who work hard 

and care about others. And the teachers who are the cream of the crop 

understand children’s developmental stages and accept children for what 

they are—and what they are not. Th ey know that children and teens 

are not miniature adults who have to be shaped into competitive people 

because their open, inquisitive, and scattered nature isn’t good enough. 
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Instead, they accept the stages and face the child’s individual challenges 

with optimism, a smile, and a good toolbox of strategies.

Th e wisest teachers and parents know our kids are telling us many 

things we adults need to listen to. If my kids could boil it down, they 

would say this: Slow down, Mom. Give me the time I need to learn 

new things because important stuff —like learning to tie shoes—can’t 

be rushed. Celebrate with me. Play and connect with me out of genuine 

interest and put the smartphone down. Th at’s how you will get me to 

listen. Let me know how much I mean to you. See the best in me and 

tell me when I delight you. It won’t spoil me. It will just bring out more 

of the best in me. Leave time for awe and wonder. Look me in the eye 

when you talk. Let me ask for help regularly without shame. Tell me the 

truth. Remind me that there’s enough for everyone, so there’s no need 

to worry or compete. And let me feel my feelings—even if it makes us 

late. Let me be afraid sometimes and let me trust that you will hear me, 

hold me, and not try to talk me out of it.

My parenting style is infl uenced by the teachings of Becky Bailey, 

whose model for parenting is assertive and sets clear expectations. Th e 

highest expectations, however, are for parents to model self-control and 

self-awareness so kids learn it too. When I became aware of Bailey’s 

work, I was feeling worn down and a bit negative. Her writing reminded 

me to see the best in my kids. She reminded me that my children don’t 

drive me crazy because they enjoy it, and they wouldn’t do irritating 

things if they knew a better way. Th is reminded me to view Lee’s 

struggles as the reasonable response any child would have if he had Lee’s 

experiences. Bailey’s writing gave me the validation I needed to carry 

on. As further incentive, I began to feel a sense of accomplishment when 

my kids stopped spinning out in their negative emotions and shifted 

into using their own brains to impose their own self-control. I have seen 

my son gain the power to feel, then think, and then choose his actions 

rather than simply react mindlessly or emotionally or rely on an outside 

authority to dictate his actions for him.

Struggles with developmental stages and behavior are a part of 

raising kids. I empathize with the parent who is capable but needs some 

help from one kind listener with one kind word of encouragement. 
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We all have our limits; when we have hit those limits, being battered 

by challenges for which we are unprepared can kill the spirit. For the 

parents who haven’t found solutions, who is there for them as their 

relationships, work lives, and fi nances take a beating because they 

must put their best energy into meeting challenges at home? Who is 

defending them when people idly speculate about what’s wrong with 

them and their kids rather than viewing them as capable people who 

are in tough situations? By this point in Lee’s recovery, my limits had 

been pushed so far that I could conceive how a parent could walk 

out—or possibly remain there in body but totally check out mentally. I 

remembered the time I gave up and walked out on my career. I wasn’t 

going to give up like that again. Th is time, I was standing my ground. 

“Th is too shall pass,” I said often to remind myself that the challenges 

would not last forever.

We made it through the summer. We relied heavily on a dear 

friend’s immaculate pool for escape, and I savored the sweet, simple 

moments of Lee experiencing things for the fi rst time post-transplant, 

like swimming in the deep end of a pool without me and jumping into 

the water instead of into my arms. He had never been that bold before. 

We also took two glorious day trips to Lake Michigan where we got to 

bob in the waves, make sand castles, and eat hot dogs and ice cream. He 

got his fi rst haircut. I got misty eyed, as if it was his fi rst haircut ever. I 

saved some of the blond curls.

It was a lonely summer for Katie. When Lee spun out, she often 

slid off  to her room to read or escape in her imagination. She no longer 

had a string of extended family members passing through to break up 

the days. It hurt her that several kids didn’t remember her when she 

returned to school in Middleville. To make things more confusing, I 

think she missed the mother I had been before Lee’s transplant: more 

permissive, more playful, less assertive, more accepting of whining and 

less demanding that the toys must be picked up. At times we were an 

awkward matchup of a softer, lonelier girl with an edgier mother and 

a fi ery brother.

For months, Katie would tearfully insist that I loved Lee the most 

and that I didn’t love her at all.
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“Really? Tell me more,” I responded.

Th e memory still knocks the wind out of me. Not love her? Oh, my. 

If only she knew that I had her brother because I didn’t want her to grow 

up alone. If only she knew that becoming a mother, her mother, had 

opened my heart to love and dedication I did not know was possible. If 

only she knew how I catch my breath daily at the sight of her dimples 

and the sound of her voice. If only she knew how I melt into her warm 

brown eyes, how my tummy fl ips when she laughs.

“Dear child,” I wish to say but can’t because of the lump in my 

throat, “when it appears I am standing there doing nothing, I am 

admiring you.”



Chapter 11

AWKWARD FIRST STEPS 
INTO THE WORLD

Lee meets his very own superhero, Beba.

As summer 2010 waned and Lee’s fi rst day of kindergarten 

approached, I dreamed about the sunny September morning when 

Katie and Lee would put on new shorts, and Lee would slip on his 

Ironman backpack. Th eir hair would be smooth, and every crumb of 

breakfast would be wiped from their faces. Th ey would be happy with 

full tummies and a good night of rest. We would pause on the front 

porch on our way to the bus stop.

“Put your arms around each other and smile, kids,” I would say.

Click: there it would be, frozen in time—an image from the day my 

boy started school a year late and my daughter was back in her home 

Lee me ts his 
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school district. I was giddy with the thought that I would experience a 

typical motherhood moment at last. I was dying to post it on Facebook 

as proof to the world that we were fi nally normal.

Silly me, falling for an illusion again. Th is time the illusion was that 

we had been through enough and my kids would experience childhood 

without any struggles for a change. I was again dreaming that I would 

be happy because things would go the way I thought they ought to go.

I still needed to apply the lessons I had learned throughout our 

journey and scribbled down on paper along the way:

Don’t cling to happiness based on expectations of how • 

you think things ought to go, or you will be disappointed. 

Instead, look for the ways your dreams are coming true 

in real, tangible ways, and you will be surprised to fi nd 

progress even amid major setbacks.

If it appears there is no progress, consider that it just isn’t • 

happening on your schedule. Take the long view.

Focusing on your frustration will only mean you miss the • 

surprises that could be even richer and more meaningful 

than what you hoped for.

School won’t make the challenges for Lee and other kids • 

like him easier. On the contrary, it will make his struggles 

publicly visible, and there is no way to avoid it. At its worst, 

school will not be a safe haven for him. At its best, his 

struggles will pull people together and remind them that 

every child deserves the necessary care to thrive.

Here’s the way Lee’s kindergarten year really started: Lee’s platelets 

dropped dangerously low in the days before school began because of a 

resurgence of the autoantibodies he had developed nine months earlier. 

Th e day before the start of kindergarten, he was admitted to Helen 

Devos Children’s Hospital, and he received a chemotherapy treatment 

of Rituxan to knock out the autoantibodies. So instead of waking up in 

his Spiderman bed at home for the fi rst day of school, Lee woke up in 

the hospital, and he was discharged to arrive at school just after lunch. 

He was pale and tired. He looked glum, and he slumped as we walked 

from the car to the school door; he was uncooperative when I asked him 
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to pause in front of the school sign for a picture, but he did it—with a 

long face. Th ere he stood, alone after missing the excitement of the bus 

ride and the fi rst-morning festivity at the school entrance. I dressed him 

in fl ip fl ops so he couldn’t run fast enough or climb high enough for any 

major bruising if he fell. He would sit out gym.

After I walked him to his classroom and saw him settle into his 

seat, he brightened with happiness. I paused to savor the sight. Th en I 

laughed at myself. It didn’t really matter that the fi rst day hadn’t been 

picture-perfect. All that really mattered was that he was taking his 

place in his chair in his classroom. He was taking his place in the world. 

His platelets roared back so quickly that the remaining three Rituxan 

treatments were cancelled, and he was allowed to resume full activity.

Th e fi rst day was symbolic of the way kindergarten went. Lee was in 

kindergarten, but it wasn’t smooth or ideal. It wasn’t a storybook ending 

to our tale. Lee felt misplaced. He felt too old for the “baby” stuff . I 

couldn’t dispute that he was more experienced with adults and more 

articulate than his fi ve-year-old peers. But academically and physically, 

it was the perfect place for him.

He still was learning his ABCs and phonics at six and a half. He still 

lagged in the fi ne motor skills to write legibly—or even enjoy picking up 

a pencil or crayons. Although he was with many children who were at 

least a year younger, he was the same size as them. His attention span 

was actually shorter because of immaturity and the distractibility that 

occurs with fl uctuations in blood glucose.

Still, he looked at the fi rst graders in his building and told me he 

really ought to be in fi rst grade. When his birthday arrived, some of 

his classmates showed surprise that he was turning seven. He was the 

oldest in his class. Th is made him self-conscious, and he expected more 

of himself even though there were two other boys who were nearly as 

old as he was, and they were much bigger than he was. He became very 

frustrated when he didn’t meet his own expectations. He was hard on 

himself when the other kids could fl y through worksheets that he had 

to work at. He cried late that winter when he told me he hated gym 

because he was the slowest runner in his class. It was tough for me to 

see him dismiss the joys of kindergarten because of an expectation that 
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was stuck in his head—just as my own expectation of fi rst-day pictures 

had created frustration for me.

“Oh, baby,” I said as I got down on the fl oor with him that day after 

gym. “You are in the place you need to be, because you felt too lousy for 

too long. You lost a year or more by being sick, and I am so sorry. But, 

look at it this way: it is amazing that you are in kindergarten at all.”

He looked up at me, and he nodded his head that he understood. 

From that point forward, he was more willing to enjoy school and accept 

that he was a kindergartner.

For most of that school year, Lee was an anxious child. His anxiety 

caused meltdowns. Th ere were meltdowns when he woke with a stuff y 

nose, because it frustrated him greatly.

“Stupid nose! I can’t breathe,” he screamed, stamping his feet.

Other days it was the shoes. He would put them on and kick them 

off  because something he couldn’t fi nd a word for irritated his feet. And 

no matter what pair of shoes we tried, they were too tight or too loose or 

just not right. So he kicked them off . I would put them on him again. 

He would kick them off  and hurl himself to the fl oor kicking, crying, 

and calling me an idiot. Th en he realized the other kids would see he 

had been crying, and he would cry about that. Still, when it came right 

down to it, he wanted to go to school each day no matter how boring he 

said it was. He would snap out of his tantrum if I said, “We are leaving 

for the bus now. You can wear shoes, or you can go barefoot.” Th en I 

would open the door. He would scramble into his shoes, and we would 

scurry to the bus stop hand-in-hand.

Lee’s anxiety contributed to impulsive and sometimes defi ant 

behavior. At school it showed up through inattention, the wiggles, 

and feigned boredom. Several times he did not complete his work, 

saying, “Th is is boring.” I was aghast when the school social worker saw 

clear indications of attention-defi cit/hyperactive behavior. Was I quite 

possibly the mother of a child the teachers were happy to send back 

home at the end of the day? Oh, dear.

Fatigue was one source of the problem. Lee was tired because he 

wasn’t able to fall asleep until nine o’clock, then ten o’clock, and then 

later to the point that one night just before Christmas vacation he was 
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up until midnight on a school night. Th e most vexing part of it was that 

he would not stay in his room. He simply had to fi nd me and stick right 

by me when he couldn’t sleep. Whereas I could stand strong through 

a bone marrow transplant and months of isolation, I had met my limit 

of endurance when it came to an overly excitable boy who followed me 

like a shadow and wouldn’t sleep.

By the end of Christmas vacation, I asked the doctor for a sleep 

aid for him. Lee began a very low dose of clonidine, a blood-pressure 

medication that is also used for sleep problems and attention-defi cits in 

children. Suddenly, he was drifting to sleep peacefully on the smallest 

dose. It was fantastic. I could tuck him in bed just before eight o’clock 

at night, and he would fall asleep before I had read one story. Th en I 

was free to enjoy a few minutes alone with my daughter and an hour to 

myself before I went to bed. Th e breathing room was refreshing. And 

my to-do list stopped becoming hopelessly longer.

Th at winter, we ever so gradually worked up to the maintenance 

dose of the sleep aid until we hit a snag: the medication was raising his 

glucose. It took about four weeks to fi nd the insulin dose that would 

counteract the high but not send him too low to be safe. Under the 

doctor’s guidance, I also briefl y attempted using the medication in the 

morning to improve his attention and attitude at school, but it left him 

droopy and slow, so I stopped after just a few days.

Th e glucose problems with the clonidine would have been much 

easier to correct if Lee had not also developed problems with his insulin 

pump. I learned over the course of that winter and early spring that the 

insulin pump, while great for many patients, did not work well for Lee. 

By late April, I begrudgingly conceded that our experience was counter 

to studies that supported the long-term benefi t of insulin pumps.

His problems were threefold. First, he was self-conscious about 

wearing the device and the pump pouch around his tummy. It made 

him feel diff erent than the others kids at a time when it was extremely 

important to him to just blend in. Second, his skin couldn’t tolerate the 

adhesives that held the tubing to his body, so the tubing came off  in as 

little as a day instead of the three days it can be worn. Sometimes he 

scratched it off  in his sleep and went without insulin for an unknown 
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number of hours. Th is led to bedwetting that he felt terribly ashamed 

about even though I told him it was not his fault. It was just his body’s 

way of fl ushing out extra sugar. Last, the insertion of the tubing that 

connected the pump to his body only created more anxiety in my already 

anxious child. He gradually became so anxious that in our last several 

weeks, he ran in terror when it was time to change the tubing, because it 

involved a needle poke to get the tip under the skin. It hurt. Th e anxiety 

alone caused a spike in his glucose. So that spring, we went back to 

drawing up insulin fi rst in tiny syringes and then in an insulin pen. As 

a family, we were much less stressed without the pump, and his glucose 

patterns improved dramatically.

With the insulin pump stowed in a drawer, our lives fi nally felt 

like they were going smoothly by May 2011, which was nearly two 

years after his transplant. As a family, it was a huge relief for Lee to 

fall asleep easily. He willingly put out his tongue to get his medicine, 

because it felt good to him to go to sleep with no struggle. Once the 

blood glucose was under control, his attention, behavior, and enjoyment 

of school improved. At home, he made great improvement in his self-

control—the tantrums that had occurred nearly every morning when 

it was time to put on his shoes became rare. Th ey only fl ared up with 

major things that excited him, like spring vacation, Easter, track-and-

fi eld day, his fi rst baseball game, and summer vacation.

“You aren’t having tantrums at bus time anymore,” I said one 

morning in late April as we put on his shoes. “Doesn’t that feel nice?”

His mouth dropped open slightly with the realization that tantrums 

didn’t have to be a part of his life. He understood, and he nodded 

his head. From that point forward, too, time-outs became almost 

nonexistent, and when they did occur, he usually put himself in time-

out on his own by simply walking to his bedroom when he sensed he 

needed to regain his composure. Th e seeds of confi dence and pride 

sprouted in my boy. And the progress validated my belief never to give 

up on him. I knew him better than anyone, so I knew all the goodness 

inside him waiting to come out of hiding, if only his body, time, and 

circumstances would cooperate. I concluded that people in general 

would treat children with more acceptance and patience if they realized 
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that all kids really do have that goodness inside them. We help our kids 

when we believe in them and give them the health and nurture that 

allows their pride to grow.

We benefi ted from ongoing counseling and vision therapy that, 

like nursing, showed me how some very basic habits can bring about 

important results. So, I put up behavior charts and kept a bag of quarters 

for rewards, because Lee was fi nally in a normal childhood situation 

where those widely accepted strategies would work. Enough quarters led 

to a trip to the store for small Lego kits. Lee was starting to get it.

When I stepped back to view the big picture, I saw my son was 

alive and in school. He was growing and maturing. Th e illness that 

had threatened his life was at bay thanks to a successful transplant. Th e 

complications from transplant were subsiding. And he was experiencing 

more happiness and peace. We had so much to be grateful for, but at 

times I just wanted to wish away the one bitter twist. Diabetes—the 

illness we still had to live with—had slipped to the forefront as my 

family’s greatest challenge that year.

Th e challenge was evident before school even began as I started 

from scratch with a principal, teacher, and aide who had no experience 

and very little knowledge about diabetes until they met Lee. During 

our fi rst meeting, I saw the principal grow pale as he sensed the amount 

of time, skill, and risk involved in diabetes management—and it was 

happening in a period of steep fi nancial cutbacks that meant staffi  ng was 

at a bare minimum in my stable but far-from-affl  uent school district. I 

realized during that meeting my son might be seen as a problem to be 

feared rather than a reason to celebrate that he was there at all.

Th is isn’t what we risked everything for, I thought.

As I met with the staff , I could see the fear and true perplexity over 

how they were going to plug Lee into their school program and tight 

schedule. Th ese were smart, mature people who could quickly grasp the 

risks and complications. Th ey were just like I was when I learned that 

Lee was diabetic. I could view their fear with understanding, because 
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I had once confronted those very same challenges. It is sobering for 

people to realize that diabetic children need insulin every time they eat, 

and they need to be monitored all the time for changes. School staff  had 

to put themselves in my shoes, and they didn’t like what they saw.

“So someone needs to check his glucose every day before lunch 

and at snack and give him insulin?” the principal asked before raising 

his eyebrows and mouthing a “wow.” Diabetes management isn’t as 

simple as giving a child a pill at lunchtime and the job is done. On top 

of the constant monitoring for visible signs the glucose is off -target, 

a diabetic’s insulin doses are not the same every time. Insulin doses 

must be calculated based on his glucose reading, the time of his last 

dose, the carbohydrates in his food, and his activity level. Raising Lee 

challenged me to be a much more engaged, alert mother than I would 

have been without him, and now he was creating the same challenge 

for these educators to be even more engaged and alert than they already 

were. I say that not as a criticism but from experience. I thought I was 

an engaged, aware mother until diabetes showed me I could raise my 

awareness to a much higher level.

It was emotional for me to be around the school staff  as they gradually 

comprehended life with diabetes. It was painful to be reminded of the 

way I had to slow down and change my lifestyle forever to care for my 

child. In the same way, they realized that they needed to slow down 

and take note of Lee from the moment he walked in the door to the 

moment he walked out, and it wasn’t always going to be easy to do that 

with twenty-four children in each classroom. It is not easy, particularly 

where a child’s ability to fl oat through the system is valued as the easiest 

thing for everybody. Instead, my child’s safety required the system to 

give a little bit in its routine. A child like my son put them face-to-face 

with their deepest, most abiding professional commitment: to educate 

and make a safe place for every child.

His teachers would have to be very mindful of his health, just as 

my family had to adapt, like the times we had to put everything on 

hold at times to check Lee. It was not acceptable to just give him Teddy 

Grahams and send him on his way at snack time. No, snack time for Lee 

involved checking his glucose, counting out the Teddy Grahams to get 
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the exact serving size, observing him to make sure he ate the serving 

size, and giving him a shot. At lunch, the aid had to pay attention to 

how much he ate. Before every test, the teacher had to pause to observe 

if Lee looked well enough to concentrate. If he was pale, spacy, or 

wiggly, the teacher had to be mindful that his glucose could be a factor 

and ask the aid to check it.

It was painful to show school staff , near strangers, the intimate 

routine of diabetes care that sets the pace for my days. I could only guess, 

but the looks on their faces seemed to say, “My goodness, this is what 

you have to do every day?”

In addition, they would have to add awareness of diabetes when they 

were managing unacceptable behavior by fi rst determining if abnormal 

glucose was the cause of incomplete work or a short temper. It never 

fails to make me humble when I consider that something as simple as 

a blood glucose level can alter a person’s behavior greatly, but it can. 

Children like my son remind us that kids often don’t give their best 

simply because something beyond their control is throwing them off . 

It was the same way I had to learn to regard him when he misbehaves. 

For when I put him in time-out, I also check his glucose. Diabetes is 

always there, especially in the stressful moments.

Th e remarkable thing about a diabetic child is that he pushes 

adult caregivers to embrace a very healthy underlying assumption: one 

must assume that the child would act appropriately and successfully if 

he felt good. Th at core assumption is powerful. It is one that every child 

deserves in every school and in every home. Th at is the life-changing 

lesson that diabetes taught me. If I extend that idea to adults, it can also 

help me deal with cranky or self-serving people a bit more calmly.

Fortunately, full-time assistants in kindergarten classrooms had 

been spared from the budget ax in our school district, so the assistant 

for Lee’s teacher was given the task of managing Lee’s diabetic care for 

the two to three days he was in school each week. Over the following 

months, Lee and the aid developed a routine and a fair amount of trust 

in each other. With time, concerns over the risks of Lee’s condition 

lifted and staff  saw him as just a sweet little boy.

I volunteered in the classroom one morning a week to keep an eye 
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on things, and I loved the chance to see Lee among his peers. While 

volunteering allowed me to see his struggles very clearly, it also made 

his struggles a little easier to accept because it gave me the chance to be 

around kids who weren’t struggling and who knew very, very little about 

physical pain and illness. Being around them helped me feel whole and 

hopeful. Being around them helped me recover a tiny bit of the normal 

things I had missed with Lee.

In contrast to Lee’s frustrations with school, he seized the chance to 

shine the weekend it really mattered. It all began when I answered a 

call from a New York City area code, even though I didn’t recognize the 

number and I was shopping for rain boots for my daughter at Walmart 

that morning in early October 2010. Th e male caller had an accent, 

and it was diffi  cult to hear him in the noisy store. I gave him as little 

attention as I would give to a telemarketer. I couldn’t understand the 

name of the organization he said he worked for, but I caught that it had 

something to do with bone marrow donors.

He said he understood that my son had received a bone marrow 

transplant.

“Yes,” I said cautiously, wondering if this was a scam.

He said his organization knew who my son’s donor was.

“Yes,” I said slowly, even more suspicious this was a scam.

He asked if we would like to go to Puerto Rico in fi ve weeks to 

meet her at a fund-raising event. Th e only condition was that I was not 

to attempt to contact her.

“Sir,” I said, laughing, “I just got my son through a transplant. I’m 

broke.”

“No, no, ma’am, you misunderstand,” he replied. “We will fl y you 

to Puerto Rico and pay for three nights at the resort where the event 

will be held.”

“Oh,” I said, fi nally snapping to belief. “Of course we’ll go.”

By this time, I knew the name of Lee’s donor and I had already 

attempted to contact her with no success. Privacy rules allow donors 
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and recipients to exchange names and contact information one year after 

transplant if both parties give consent, and both of us had. As a result, 

I had learned that her name was Jessmary, and she lived in Arecibo, 

Puerto Rico. Her name, address, e-mail, and telephone number were 

handwritten on the form I received, and I was surprised at the emotion 

that welled in me at seeing her handwriting, the fi rst proof that she was 

real. She was no longer our secret superhero. She had a name. I typed 

her name into a Facebook search. Sure enough, there was one woman by 

exactly the same name. I got to see one small portrait of a young woman 

with big brown eyes, caramel-colored skin, and straight black hair.

I do not speak Spanish, so I decided not to call her out of concern 

there would be a language barrier. I opted to begin with a brief e-mail 

and six pictures. If she responded, I would send more.

“Dear Jessmary,” I wrote. “I have thought and thought about what 

to say to you since I received your phone number and e-mail from 

the National Bone Marrow Registry. I keep getting stuck on the fi rst 

sentence: Th ank you for your role in saving my son’s life.”

Th e fact that she hadn’t replied in nearly two months was 

disappointing. But now I knew why. Th e donor organization had gotten 

to her fi rst. She couldn’t contact me or she would miss out on the chance 

to meet us at this event.

Th e organization fl ying us to Puerto Rico was the Icla da Silva 

Foundation, started in 1992 by the family of a thirteen-year-old Brazilian 

girl who died of leukemia because she did not get a match. Th e man 

who called me was Airam da Silva, the president of the foundation 

and brother of the foundation’s namesake. Th e foundation is the single 

largest independent recruiter for the National Marrow Donor Program, 

signing thirty-eight thousand prospective donors a year. Th e group 

focuses on growing the number of minority donors, because minorities 

are much less likely than Caucasians to fi nd a suitable match in time.

Jessmary, who also goes by Beba, joined the registry during an Icla 

da Silva registration drive to help a sick Puerto Rican boy. Jessmary was 

not a match for that boy, but three years later she was a close enough 

match for Lee, my always-pale little blond of mixed-European descent. 

When Jessmary was told she was a match, she immediately agreed to 
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donate to my son. At the time, she knew only that her match was a 

fi ve-year-old boy with a very rare illness.

Th e night we met her, Lee wore black pants, a white button-down 

shirt, and a tie for the fi rst time. He looked like a perfect little man, 

and he acted like one too. Katie was wide-eyed and nearly speechless 

with excitement. Holding hands, Lee, Katie, and I entered the banquet 

room and walked to the stage when we were told to.

Waiting for us was the same woman I had seen in the Facebook 

picture. She bent low to embrace Lee. Th en she embraced me, and we 

hung onto one another tightly for several seconds. Th e applause went 

on and on. Words were unnecessary, and the English-Spanish language 

barrier did not matter. I had a new sister. Lee had a second mommy. 

Behind us, a slideshow played of pictures of a bald, bloated Lee taken 

during his transplant, so the audience could see the contrast with the 

vibrant boy with a headful of hair who stood before them. It added to 

the drama of the moment and the beauty of Jessmary’s gift.

Th at weekend, we spent several hours with a videographer who was 

making a promotional video for the foundation. She took footage of 

Lee splashing in the resort pools and getting dressed for the big night. 

I was fi nally getting my chance to share our story with the world, and I 

was ready. When she asked me what I would say to prospective donors, 

I replied: “When you look back on your life, donating bone marrow 

would be a crowning achievement, right up there with raising your 

children or succeeding in a career.”

Th e question should not be “Why donate?” Th e question should be 

“Why not?”

Angels are all around us: the Brazilian man who works in his sister’s 

honor to save lives; the young Puerto Rican woman who gave a gift to 

a stranger because it was the right thing to do; and the little boy who 

lit up the room when he met the second woman to give him life. We all 

have it in us, as surely as we breathe.

I wish I could have taken Jessmary home with us to witness the 

achievements only Katie and I were able to see during the rest of Lee’s 

kindergarten year. Lee puff ed up his chest in pride that he was never 

sent to the principal’s offi  ce for misbehaving. He never tackled, punched, 
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or argued with another child at school—with the exception of the time 

he used words to stand up to a fi fth grader who was bullying his friend 

on the bus.

By the end of kindergarten, he was wiggly, but his attention was 

improving thanks to time, good sleep, and vision therapy. He was 

working at grade level, and he was fi nally completing his homework with 

little resistance. He played well with friends. His classmates seemed to 

like him once he stopped complaining about the “stupid” and “boring” 

work. And his teachers loved him too, because they were able to see 

him for the funny, charming boy I never gave up on. Th ey were fi nally 

seeing my son. I was too, and this time I was counting on getting to see 

him as a healthy boy for many, many years.

Lee was happy most of the time, and he had a huge secret he was 

keeping from me. He had been leaving hints—like looking at books 

silently for a long time and then hiding them when I noticed. So I 

didn’t say anything for two days after he read a billboard aloud when 

we drove past it.

“Mom, you get too excited and treat me like a baby when I do new 

stuff ,” he said to explain his secrecy. After he got that off  his chest, he 

started reading aloud fl uently, no longer trying to hide it. I used my yoga 

breathing so I wouldn’t cry and embarrass him. I closed my eyes and 

savored the sound each time he read aloud for months.

Also that spring, he got on his Spiderman bike and began riding 

up and down the driveway without training wheels. My boy had hit 

another major childhood landmark without a struggle. He just went 

outside, strapped on his helmet, and did it. Six months earlier, crippling 

anxiety would have left him fuming because the helmet felt funny. Now 

he was free to have milestones just happen.

Th e next day, we rode around our neighborhood together.

“Lee, this is one reason I became a mom,” I said. “So I could go for 

bike rides with you.”
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Chapter 12

AN END AND A BEGINNING

Lee was the smallest child on his fl ag 

football team, but he loved playing.

It is mid-November 2011. I am driving, and the kids are in the backseat. 

Lee is already talking about his eighth birthday, still two months away. 

I spot a chance to explain to Lee that a birthday marks the end of one 

year and the start of a new year.

“A baby completes his fi rst year when he turns one,” I said. “Th e 

baby’s fi rst birthday is really the fi rst day of that baby’s second year.”

I wasn’t sure he understood it, but I went ahead.

“So, Lee, you are seven, but you are living your eighth year,” I said. 

“When you turn eight in two months, you will start your ninth year 

of living.”

It was startling to say it. Th e ninth year? Really? Th e number seemed 
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much too big for this fi fty-two-pound boy who was still soaking up the 

sweet delights of fi rst grade, like reading Junie B. Jones books, tying his 

shoes, and struggling to blow bubbles with gum. He was still my little 

boy. But this will pass. Th e chapter of my life that seemed unending 

will draw to a close. He really won’t be a baby forever. Th e hardship 

that began while I was pregnant with Lee is passing to a new phase. At 

last I can thoroughly enjoy this boy and experience periods of ease in 

raising him and Katie. It is my job to learn the lessons of the past eight 

years well, let go of the pain, and live fully in the present as the wiser, 

more compassionate woman my life made me to be.

For all the struggles, I would not trade my life for any other. I regard 

the more than half million dollars in lost pay and benefi ts since I walked 

away from my career as a small price to pay for the rich experience I 

gained. And the motherhood I began with ambivalence now shapes 

everything. I see my role in the world as providing safe spaces for people 

to fl ourish, whether they are my children, clients in a new vocation, or 

me. I have learned that care of my body and mind are essential; my 

body is wise and tells me when I hurt—if I am aware enough to listen. 

I learned that the convictions I once clung to made me a hardened, 

miserable slave to the ideas in my head; in place of these convictions, 

I have learned to value tenderness and awareness and simply being 

alive. I have learned that honest awareness of what’s really occurring in 

my life and taking action from a point of love and protection leads to 

happiness far deeper and more sustainable than I had imagined. And 

from this point of love, I accept our lives and catch glimpses of our 

dreams unfolding beautifully. Th ose dreams I felt when Lee was born 

are real—if not in exact form, at least in essence. He opened up my heart 

to hope and goodness.

As I walk to the bus stop each morning with my kids, I marvel that 

Lee is in fi rst grade. Is he really the same boy who had tubes dangling 

from his nose and chest? Is this silly seven-year-old the same child who 

languished through his toddler and preschool years? And the beautiful, 

expressive girl who gets on the bus with him, this fi fth grader who 

stands up to my eyes—is she really the same daughter who bravely lived 

away from me for fi fteen months and returned to me hurting?
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Sending Lee to fi rst grade was a day I consciously worked toward 

for three years. We upended our lives and seized the opportunity despite 

the daunting risk, and we did it all so that my boy could get on a bus 

and go to school like any “normal” kid. A normal life—yes, that is my 

dream now.

My arms felt empty, and my house was quiet with them gone. I 

sobbed after the bus pulled away from the bus stop on the fi rst day—and 

the second day. A lump still rises in my throat each morning as I watch 

them take their seats, and I watch the bus roll away. Twisted as it may 

sound, I was grateful for Lee’s diabetes so I had an excuse to go to school 

at snack times and lunch during the fi rst two weeks while his new aid 

was in training. I just had to see him, this boy who had been with me 

all of the last three years. Even now, it is a quiet, lonely day if I don’t 

get a call from his aid and get the chance to ask, “How is he doing?” 

I didn’t begin parenthood intending to cling this closely to my kids. 

Medical necessity forced me to, and the changes in my heart compel 

me to continue.

Th e remnants of his bone marrow transplant are slipping away. I 

packed away the pajamas he wore. Th ey are too short. I packed away 

the tennis shoes he wore the day he was discharged from the transplant 

unit. His feet are two sizes bigger. I gave away the top-of-the-line Eddie 

Bauer stroller I acquired just before Lee and I moved to Cincinnati 

for his transplant in March 2009 to carry my fi ve-year-old down long 

hospital corridors because he lacked the energy to walk. I got that 

stroller to be prepared if the worst happened, leaving him permanently 

disabled and needing a stroller until eight, nine, and beyond. But it 

was worth the risk for the chance that he would wiggle and push with 

three other boys his age in a small town in Michigan while they wait 

for Bus 10.

At its essence, my story is a series of misjudgments that created 

the defi ning struggles and opportunities of my life; it is the story of 

the way I found my answer to the competing yearnings of thousands 

of parents when we must choose between work and children, marriage 

and divorce, sacrifi ce and self-love, action and rest, going with the fl ow 

or getting off  at the bank to protest.
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I call this journey my accidental chance at greatness. By greatness, I 

do not mean fame or wealth. Th at is so far from it. What I mean is our 

most humble moments are our greatest. Our most mundane acts, when 

done with a commitment to caring for another, can lead to the amazing 

masterpieces of fulfi lling lives and healthy children. It is the same way a 

multitude of brushstrokes in a master painter’s hand lead to breathtaking 

works of art. For me, letting go of the way I thought my life ought to 

be opened a pathway to rebirth and renewal in ways I never imagined. 

I learned that my deepest, most genuine desires would be fulfi lled as 

long as I was open to the fact that fulfi llment might look much diff erent 

than I expected. I also learned that change does not come at the speed 

I think it ought to. I used to think the speed of change was determined 

by how hard I worked at it. In many instances, change comes in its own 

time and its own way, and it often comes so gradually that it would be 

easy to miss. In this case, it came so gradually that eight years went by, 

but I can see my dream coming true: I am happy, and I accept my life. 

I have two happy, healthy kids who are thriving in a safe, loving home. 

Th is is noble. Th is is success that is mature and borne out of experience 

rather than ideals.

Th e tenderness and hope of our story is balanced by the warning my 

life off ers. My tale is a story of lost naivety: I learned that I could sustain 

a string of staggering losses in a short period of time to the point that 

I wondered what was going to fall apart next. It was humbling to learn 

that no one is immune from the prospect of devastating loss. My story 

is a cautionary tale for those who might think otherwise. Also, mine 

is a cautionary tale for those who might not think through the impact 

that children can have on one’s life and one’s heart. Pay heed. Children 

can bring you to your knees. Do not enter the act of parenting with the 

illusion that it will be easy. Families like mine exist to shake people 

from the false comfort of wishful thinking and illusions that somehow 

illness and mortality only happen to other people. But really, illness 

and mortality are part of living too. Life is too fragile and marvelous 

to run from the tough parts. We miss out on way too much when we 

run away.

Even as my son grows in strength, I know it could change any 
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day. Drastic change can come for any family through car crashes, 

freak accidents, crimes, or illnesses. Families like mine live with that 

knowledge in our faces every day, so nothing, not even deep tragedy, 

surprises us. Th ere is not always a cure. Some mothers have children 

who will not get well. Yet, life goes on. Th e world keeps spinning. I still 

wake in the morning. I still draw breath every second. I am even more 

connected to this marvelous universe than before and to every person 

who has suff ered, which is pretty much everybody. I see that the current 

of life is far too strong for any calamity to diminish it. Even after I am 

gone, life will go on in others. Life goes on and on and on.

My hope is that others will learn what I have: our tenderness is 

our strength, power and wisdom. I will need wisdom and strength. 

An abundance of challenges await my little family. We have a unique 

journey that we will have to face bravely and with good humor. Th ere 

will be tears and meltdowns over why Lee is not as big and strong as 

the other boys. Th ere will be resentment that he must count every 

carbohydrate he eats and receive pokes for the diabetes that still has no 

cure. Th ere will be people who think they have the right to judge him 

and me even though they know nothing about his illness and amazing 

recovery. I must teach myself and him how to gracefully lift those judges 

from their ignorance and steer them toward kindness—or simply ignore 

them.

How can I shepherd him through anger as he gets older? How can 

I protect him from bullies? How will I fi nd time to advocate for a cure 

for diabetes? How will I earn a living and still have time to be a deeply 

involved mother? And how will I do all of this with a sense of ease and 

peacefulness? I will not go back to the frantic pace of my former life. 

It was killing me, and I have far too much to live for. I am committed 

to a life that allows time to slow down and savor. I am committed to a 

life in which I have meaningful work that still allows me to play, laugh, 

dance, sing, and speak with courage and honesty.

In the spring of 2011, I visited a deeply spiritual friend who was 

familiar with the general outline of my journey with Lee, but she did 

not know details. She began our time together by closing her eyes and 

breathing deeply. We sat in silence for a moment. She opened her cobalt 
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eyes and looked directly into mine. “You have come home to your own 

heart,” she said.

As for Lee, she urged me drop my way of treating him as I did 

when he was sick and I had to watch him like a hawk. “Let him live as 

a healthy child. See him as a healthy child,” she said. She went on to 

tell me that Lee is very, very strong, and his childhood is what has made 

him strong. He trusts me deeply, because I was there for him.

“In a way, he is fearless,” she said.

Is Lee cured? Th e answer is complex. But it is yes, an emphatic yes. 

Enough of his T-regulatory and natural killer (NK) cells are of donor 

origin that he is free of the symptoms of IPEX. Th e percentage of 

his T-regulatory and NK cells of donor origin held steady at 30 to 35 

percent for more than two years before suddenly jumping to 50 percent 

by June 2012. Th e fact that they held steady and are now increasing is 

cause for great optimism—and a huge sigh of relief.

Other key blood counts crept up at agonizingly slow rates, but they 

have reached normal levels and they are staying at normal levels. With 

IPEX kids, the recovery of the blood cells is so slow that one must 

measure statistically insignifi cant gains over time and deal with delays 

of a year or more in recovery. But recovery comes—and it comes so 

gradually that it still does not seem possible that nearly all of Lee’s blood 

counts are now normal and his only daily medications, besides insulin, 

are a vitamin and a sleep aid.

Th ere are too few boys with IPEX who have reached their teens 

and early adulthood to know exactly how well they fare long-term, but 

the prospects are quite good that one day I will look up and catch my 

breath at the beautiful young man in front of me. I have started studying 

his face to see if I can predict which facial features will stay with him 

as he matures and which will fade into childhood. Of late, his posture 

has changed. He used to be a little slumped, like a wet noodle. Now 

ten inches taller than he was during his transplant, he stands straight, 

shoulders open. He cocks his left shoulder back a little bit sometimes. 
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He has started fl exing his arms in the bathroom mirror to see his 

muscles.

Many people have used the word miracle to describe Lee. I do not 

take the word miracle lightly—or the concept that divine intervention 

was behind this miracle. I use the word sparingly. I am much more likely 

to express gratitude for all the things that made my son’s transplant 

possible. It was living in the right place at the right time in scientifi c 

research.

If my son had been born ten years earlier, he most likely would 

have died. Would we have been out of God’s good graces if that had 

happened? What about the boys who went before Lee? Th ese were the 

boys for whom transplants were truly experimental, and several of them 

perished. Were they non-miracles? My boy lives because of the lessons 

learned from those boys. It is not a miracle that Lee was born precisely 

at this time in history when a hospital only three hundred fi fty miles 

from home had fi gured out how to cure him. It is coincidence and 

remarkable opportunity. We saw a chance for our son to live, and we 

took it. If he had died, would that signify the absence of God’s love and 

grace? Not by a long shot.

Th is perspective doesn’t diminish my profound awe over the 

convergence of scientifi c knowledge with the amazing resilience of the 

body. So I off er my defi nition of miracle: life. We are all entrusted with 

this miracle, this experience of living each day and drawing each breath. 

Th at is the miracle. Th e miracle is the resilience we all have to face the 

daunting parts of living and still yearn for more.
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Afterword

A MIR ACLE FOR ME

I celebrate reaching the fi nish line in 

my fi rst 5/3 River Bank Run.

In the winter of 2011, Lee was still recovering but he was in kindergarten. 

I realized I might be able to plan ahead for the fi rst time in years, so I 

made a four-month commitment to start running again and train for the 

5/3 River Bank Run in Grand Rapids, my fi rst 25K. I had been through 

too many ups and downs with Lee’s recovery to announce my plans to 

anyone for several weeks. I didn’t submit the registration fee until three 

weeks before the race. And I didn’t fully believe that I would get to run 

the race until I was walking to the starting line in a light rain.

I celebI c

my
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Once out of downtown Grand Rapids, the course ran parallel to 

the Grand River for at least four miles. Th is stretch of the course was 

quiet, with few spectators, and many of the 5,200 runners were silent as 

they took in the view of the wide, ambling river, and the mist that hung 

low amid the tree branches. While I ran, I listened to my breath and 

the pat-pat-pat of runners’ soles on pavement. Something in my heart 

opened. And when it opened, guilt and shame that had been tucked 

away for a long time came out. I let it rise up off  me and melt into the 

mist overhead. I forgave myself for times I didn’t handle Lee’s sickness 

with grace and patience. For the times I snapped at him. For the times 

before his diagnosis when I wondered if he might be lazy or slow, and 

I just wanted to push him to run. For the moments I didn’t want to be 

a mother anymore. I forgave myself for the times I said “Why me?” or 

“Th at’s just my luck.”

I let go of the guilt that it took so long to diagnose Lee. I let it go 

up, up, up out of my pores like steam rising into the mist, fl oating into 

the mystical past. It was done.

That morning a tall, strong dad blazed past me pushing a runner’s 

stroller that presumably held his daughter, a girl who looked not to 

be able to walk on her own and no more than eighty pounds. A few 

minutes later, I passed them. He had pulled over to the side of the 

course. His daughter’s stroller was tipped back. I couldn’t clearly see 

what he was doing, but I assumed he was clearing her tracheotomy. A 

few minutes later, he and the stroller glided past me. A few minutes 

after that, I plodded past them as they were pulled over to the side of 

the street again. Th is happened four times during the fi rst eleven miles 

of the run.

In addition to this father, teams of three or four runners passed 

on the left every few minutes. Th e team members took turns pushing 

a stroller carrying a disabled passenger. Th e passengers were the team 

captains, so I saw Captain Jonathon and Captain Nate and several more 

whiz by me. I was moved by the generosity of the athletes who pushed 
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these strollers, so moved that I was choked up at the sight of nearly every 

one. I saw tenderness go by me each time. I saw love each time I passed 

that dad who was stopped by the side of the road. Here was a beautiful 

athlete who looked clearly capable of running the 15.5-mile course in 

less than two hours, yet he chose to take his daughter along for the ride 

and fi nish in three.

Inside I said, “I’d do that too if I could. Oh, I have done that.”

In him, I was seeing my own strength. And then I remembered 

the times I carried Lee all the way up a sand dune and pushed him in 

his stroller.

As I progressed to the twelfth mile, I soaked in the community 

spirit along the course. With the exception of those fi rst quiet miles 

along the river, runners happily talked to one another along the way and 

off ered encouragement. It was the safe space I needed to heal. It was 

humbling to see several runners who would not appear fi t to run two 

miles but they were much faster than I was. I celebrated their strength 

to persevere in a world that doesn’t encourage people who don’t quite 

fi t the model or the ideal.

I also saw the opposite. I saw a woman at mile six who wore a shirt 

from a marathon she presumably had run, but she was sidelined with an 

injury. At mile thirteen, I passed a lean, toned woman gritting in pain 

and walking. Like a bone marrow transplant—like life—one cannot 

predict who will cross fi nish lines and who will not. It is a mystery. A 

man who was once a college athlete and the father of young children 

ran the race competitively and then suff ered a fatal heart attack near 

the end. Th at too is the mystery. Some of the least likely will make it. 

Some of the most capable will not. I have played both roles. I had the 

markings of professional success, and I bombed out. I had a miserable 

little boy and a sad, sad story that knocked the confi dence right out of 

me. But we made it.

Th at morning, I took my place among those runners. I let go of my 

insecure questions: “What am I doing here? Why did I get myself into 
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this?” Instead, I just said, “I belong here. I prepared for this. I can do 

this.”

At six miles, I said yes. At the top of the fi rst hill, I said yes, and 

every hill after. Th e last half mile, I was so tired I felt wobbly, and the 

buildings in downtown Grand Rapids looked surreal. But I searched 

the crowd for smiling faces, and I started pumping my fi rst in the air. 

Laughter bubbled out in my fi nal precious yards. Yes to laughter and joy. 

Yes to forgiveness, to committing to a life-affi  rming goal, and seeing 

it through to the end. Yes to knowing beyond all doubt that life is not 

something to grit my teeth and bear. Th ere is love and there is hate in 

the world, and it’s up to me to choose to build one or the other. I choose 

love. A million times yes to love.
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Resources

Dear Reader,

I hope you have enjoyed my family’s story. I have included a list of 

books written by authors mentioned in Saving Lee, Finding Grace. In 

addition, I have included works by authors I did not write about but 

which provided inspiration and clarity over the last several years.

Parenting

Easy to Love, Diffi  cult to Discipline: Th e 7 Basic Skills for Turning Confl ict 

into Cooperation, by Becky Bailey

1-2-3 Magic: Eff ective Discipline for Children 2-12, by Th omas W. 

Phelan

Raising Our Children, Raising Ourselves, by Naomi Aldort

Th e Courage to Raise Good Men, by Olga Silverstein and Beth 

Rashbaum

P.E.T. Parent Eff ectiveness Training, by Th omas Gordon

Spirituality, Psychology, and Human Behavior

Let Your Life Speak, by Parker J. Palmer

Simple Changes and Touching the Holy, by Robert J. Wickes

Th e Power of Now, by Eckhart Tolle

Th e Dance of the Dissident Daughter, by Sue Monk Kidd

Overcoming Life’s Disappointments, by Harold S. Kushner

Man’s Search for Meaning, by Viktor E. Frankl

Power vs. Force, by David R. Hawkins

Blink, by Malcolm Gladwell

Out of Character: Surprising Truths About the Liar, Cheat, Sinner (and Saint) 

Lurking in All of Us, by David DeSteno and Piercarlo Valdesolo

Mindful Loving, by Henry Grayson

Learned Optimism, by Martin E. P. Seligman
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